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INTRODUCTION 

The logic diagram was introduc€ld in 17611 and was, from the 

time of Hamiiton to the publishing of thE~ Principia Mathematica, a center-

of controversy among logicians. Some of the major logical problems of 

our time are crystallized and clarified, tho~gh not solved, in these 

'2 diagrams. More important, the history ()f nineteenth-century logic, with 

the important exception of Boole, can be traced in the development of 

these diagrams.. Yet there has been little work done in our own time or 

in the past on this fascinating branch of logico 

Sir William Hamilton and John Venn both attempted to collect 

what was known about diagrams in their own time but Hamilton's analysis is 
, . 

prejudiced as we shall see, and Venn's is sketchy. C.I. Lewis introduced 

only geometric diagrams in A Survey of Sirmbolic Logic and used them with 

presumptions which must be examinedo MaJ~tin Gardner collected several 

systems of logic diagrams in Logic Machllles and Diagrams but treated them, 

with the exception of Venn's, as interes1~ing curiositieso Some work has 

been done on the diagrams of individual logicians3 but in the interest of 

~or qualifications of this statement see chapter I section 1 
and ,chapter' II section 3 part (a) and chapter II section 4 parts (al and 
(b). Hereafter cross-references to this thesis will be abbreviated. The 
above reference would be written thus: I 1, II 3 (a) and 4 (a) and (b). 

2III 4 (a) and (b).' 

~.g" D.'D; Roberts, The Existential Graphs of C.S. Peirce, 
Urbana: University of Illinois, 1963, unpublished thesis. 

1 
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completeness this needs the context of the complete development of logic 

diagrams 0 

On the other hand, we need only pick up' a textbook on elementary 

logic~ set theory, switching circuits or even arithmetic if it is the 

"new math" to be faced with a wide variety of logic diagrams. Euler, Venn, 

Marquand, Lambert and Carroll are all represented, sometimes in the same 

booko That these systems are incompatible4 seems of little importance 

to their users. 

It would seem therefore, that there is a necessity for an exam in-

ation of logic diagrams, qua logic diagrams, which will endeavour to dis-

cover what they are and what characteristics they must possess if they 

are to function as their users intend. Since the diagrams were first 

introduced in logic,and since the mathematician and electrical engineer 

can hardly be expected to perform such an analysis, and since, moreover, , 

Aristotelian and nineteenth-century symbolic logic wou,ld seem to be the 

most adequate tools to be used in such an analysis, we may drop this work 

in the logicians' 'lape The purpose of this paper is to lay the foundat-

ion for such an analysise It will, of course, be impossible to examine 

any single problem extensively but will be within our purpose to locate 

those areas in which problems of a logical or philosophical nature should 

be raised. Our work will be divided into thIe~· parts, the purposes of 

which will be 'as follows: 
• 

I. to give a chronological resume of the history of the diagram 

in logic from 1761 to 1910 with emphasis on those logicians who contributed 

4See the comparative, portions of II. 
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to its development and their relevant writings. 

II. to establish a simple classification for such diagrams 

and to describe and compare the various s:ystems of diagrams within this 

classification. 

III. in the ,light of the forego1ing, to describe the uses and 

assess the worth of the logic diagram in our own time and to indicate 

some relevant problems raised by the diagrams. 

If the diagrams are to be used they ought to be used well. 

This can only be done if they are system~,tically examined .. 

All of the diagrams mentioned in this work will be found in 

numerical order in the first appendixe 



I 

THELI:F'E HISTORY OF THE LOGIC DIAGRAM (1763 - 1910) 

1. Its Conception (prior to 1763) 

The first diagrams used by logicians are in all probability now 

lost. We have, nevertheless, many early Mediaeval diagrams which represent 

the individual valid arguments of Aristotelian logic. These are not 

actual logic diagrams: t~ey illustrate the argument after it has been 

solved and are not primarily intended as aids to reasoning as more recent 

systems are. Hamilton, whose scholarship we shall have reason to questionl , 

traces these as far back ~s the fifth century A.D. Giordano Bruno incor

porates three of these Mediaeval diaerams in one diagram~'(Diagram I). 

Gardner is fascinated by the life and works of Raymon Lull. 3 

The Ars Ivlar.t:na was more mechanical than diagrammatic and more metaphysical 

than logical. We may, therefore, safely and thankfully'ignore Lull's 

incredibly obscure system for our purposes in this chapter and turn to 

lHamilton's scholarship will be found to be questionable in his, 
discussions of all prior logicians, particularly Euler and Maass. II 2 (a) 
and (b). 

2Hart~n Gardner, Logic Hachines and Diagrams, Toronto: McGraw-Hill, 
1958, po 30.. I find these diagrams confusing and will not treat them in 
this work. For more information see John 'Venn, SymboliC Logic, 2nd ed., 
London: Hacmillan, 1894, pp. 50.4 ff. 

3Gardner, Ope cit., pp. 1 ff. 

4 



more modern sources. 4 

Hamilton attributed the geometric diagram to Christian Weise in 

Nucleous Logicae Weisiania (1712).5 This was a mistake for, as Venn 

pointed out~ Weise did not write this book. The author was, in fact, 

6 Johann Christian Lange. Hamilton did not seem to recognize that Lange 

used the diagram to represent propositions but not syllogisms for he 

equates Langeis diagrams with Euler's. Johann Christoph Strum in 

Universalia Euclides (1661) and Leibniz both used circles to represent 

propositions prior to Lange. 7 This would seem to indicate further that 

Hamilton's historical research was not as thorough as he thought. 

In A Survey of Symbolic Logic, C. I. Lewis translates two brief 

5 

portions of Leibniz which indicate that Leibni~ understood the principles 

of the linear diagram8 almost a century b,efore Lrunbert. These fragments 

are taken from Gerhardt's text, Die Philosophischen Schriften von G. W. 

Leibniz, Band VII, tlScientia Generalis. Characteristica,U XIX and XX. 9 

Hamilton, with his usual historical scholarship, attributes the linear 

diagram to J. H. Alsted in his Logic (1614). Venn pointed out that there 

4.An example of Lull's system will be described in II 4 (b)~ 

5This book was not available to the author of this thesis. 

6 Venn, OPe cit., p. 509. 

7See ·Gardner, Ope cit., p. 31, where he cites Church. The Strum 
book was unavailable but we discuss Leibniz briefly, from what information 
is available, in II 3 (a). 

8See II 1 for a definition of "linear" and II 3 for descriptions 
of linear systems. 

9C• I. Lewis, A Survey of Symbolic Logic, New York: Dover, 1960, 
pp. 291 ff. 



10 were no diagrams in the book. 

Thus, although there were diagrams in logic prior to 1663 they 

either represented propositions and gave little or no aid in drawing 

conclusions or, in Lull's case, were so obscure as to be useless. The 

6 

exception to this is a few diagrams used by Leibniz which we shall compare 

11 to Lambert's. The actual birth of the logic diagram, its entrance into 

logic as a ~ajor force, awaited the work of Leonard Euler~ 12 

2. Its Birth (1763 - 1807) 

The modern logic diagram was born of Aristotelian logic in 1763. 

Its father was unknown but the midwife who brought it into the world was , 

Leonard Euler. Euler,' li~e most of the great eighteenth century figures, 

was a man 0f many talents. He is best remembered as a mathematician and 

logician but he was no mean philosopher and moralist and was lQ1o~n as a 

political counsellor to most of the thrones of Europe~ Because of his 

great reputation for learning in the sciences .Euler was commissioned by 

Frederick II of Prussia as tutor to his neice, the Princess dVAnhalt 

Dessau. His correspondence with the princess was published in 1772 as 

Lettres a une Princess d'Allemagne. It was in this work that Euler 

10 Venn, Ope cit., p. 507. 

llWe' refer here to such authors as Reimarus and Vives whose works 
are unavailable but who, as described by Venn, Ope cit., p. 504 ff., 
seem to contribute nothing to the logic diagram. Although their systems 
are different from either the mediaeval· or the modern systems, it is, 
at best, difficult to understand what they mean and there seems to be 
no reason why they should be accepted either on p~gmatic or on iconic 
principles. 

l2With the exception of Leibniz. 
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introduced the logic diagram to the world.13 

Euler's diagrams were geometricaJ. I,14 circular in fact, and were 

intended to be an aid to the student in understanding the structure of 

the various syllogisms in respect to the relationships between the three 

terms involved. 15 On the ground of Euler's diagrams much of the work of 

Hamilton and almost all of the work of Jeilrons, Venn and the later inventors 

of geometrical logic diagrams was based. His influence is still felt as 

many introductory logic texts, esp~cially those written by scholastic 

logicians~ make extensive and exclusive use of Euler's system of diagrams.16 

In the year following the writing of Letters to a German Princess 

Johann Heinrick Lambert published Neues Organon (1764) in which he 

introduced a form of notation which was actually a form of linear diagram 

performing ',the same function as Euler's geometric diagrams.17 He appar-

ently struck on this system independently for it has obvious disadvantages 

which he would have attempted to correct had he been iami~iar with Euler's 

system. 

The final figure of this period was JoG.E. Maas~o In his Grundriss 

l~etters CII to CVIII, dated February 14, 1761 to March 7, 1761 
pp. 450 - 485 in the Hunter translation~ 

14See II 1 for a definition and II 2 for a description of 
geometric diagrams. 

15Se~ II 2 (a) for an exact description of Euler's intention and 
his system .. 

16Eog• Celestine N. Bittle, The Science of Correct Thinking, 
M~lwaukee: The Bruce Publishing Company, 1950. 

17I1 3 (b) 0 This book was unavai·lable. 
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dar Lo~ik (1807) he substituted triangles for Euler's circles.18 This . 
might be considered important as it demonstrates that the shape of the 

geometric patterns used is irrelevant to the validity of the diagram. 

Maass' system is an interesting early variation which has particular 

significance in the light of Hamilton's. and Venn's comments. 

3. Its Adolescence 

George Boole was ignored in his own time~ Yet his Laws of Thought 

(1854) changed the direction of logic after Jevonso It was an attempt 

at a coherent and comprehensive mathematical notation for logic. Boole 

used no diagrams but his influence on those who did does not allow us to 

ignore him. He 'broke radically with Aristotelian 'logic and paved the way 

for modern mathematical and symbolic logic,. All of the developments in 

the logic diagram after Hamilton were instigated by a concern to apply 

the diagrams to the flBoole-Schroeder" algebra .. 19 

Although Boole's major work was published sixteen years before 

Hamilton's, Boole was virtually unrecognized while Hamilton attained a 

powerful reputation based on his lectures and papers o Long before the 

publication of Lectures on Metaphysics and Logic (1860) Hamilton was 

widely accepted as the outstanding logicia~ of the English-speaking world. 

It has been said that both Boole and de Morgan were deeply influenced by 

18J • G. E. Maass, Grundriss der Logik, Leipzig: Eduard Meispner, 
1836. See II 2 (b) where the basic differences between Euler and Haass 
will be discussed. 

19It is not within the scope of this work to give a description 
of Boolean algebra although some.acquaintance with it is presupposed on 
the reader's part. A good introduction is Lewis's Survey. 
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Hamilton. 20 Their reaction against Hamilton's system laid the basis for 

a truly mathematical logic. 

Sir William Hamilton rejected traditional Aristotelian logic on 

the grounds that it was too narrow. The solution to this narrowness, he 

felt 1 was not to be found in a new system but in an expansion of the old. 

This expansion was to be accomplished by the quantification of the 

d " t 21 pre ~ca eo Such a move naturally made Euler's and Lambert's diagrammatic 

schemes obsolete in their original forms. In his lectures Hamilton used 

revised versions of both of these schemes 'but he also developed his own 

II ' "22 geometr~cll system. This is not a geometric system in our sense of 

the 'Word tigeometric". It conEiists of 1) a chart which·illustrates 

Hamilton's concept of breadth and depth in reasoning, 2) a diagram, 

consisting of four concentric triangles, offering a condensed view of 

Hamilton's scheme of syllogistic notation and 3) a table of syllogistic 

'moods illustrating Hamilton ' s.wedges. 23 T.hus Hamilton makes use of three 

systems of logic diagrams~ 1) circular, adapted from Euler,24 2) linear, 

adapted from Lambert25and 3) wedges~ originalo 26 Hamilton mistook 

20Lewis, OPe cit., po 370 

2111 2 (a) and (c), II 5 (a) and (b), especially II 5 (a). 

22 Quoted by Venn, Ope cit., p. 521 but I have not been able to 
find it in Hamilton. 

2311 5 (a). 

2411 2 (a). 

2511 3 (b) 

26 See note 23 above. 
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Xaassjs triangular system, apparently because he judged the diagrams with-

out reading the text, for an attempt at an angular system and dismissed 

it without further considerationo 27 

Augustus de l'1organ fought a continuing battle with Hamilton for 

credit as discoverer of the quantification of the predicate. His logic, 

because he was a mathematician, took a mathematical point of view. 

De Morgan read Boo1e, apparently with little enthusiasm, although they 

have much in common. 28 De Morgan was not, however, the system-builder 

that Boo1e was so that much of his work concerned fine peints. He also 

wrote many articles and wasted much time in his feud with Hami1ten. 

De Morgan centinued to write such articles 1eng after Hami1ten's death. 29 

De Xorgan's Syllabus for a Preposed System ef Legic was published the same 

year as Hami1ten's Lectures. In the Sy11a~, de Mergan effers charts 

which are similar to. those ef l~i1ton.30 De Morgan makes no. claims abeut 

logic diagrams. He dees net seem to. think ef his chart as such but since 

it is necessary to examine Hami1ten's charts" it is valuable to. look at 

de Horgan's as well .. 

27Venn', Ope cit .. , p. 516 and Sir William Hamilton, Lectures on 
Logic, ed. Rev. Henry L. Hansel and John Veitch, New Yo.rk: Shelden and 
Company, 1870, pp. 669 - 670. 

28A basically mathematical approach was their greatest common 
ground. 

29This is important because it forced cie Mergan to. deve1ep a 
mathematical system. See Lewis, ep. cit., pp. 37£f. fer a thereugh 
description of the relationship between cle Mergan and Hami1ten particularly 
concerning de Hergan' s attempt to mathemat~acize 1egic. 
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4. Its Haturity (18710 - 1882) , 

The contributions to the more esot,eric branches of the literature 

of logic by IN. Stanley Jevons included a paper liOn the Mechanical 

Performance of Logical Inferences" (1870) and Studies in Deductive Logic 

(1880)0 Jevons seems to have been the first major logician to have real-

ized the importance of Boole's discoveries and made a strong case for 

Boole as the discoverer of th~ quantification of the predicate. 31 

He did not, despite a healthy respect for lffamilton's reputation, accept 

Hamilton's complex diagrammatic system, but suggested that we can get 

along quite well with Euler's diagrams. 32 

Jevons' importance for us rests in two instruments that he 

developed. In the 1870 article he describes a machine, played rather like 

a piano, which solves problems in lOgic. 33 In his Studies he describes 

a "slate il which operates on the same principles.. The logical structure of' 

these actually prefigures the diagrams of 'venn. In some manner all 

possible combinations of the positive terms and their negatives in a 

syllogism are represented. Through mechanical means those which are 

inapplicable, because of the premises, are removed G From what remains we 

read off all possible conclusions~ 34 All IDf the mechanics which app'eared 

to be so original in Venn are represented :in Jevons' machineso Wbat is 

31Even Jevons did not fully apprec:iate Boole's significance as 
he applied Boole I s system only to Aristotelii:l.n syllogisms. 

32For Jevons' interpretation of Euler see II 2 (a). 

33See also Gardner, ~o .... p..;.. ___ c_i .... t., pp.. 9lff. 

34II 2 ('c) " 
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original in Venn is the depth of interpretation of these mechanics.

Jevons' ovm interpretation included the idea that every positive

term must be represented in what remained on the machine. That is, he

believed that we could not reach a negative existential conclusion~35

We will see in Venn that Jevons was wrong yet we must face this serious

problem of the import of existential conclusions later. 36

Meanwhile on the conttnent the network diagram was invented and

carried to virtual perfection by Gottlob Frege. His symbol of closure37

is still in use. This symbol was part of a very complex notation fully

described in Begriffsschrift, eine der arithmetischen nachgebildte Formel-

sprache des reinen Denken (1879). This notation is criticized as unwieldy

by Venn who thought of it only as a notational system. Frege, of.course,

unlike Venn, Euler, etc., did not have a notational system apart from his

diagrammatic system"so that the criticism is partly valid but Fre~e's

notation is no more unwieldy than Venn's diagrams. 38 Although more

difficult for the beginner to master than most, Frege's system is compre-

hensive and consistent. It is a great improvement over Hamilton's and

de Morgan's systems with regard to simplicity and over Euler's and

Lambert's with regard to universality. We will find that network diagrams

35For any A such that a is its negative at least one A must exist.
Thus given AB=O we must conclude that AbjO and aBjO. -This is in direct
opposition to Venn's position. See II 2 (0).

7.~

~oIII 4 (b)

3~

38The whole question of the relationship between,diagrams and
notation is taken up by Peirce. See also Gardner's discussion of
Marquand in Gardner, Ope cit., p. 43 and III 1.
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might well be more valuable for recording switching. circuits39 than are 

Venn's and that when Martih Gardner seeks a diagram which will be useful 

for teaching elementary logic he de;ises a network diagram.'40 We should, 

then~ give serious attention to this branch of logic diagrams despite the 

fact that they are far less common than g~ometric·diagrams .. 41 

When logic diagrams are mentioned the Venn diagrams42 immediately 

come to mind. They are easy to use and for the Boole-Schroeder algebra, 

at least9 comprehensiveQ John Venn introduced these in 1880 in an article 

"On the Diagrammatic and Mechanical Representation of Propositions and 

Reasoningsll, and further developed his system .and examined other systems 

of diagrams in Symbolic Logic (1894). The latter work has much invaluable 

material including a thorough (though occ,asionally inaccurate) biblio-

graphy. Venn examines the diagrams of Euler and Hamilton .and discovers 

in them two systems of logic (the "predication" and the "class inclusion' 

and exclusion" views),,'43 He accepts a th:ird system which combines a 

"compartmental" view and an "existential" view.'" This is derived from 

Boole but Venn uses inclusive disjunction prior even to Sc~oederGs use of 

it. Venn also examines the nature of the logic diagram and tries to 

3911 4 (c) and III 2 (c).: 

4011 4 (e); 

41Included in network diagrams are the square of opposition, 
II ,4 (a);, and the diagrams of Lull, II 4 (b), as well as the more modern 
systems. 

4211 2 (c) .. 

43II 2 (a) .. ' 

4411 2 (c).' 
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show what is essential to these diagrams. Hamilton's and Frege's diagram

matic systems he examines as types of notation. 45 Frege's he finds 

awkward and Hamilton's incomprehensible. In SymboliC Logic he even 

introduced Marquand's diagram which he accepted for most purposes.-46 Of 

Venn's own system we shall see much. It is geometric, usually circular 

for tpxee terms with ramifications as more terms are added. It gives one 

compartment to every possible combination of positive terms and their 

negatives and works through empty compartments being shaded and occupied 

compartments being marked in some way. For most purposes where a network 

diagram is not required we will find that Venn's diagrams, augmented by 

Marquand's or Carroll's for a. large number of terms, are as adequate and 

practical as any we have. 47 Two further points concerning Venn should be 

noted. First, he rejected the complicated machines invented by Jevons. 

The feud between Jevonsand Venn was second only to that between de Morgan 

and Hamilton. More important, although hE~ explicitly introduced the 

uniV'erse of discourse48 and accepted its importance he did not indicate 

this universe in any way in his diagrams.L~9 Carroll makes much of this 

• 1..' . t 50 
~n ~l~S own sys em. 

45See note 38 above for references concerning the relationship 
between diagrams and notation~ 

46 Venn, Ope cit., pp. 139-140, ruLso II 2 Cd) and I 50 

47E."g.' teaching elementary logic" set theory, etc; (see III). 

4~Everything under discussion ·is d.esignated the "universe of 
discourse". 

- -abc • 
,4~T~e. entire pa.ge outside the diag.ram stands for the sub-class 

• . n. 



Charles Sanders Peirceis diagrammatic systems span the whole 

period from Venn's first article to the publication of the Principia 

Mathematica.. He began exploring graphs in 1882.51 His systems are of 

15 

three types: 1) the first system, 2) ent~tative graphs and 3) existential 

graphs. 52 These are all network systems l)ut the lines of the network 

indicate objects and the variables indicate relations. The first system 

is little more than a convenient~ rather idiosyncratic not.ation. The 

entitative graphs allow reasoning of a sort~ We may reach positive 

conclusions but negation is more complicated. The existential graphs are 

much more subtle allowing diagrams about logic as well as of it.. Perhaps 

the most interesting facet of Peirce's wOJ:,k is the fact that working 

independently with very different presuppositions Peirce arriveQ at a 

system which fits so well into the tradition of linear 'and network 

diagrams which includes Lambert and Frege .. 

5. Its Senescence 

Venn's diagrams popularized a sUb'ject which' had formerly been 
-, 

ignored by most non-logicians; In the three decades following the 

publication of Venn's article not only philosophers but· also physicists 

and even art historians tried their hands at developing better diagrams 

for more terms. The logic diagram was stretched, reshaped and twisted 

until at one time it resembled corrals,53 at another a patch from a 

51r.etter to O.H.- Mitchell, Decem,ber 2lt 1882: Unpublished, 
mentioned by Roberts in a lectureo 

53In Allan Marquand, liOn a Logical piagram for!!. Terms", 
Philosophical Magazine, XII (1881), 266-2~70. 
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, 54 
quilte The period was notable more for its thoroughness than for its 

originality. 55 

Allan Marquand was an art historian who developed an interest; in 

logic machines and diagrams and in 1883 published an article liOn Logical 

Diagrams for E:. Terms" under the influence of Venn's system .. ,Marquand's 

diagram is geometric;56 a square divided and subdivided according to 

simple rulese This type of representation is suitable for arguments 

employing a large number of terms. It is :Lmportant that Marquand closed 

his universe of discourse but that his various terms after two were 

broken into non-contiguous parts. 57 

A professor of physics, Alexander Macfarlane, stretched Marquand's 

grid into one long thin strip of rectangles which he called a "logical 

58 . 
spectrumll • This is described in two cryptic articles,' "The Logical 

Spect.rumlt (1885) and "Application, of the Lc)gical Spectrum to Boole's 

Problemrl (1890). His method is noteworthy for its exact conjunction with 

BooleruL symbolism. 

Perhaps the most fascinating and frustrating figure in the history 

54In William Ernest Hocking, "Two Extensions of the Use of Graphs 
in Elementary Logic", University of California Publications, II (i909), 
31 - 44. 

55With the notable exception Of Peirce .. 

56II 2 Cd). 

57Compare this to Hocking on the one extreme whose terms all occupy 
unbroken topological areas and to Macfarlrule on the other who breaks every 
term from two upward into two or more indhridual areas. 

58' , 
The term flspectrum" is to be tak~~n analogously as we have a 

line of distinct squares not blending into one another. II 2 (e). 
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of lOGic is the Reverend Charles Lutwidge DOdgson,59 known to the world 

as Lewis Carroll. There is something heroic in Carroll's struggle against 

tithe Establishment!! and something tragic in his failure. The reason for 

this failure was not the strength of dying Victorianism but that Carroll, 

the rebel, carried within himself the very seed of Victorianism. An 

anti-Romantic he was totally committed to Romanticism. 60 In logic he 

was anti-tradition but totally submerged in Aristotelianismo We have 

only two of his books on logic, The Game of Logic (1887) and Symbolic 

Logic (1896). The first of these uses two diagrams and coloured markers 

to solve problems in Aristotelian logic. 'The second is the first volume 

of a projected three volume' survey of all logic. Carroll stated that 

he had a quantity of manuscript for the second and third volumes; this 

was apparently throvm out at his death6l 
Sl::! that it is very difficult 

for us to make an accurate assessment of Carroll's position. Judging 

from what we have, he was superficial. Although he had read Venn he did 

not seem to have comprehended Boole. Like Marquand he closed his universe 

of discourse but he made a production of this, ignoring Venn's acknowledge-

ment of such closure. In 1906 in "A New Logic Diagramll W"J. Newlin 

. 62 
presented yet another geometric system similar to those of Marquand and 

Carroll .. 

59Lewis, OPe cit., p. 312, lists him as "S.G. Hodgson"_ 

60Carroll's failure as a logician is best understood in the context 
of his failures in other fields. 

61See the introduction to The Diaries of Lewis Carroll, ed. Roger 
Lancelyn Green, London: Cassell, !, 1953. 

62I1 2 (g). 
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W. E. Hocking, in the first half of, "Two Extensions of the Use 

of Graphs in Elementary Logic" (1909) carried this type of graph to its 

logical conclusion. 63 Every term was represented by a contiguous' geometric 

area bounded by one line. Although this was the ideal toward which the 

diagram had been moving it was so confusing as to be almost unreadable. 64 

The last part of the Hocking article presented a diagram65 to aid in the 

immediate inferences of categorical propositions and is unlike anything 

66 else with which we 1,vill be involved. To save confusion we will examine 

both of Hocking's diagrammatic systems tog,ether despite their different 

purposes. 

6. Its Death (1910) 

We can imagine what should have happened to the logic diagram. 

Further experiments and ramifications would have resulted in the acceptance 

of some one system9 probably Marquand's or Macfarlane'sG We would then 

have continued using this to aid our thought.. This is what might have 

happened but it did not.. It did not because in 1910 the logic diagram 

-was murdered67 by the publication of the Principia Mathematica, written 

64Hocking realized this and was attempting only to show the 
theoretical infinite extensibility of diagrams. 

65Also examined in II 2 (h). 

66Though similar to Lewis's diagrams for the same purpose, II 2 (i). 

67It might be questioned whether the logic diagram was really 
dead. There would seem to be some evidence, particularly in the cases 
of Roberts' work of expanding Peirce's system to include the functional 
calculus, and Gardner's network system, that such diagrams are very much 
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, 
by Bertrand Russell and A. N. Whitehead. Because of the complexity of this 

work, diagrams, even if there were a way of adapting them to represent 

this system, would lose their value as illustrations of arguments. We 

would find it harder to follow a diagram of the developments of the 

Principia than we do to follow them in their symbolic form. Thus the 

diagram ~ except as a tool for the teaching of elementary logic, pc.ssed 

out of the field of 10gic.68 

7. Post Mortem (1918 - 1958) 

There have been brief revivals of interest in the logic di.agram. 

In 1918 in A Survey of Symbolic Logic, C.L Lewis discussed geometric 

diaGrams as examples of the application of a logical system and presented 

his o~n diagrams for immediate inference. 69 

In 1937 in Qu1est-ce Que La Logigu~t Fe Gonseth developed an 

interesting though seriously inadequate system of geometric diagrams. 70 

In 1958 Martin Gardner investigated them in Logic Machines~ 

Diagrams 0 Unfortunately he thoroughly investigates only Venn's system .. 7l 

In some cases he does not give examples, and in others he merely mentions 

alive~ and that they had merely suffered a temporary setback. Further, 
the use of such diagrams in so many fields outside logic (see nIl would 
indicate that they are, at least, as alive today as they were in 1910. 

68With exceptions to be noted in I 7,. 

69II 2 (i). 

7°11 2 (j). 

71Gardner is not, of course, claimjillg to do any more than he 
actually does nor can he be expected to wii;hin the context in which he 
is working. 



systems without describing them. 72 He also develops his own network 

system. 73 
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This historical resume is necessarily brief. The many logicians 

who have used the diagrams without changing them have been omitted. 74 

We have me'ntioned only those who have contributed something of lasting 

interest to the logic diagram or those who have influenced such contribu

tors .. 75 

7~his'is particularly unfair to Hocking and to Peirce. It is 
also to be noted that Hocking's and Lewis' ,6 diagrams for immediate 
inferences go unmentioned. 

73II 4 (e). 

74Special note should be taken of Keynes whose improvements on 
Lambert will be noted in II 3 (b) and of Copi in whom I first found the 
logic diagram. 

75The influences on Pei~ce~ since they come from chemistr~, not 
logic, must be discussed separately in II 4 Cd). We might add that 
Peirce woulq. seem to have developed a system which is adequate even for 
contemporary logic although his system is the' only one that is. 
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THE CLASSIFICATION AND DESCRIPTION 

OF'VARIOUS SYSTEMS OF LOGIC DIAGRAMS 

1. The Scheme of Classification 

The scheme of classification used in this chapter is not intended 

to be either the only or the best system. Its sole purpose is to arrange 

logic diagrams in a convenient form for description, analysis and com-

parison and someone with other aims might wish to classify the diagrams 

differently.l We will place each system of diagrams in one of four 

classes:. geometric diagrams, linear diagrams, network diagrams, and 

unclassifiable diagrams. 2 

Geometric diagrams3 we will define as all logic diagrams which 

use a closed curve to enclose a topologically distinct area for each 

term and which are used as an aid in the logical analysis of arguments. 

lOne might, for example, wish to classify diagrams according to 
adequacy, use, or some other criteriono Although the adequacy and uses 
of these diagrams are relevant to this chapter they are not, since,we 
are primarily concerned with description, the best criteria for our 
classification. 

2These diagrams are, of course, classifiable and, in fact, are 
classified but this term is used to indicai;e that the charts of de Morgan 
and Hamilton are radically outside the g~ometric framework within which 
we are working. We might have used some such class as lIother" but this 
does not sufficiently indicate how radically these charts fall outside 
our scheme. 

21 
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Linear diagrams4 will be diagrams which employ lines which do not 

enclose topologically distinct areas for the representation of terms. 

Network diagrams5 will be diagrams in which the argument is 

traced out on a topological network. 

Unclassifiable diagramS6 will be all logic diagrams which are not 

geometric, linear or network diagrams. 

2. Geometric Diagrams 

(a) Euler 

Euler's system? is based on Aris~otelian logic. In every 

proposition there are two terms ~ and~. ~ affirms or denies a subject; 

B is an attrib~teo8 A general lInotionll ,9 either subject or attribute, 

contains an "infinite rl number of individual objects. lO Euler seems to 

mean flundefined" rather than Ilinfinite"" Otherwise he could not define 

7~uler seems to think of his system of logic as a science. It is 
introduced within the context, of his psychology. 

8 Leonard Euler, Letters to a German Princess, trans. Henry Hunter, 
London: H. Murray, 1795, I, 452. 

9This term is introduced in Letter C, p. 440. Euler defines it 
on p. 442 as lIan idea formed by abst;-action". 

10 . 
Euler, Gp.'cit., p. 453. 
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~~dividual propositions as universal,ll since an individual cannot 

contain an lIinfinite ll number of individual objects. We may then consider 

the general notion as a space (i~e. two dimensional surface with only 

one boundary) in which all of these objects a're contained. The purpose 

of such a diagrammatic method is to facilitate a more distinct compre-

h 
. 12 

ens~on. 

Euler has seven basic diagramsl3 (Diagram II).l4 The first 

(II a)15 represents!::. or the subject of the proposition; the second (II b)l6 

llEu- . t 480 "Th 1 h " h t k 1 . .Ler, OPe c~ ., p. • e same ru es w J.,C a e p ace ~n 
urliversal propositions apply, likewise, to singular propositions." 

l2Euler, OPe cit., p. 454. "These circles, or rather these 
spaces, for it is of no importance what figure they are of, are extremely 
commodious for facilitating our reflections on this subject, and for 
unfolding all the boasted mysteries of logic, which that art finds it so 
difficult to explain; whereas, by means of these signs, the whole is 
rendered sensible to the eye." 

l3Hunter appends a note to the effect that Euler originally 
presented f.our basic diagrams which were eliminated from the Paris 
edition. These are repetitions of II c)~ d) (without bracket), e) and f) 
and would seem to be superfluousG It is worth noting that these four 
diagrams in Hunter's note (Euler, OPe cit., p. 455) are drawn, for no 
apparent reason, with dotted rather than solid boundaries. 

l4Every effort has been made to retain the original peculiarities 
of: drafting in all the dia,~~rams in this work. Where we have been forced 
to depart from the original, note will be ~ade of the fact. Two exceptions 
to this statement are size and position. Unless the size of a diagram 
is relevant to its logical import it has Qeen made whatever size is most 
convenient; unless a dia[~ram's position on the page is of logical signifi
cance it has been positioned wherever is most convenient. Hereafter, 
the word "diagram" will be omitted and diagrams will be referred to by 
number and letter. For example, (IIa) will reter to diagram II, sub
section a). 

15Euler, OPe cit., Plate I, Second Series, facing page 460, Fig. 1. 
Other diagrams from this page will hereafter by referred to as Euler, 
I, Fig. ~, where n is the number of the figure. 

16,., 1 I F" 2 ~u er, , ~g. c 
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represents !2. or the attribute of the subject. The universal affirmative 

proposition is represented by two circles (IIc),17 that representing B 

enclosing within its boundary that representing!:. (IIAll A is B"). The 

universal negative is represented by two mutually exclusive circles 

joined by a bracket (II d)lS (IINo A is B"). The particular affirmative 

is represented by two intersecting circles (IIe)19 with the letter !:.20 

in the common portion and ~ in the non-!:. part of circle B~l ("Some A is 

BfI; lISome B is AT'; "Some B is not A"; "Some A is not BIl) 22 • The parti

cular negative is represented by similar circles (II f)23 with the letter 

A moyed to the non-!2. portion of circle A (HSome A is not BIi). There is 

obviously some confusion here with two diagrams representing the same 

tJ~e of proposition. We may improve Euler's position24 by positing that 

only that portion of the diaGram for a particular proposition containing 

the letter A is claimed to have members. This would make II,e represent 

17Euler , I, Fig. 3.' 

lS.", 1 
.l!;U er, I, Fig. 4 • 

19Euler , I, Fig. 5. 

20Euler does not point out the position of the letter!:. thus 
leaving the door open for the confusion which arises between lIe and II f. 

2~his seems to indicate that there is some B apart from the A 
portion if we are indicating the particular propositIon by the letter~. 
See the following discussion. 

22If we ignore letter placement as an indication of the existence 
of objects in a compartment we might read it any of these ways. 

23Euler, I, Fig. 6. 

24'Ne are here making explicit what Euler was actually doing but 
he never states that he is using letter placement in this way. 
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IlSo1ue A' J.·s BIl and "Some B J.·s t'.1l. Th th d' (II )25.~ e seven J.agram g J.S a

special case of II. e in which there are no A which are not also B ("All

A are B"; "Some B is All; "Some B is not All). Our interpretation would

reduce the meanings of this diagram to "All A are B" and "Some B are A".

~uler's use, even in his basic diagrams,

of parent~0sis to link circles which are terms of the same proposition

but are not otherwise linked in the diagram (II d).

Euler then goes on to attempt to give diagrams, by means of

various combinations of his basic diagrams, for all possible combinations

of two propositions to form syllogisms. In the first proposition in any

of these syllogisms ~ is always the subject and ~ the predicate. In the
I

second £ always appears. 'The conclusion relates the t~m from the first

proposition which does not appear in the second to Q. An example will

illustrate this:

Every A is B
No C is B or No B is C
:.No C is A

(II,c)
(II.d)

Sometimes it takes several diagrams viewed together to arrive at a

conclusion. This happens when the diagrams for the two premises may be

combined in more than one way:

No A is B
Some Cis B or Some ~ is C
:,Some C is not A

(II d)
(Il;e)

We may also show with these diagrams if no conclusion follows from the

25Euler, I, Fig. 7.

26 I, Fig. 11.Euler,

27Euler, I, Fig. 21-23.



given premises: 

All A is B (II c) 
No C is A (II d) -,n 
:. No conclusion'--O 

26 

(III e. f,g)29 

A slight discrepancy, which does not affect the result, may be noticed in 

the above situation. No diagram is given for the case in which C is 

totally excluded from 1?. One case is not examined. We will examine 

more serious difficulties in the examination of all cases along with 

discrepancies in the placing of letters later in this section. 

Before v{e turn to the other logicians! assessment of Euler we 

must look briefly at his use of the asterisk.30 He does not introduce 

this until he begins to apply his diagrams to actual arguments. A sample 

syllogism will illustrate the use of the asterisk. 

No A is B 
Some B (the* portion) is C 
:. No conclusion32 

(II.d)31 
(IV.a)- . 

(IV b,c d)33 

We should note that IV., c meant to repre sen t the si tua tion in which all 

28 . 
l.'uler uses "no conclusion" to mean no valid conclusion~ Euler, 

OPe cit., pp. 458 ff. 

29Euler, I, Fig. 12-14. 

30Euler does not discuss or explain the asterisk. He simply intro
duces it (p. 446) in a problem and uses it.. He only uses it in cases of 
actual arguments using words. We have reduced these arguments to syllogisms 
with variables by replacing the words with symbols. 

3lEuler, Ope cit., Plate II, Second Series, facing page 468 (actually 
facing page 465 although 468 is printed at the top of Plate II - perhaps 
an error in binding), Fig. 15. Other diagrams from this page will here
after be referred to as Euler, II, Fig. ~, where ~ is the number, of the 
figure .. 

32Euler, II, Fig. 16-18. 

33Actually we may reach the conclusion "Some C is not B" but 
Euler does not mention this. 



C v/hich is not ~ is inclli.ced in !:. not only fails to do this but also 

represents an impossible state of affairs according to the premises. 

The asterisk method may be used to show that a syllogism is invalid: 

Some A (the * portion) is B 
No B is C 
:. Some C are not A 

This is obviously invalid in IV f. 

(IVa) 
(II d) 

(IV e f g)34 

There can be no question about the impact of Euler's system of 

diagrams on logic. Venn found that the majority of logicians in the 

27 

early nineteenth century used some type of diagrams to illustrate reason

ings; 35 most of these sim!)ly used Euler W s diagrams, as they were, to 

apply to Aristotelian logic. 

It was not until the Lectures of Sir William Hamilton that Euler's 

system found a 1tbroader,·,36 application. Hamilton interpreted Euler as 

having four basic diagrams representing the four types of propositions 

in Aristotelian logic. Modifications in the drafting37 may be noticed in 

the A proposition (flAll A is BfI) in which the inner circle is not concentric 

to the outer (V a).38 This has no logical implications e More important 

3~uler, IIi F~g. 20-22e 

35 Venn, opo cit., p. 110 footnote. 

-;;6 
~ Broader for Hamilton in the sense that he believed that his 

system was broader. The claim that it is actually broader would seem 
to be dubious. 

37Non-essential modifications will be .pointed out only in the case 
of Euler. The reader will then be left to discover these for himself in 
other logicians, but it is necessary to present some so that the reader 
may know and form an opinion about those aspects of the diagram which 
this writer feels to be unimportant. 

38Hamilton, OPe cit., diagram V a-·d, found at p. 180. 
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is the fact that Hamilton ignores Euler's letter placement and seems to 

substitute the placement of the circles themselves to indicate which 

proposition a particular diagram indicates. 39 The I proposition (!!Some 

A is Btl) is illustrated by two horizontally linked circles (V c) while the 

o (nSome A is not BII) is illustrated by ,two vertically linked circles 

(V. d). Hamilton makes no mention of the asterisk. It would seem that 

Euier's letter placement or his asterisks is a simpler method of distin-

"guishing the I and 0 propositions than Hamilton's differences in linkageo 

Only the E proposition ("No A is B") remains the same in Hamilton's 

interpretation of Eulerl·s system as in the original system (V b). 40 
," 

When we look at Hamilton's application of Euler's system we find 

that he did not, in fact, consistently maintain the two types of linking 

as a method of distinguishing the I and 0 propositions. The I proposition 

is represented four times b~r horizontal linking (VI.a e, g h), three times 

by vertical linking (VI b d n), and six times by diagonal linking (VI c i 

k l.m 0). The 0 propositio.h. is represented by two different types of 

linking: once by horizontal' linking (VI f) and once by diagonal linking 

(VI j). It is never, except in the introductory diagrams, represented 

by vertical linking. An examination of the diagrams used to solve 

syllogisms containing particular propositions (VI~ e.g. g and j)41 shows 

39!1Seems fl because this is never made explicit in Hamilton. 

1.0 
o Except that the bracket is not used by Hamilton but neither 

is it consistently used by Euler. 

41D" ' . VI 
~agrams ~n 

We have repeated all th~ 
involved. 

are found in Hamilton, OPe cit., pp. 290-301. 
relevant diagrams although some redundancy is 
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that Hamilton did not diagrammatically distinguish between the I and 0 

propositions which leads to the conclusion that his interpretation of 

Euler is inadequate. 

Hamilton expanded Euler's diagrams to include sorites. 42 Hamilton 

recognized an amazing variety of structure within sorites, compared to 

his predecessors, but all this could be reduced to three diagramrnatic 

representations. First there is the affirmative sori~es in which the 

concepts are co~xtensive (VII a): 

A is B 
B is C 
C is D 
D is E 
:. A is E 

Secondly there is the affirmative progress:Lve or regressive sorites (VII b): 

and 

And 

All E is D 
All D is C 
All C is B 
All B is A 
:. All E is A 

All B is A 
All C is B 
All D is C 
All E is D 
:. All E is A 

finally there is 

A is B 
B is C 
C is D 
D is E 
No A is P 
... No E is P 

the negative sorites (VII c): 

Hamilton believed that he had extended Euler's diagrams to cover 

4~milton, OPe cit., p. 261. 
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more relations of concepts. Hamilton listed five such possible relations. 43 

Exclusion was illustrated exactly like an E proposition (VIII a). Cogxten-

sion used one circle with one side slightly thickened and two letters 

placed' in it (VIII b) to indicate that one concept was the same as the 

other. Hamilton's illustration of subordination is exactly like Euler's 

diagram for the argument Barbara ~ letters and is self-explanatory 

(VIII. c). The fourth of these diagrams of the relations of concepts is 

the most troubling. It has two circles joined by a curved line. One 

circle is divided in half and the other has thr'ee independent circles 

within it (VIII d). Hamilton defines cot3rdination, which this illustrates, 

as follows: 

Two or more concepts are cot3rdinated, when each 
excludes the other from its sphere, but when 
both go immediately to make up the extension of 
a third concept, to which both are cosubordinateo 

(Lectures, p. 134) 

From this it is obvious that the curved line joining the large circles 

is meant to show that they are two distinct diagrams meant to illustrate 

the same type of relation. The first diagram fits the definition well 

but the second does not fit it at all. The three small circles do not 

go to make up the large one; Hamilton oughi~ to have cut the large circle, 

like a pie, into three wedges. The final diagram (VIII e~ when the 

circles are reduced to two which intersect 'I is simply Euler's diagram 

for the I proposition and this seems to be what Hamilton intends partial 

co~nclusion and partial cogxclusion to be. 

Hamilton extended Euler's diagrams" as we have seen, in many ways 

43Hamilto.n, Ope cit., p. 133. 
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but the most important, Hamilton felt, w~s the extension to cover the 

quantification of the predicate. He believed that traditional Aristotelian 

logic was too narrow to be of much use but that if the predicates of 

propositions were modified by lIall ll and "some" we would be able to construct 

many more syllogisms~ This modification gives us eight basic propositions, 

which may be illustrated by means of four diagrams. 44 1'he first proposit-

ion (ViAll C is all r II) is really co/:!xtension (IX a). The choice of letters 

here was dictated by their position in their respective alphabets. The 

next two (IiAll C is some A" and "Some A is all Cll) may be illustrated 

by a diagram similar to Euler's for the A proposition (IX b)o Hamilton 

should have added, for completeness, that "Some A is not all Cil and "Some 

A is not some ClI but he ",anted to reserve representation of these proposit

ions for the fourth diagram. 45 The diagram for the fourth proposition 

(lrAny C is not any DB) (IX c) might also be said to include "Any C is not 

seme D"; "Some C is not any DfI'and IfSom~ D is not any Oil, but again 

Hamilton reserves these propositions for the final diagram. The final 

diagram (IX d) supposedly represents four propositions ("Some C is some 

B"; !lJmy C is not some B"; "Sorile B is not any C" and "Some C is nQt some 

B") 0 That one diagram ca..."l represent so much is confusing; that individual 

propositions' can, contrary to Hamilton's belief, be represented in so 

many ways is even more confusing'; We will reserve further, criticism of 

cit., 
Lewis 
174, 

44rramil ton" op. ci to, po 5290 

45Venn points out these and the following weaknesses. Venn, £Eo 
p. 11. They are similar to those of ~mich Carroll accuses Euler. 
Carroll, SY!flbolic Logic, New York: Dover Publications, 1958, pp. 173-
See particularly II 5 (a). 



the doctrine of the quantification of the predicate until such time as 

we have Hamilton's total position before us. 46 
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Hamilton stretched Euler's system to include sorites, the relation 

of concepts and the quantification of the predicate. Most other philo-

sophers adhered fairly closely to Euler's original diagrams. Jevons felt 

that Euler's diagrams were about as thorough as any could be. He did 

find it necessary to improve the representation of the I and 0 propositions. 

Jevons noticed and accepted Euler1s letter placement. His criticism is 

well founded. Suppose "Some A is not B" (X.a).. It mayor may not be the 

case that "No A is B" but the diagram prejudices this. Jevons uses a 

dotted line47 to indicate the possibility that "No A is B" (X b). Thus 

a compartment bounded by a dotted line and having no letter in it mayor 

may not exist. A similar problem arises with the proposition "Some A 

is B" (X c). Removing that portion of A which is excluded from ~ ("X d) 

or bounding it with a dotted line (X e) will prevent us from overlooking 

the possibility that IIAll A is B",,48 The dotted line would seem to be a 

better method than the erasure of compartments as such erasure (e.g. X.d) 

prejudices the case in exactly the opposite way making it difficult to 

46I1 5 (a) and III 4 (a). 

47William Thomson, Laws of Thought, London: Longmans, Green, 1869, 
"P. 190 also makes use of dotted boundaries but he does not seem to realize 
that he has changed Euler's system. See p. 189 particularly. The first 
conscious and 'consistent use of such boundaries may be credited to Jevons. 

48W• Stanley Jevons, Studies in Deductive Logic, London: Macmillan, 
~880. For a criticis~ of Jevons' dotted.boundarie~ see Vel~, OPe cit., 
po 13. His criticism seems to presuppose that one is going to shade the 
diagrams to indicate that their compartments are empty but I am not entirely 
sure what Venn is saying. Note that (X;d) also prejudices the case. 
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realize that there may, be some A which is not B. Even the dotted line is 

difficult to work with and was superseded by Venn's method of shading 

compartments to show that they are empty and marking them in some other 

manner to show that they have contents. 

Venn suggests that there are four possible forms of logical 

lJrOpositions49 which are not always compatible. 50 At this point we must 

examine the first two. The first is the predication5l view. It is 

essential to this view that subject and predicate be distinguished in any 

proposiJdone The predication view asserts that a subject possesses or 

does not possess a certain attribute. The predicate is not quantified 

except in convertible propositions. The predication view yields four 

possible propositions: 

Universal affirmative: 
Universal negative: 
Particular affirmative: 
Particular negative: 

IIAll A is BII 

IINo A is Bit 
"Some A is BII 
1ISome A is not Bit 

There are no diagrams adequate' to represen,t th~ predication or Aristotelian 

. 52 
v~ew. 

The class inclus20n and exclusion view53 may be represented by 

49See II 2 (c) for the two other views, the compartmental and 
existentia+ views,_ 

50See Venn, OPe cit., chapter I. 

51. ~. ttl· ~.e. ~r~s 0 e ~an~ 

52If Venn is correct in this it would seem that translation from 
Aristotelian logic to the propositional calculus would be impossible as 
diagrams can be drawn for the propositional calculus (e.g. Gardner). 
Since such translation is possible it would seem that Venn is, to some 
degree, in error. 

53i •e • Hamiltonian. 
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five diagrams54 which are a modification of Euler's. The first of these 

diagrams (XI a) illustrates the case in which one class is totally included 

in the other and also wholly includes it (HAll A is all Btl). The second 

(XI b) and third (XI c) illustrate the cases in which one class is totally 

included within but does not include the other class completely ("All A 

is some Bli (XI b), and "Some A is all BII (XI c)). The next diaeram (XI,d) 

illustrates the case in which a portion of each class is included within 

the other (i.e. the classes have a common portion) (rtSome A is some BII). 

The final diagram illustrates the case in wh~ch the classes are mutually 

exclusi ve (XI e) ("Any A is not any BII) 0 In all these propositions 

"some" signifies "some not all ll .. It is doubtful whether Hamilton would 

have admitted that some means some not a.ll since he permits individual 

indefinite propositions in which some ~ be equivalent to all (e.g. An 

Englishman generalized the law of gravitation). In the class inclusion 

and exclusion view subject and'predicate are accidental; the terms may 

be taken in either order. 

Venn then presents his interpretation of Hamilton's eight 

propositions: 

"All A is all B" 
HAll A is some BII 
"Some A is all Btl 
"Some A is some Bli 
"Any A is not any B" 
IIAny A is not some B" 
"Some A is not any BlI 
tiS orne A is not some' Ell 

The first five of these are the propositions which the above restatement 

54Venn , Ope cit., pe 7 and po 31. 
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of Euler's logic diagrams illustrate. The last three are equivalent to 

one or more of the first five and on this gro"und are rejected by Venn. 55 

Finally, before he proceeds to the other two views, Venn compares 

the merits of the predication and class inclusion and exclusion views of 

logic. The forme:..' i2. more capable than the' latter of expressing common 

language but the second has the advantage of being diagrammatically 

illustrableo 56 

Although negative terms had been introduced to logic through 

Boolean algebra long before this time, and although Venn and Jevons 

used such terms, they made no attempt to. apply Euler's diagrams to them. 57 

This was done by Lewis Carrol158 with incredible results. Carroll seemed 

to believe that the diagrams that he was using ,were Euler's original 

basic diagrams. They have, in fact, been radically interpreted. The 

diagram in which J. is totally included in 2f is found in Venn but is in 

neither Euler nor Hamilton's interpretation of him. The diagram illustrat-
\ 

ing the 0 proposition is dropped on the grounds, apparently, that it is 

the same as that for the I proposition. No account is taken of the 

placement of letters Or of the use of the asterisk. With the introduction 

of negative terms Carroll's interpretation of the four diagrams is as 

follows: 

55Venn , Ope cit., pp. 9 ff. See also II 5 (a) .. 

56Venn , Ope cit .• , ppo 16 ff. 

57Unless, of course, one thinks ~f the Venn diagram~ as Peirce 
does, merely as an expansion of Euler's. 

58 . 
Carroll, OPe cit., pp~ 173-174. 
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(XII a) "All x is y"; "No x is not-y'f; "Some x are y"; "Some y are not-x";
"Some not-yare not-x"; "No not-y ar.e x"; "Some y are x"; "Some
not-x are y" and "Some not-x are not-y"

(XII b) "All Y are x"; "No yare not-x"; "Some yare x"; "Some x are
not-yll; "Some not-x are not-yll; llNo not-x are y"; "Some x are
y"j "Some not-yare x" and llSome not-yare not-x"

(XII. c) "All x are not-yll; "All yare not-x"; "No x are y't j "Some x are
not-yIlt "Some yare not-xll; llSome not-x are not-yll; llNo yare Xll;
l1Some not-yare x"; "Some not-x are y"; "Some not-yare not-xll

(XII d) "Some x are y"; "Some x are not-y"; "Some not-x are y"; '!Some
not-x are not-y'f; "Some yare x"; "Some not-yare x"; "Some y
are not-x" and "Some not-yare not-x"

This system, according to Carroll, works out very well for universal

propositions but for any particular proposition at least three diagrams

are required to cover all cases. Even worse, "Some not~x are not~y" is

invariably true. "Apparently," says Carroll, ','it never occurred to him

[Euler] that it might sometimes fail to be true: ll59 As a matter of fact,

if Carroll had examined Euler's original work he would have realized

that, since negative terms were not in use in Euler's time, his criticism

is pointless. Euler's diagrams were designed expressly for Aristotelian

logic which used no negative terms and if we eliminate the propositions

containing negative terms from Carroll's analysis of the diagrams we

find ourselves back with a set of propositions basically the same as

EUler's.

Carroll further illustrates Euler's diagrams by applying them to

a syllogism. Since the syllogism contains negative terms we may safely

59Carroll, Ope cit., p. 174.
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ignore .t 60 
~ . One can pharge Carroll, like Hamilton, with careless 

scholarship. 61 

Peirce uses the term lIEuler diagrams" to apply to all geometric 
, 

logic diaerams and does not feel that Euler's diagrams are different in 

kind from Venn's as Venn claims. 62 This makes it rather difficult to 

separate what he says about Venn's and Euler's diagrams. The two 

principles63 which he discovers apply not to Euler but to Venn. 

Peirce, as an introduction to his existential graphs~ gives a 

"list of all possible Euler diagrams with their meanings. 64 It will be 

60 Carroll, Ope cit., 180-182. The argument requires eighteen 
diagrams. It is: 

No x are m 
Some mare y' 
:, Some y' are Xl 

Carroll says (p. 182) " ..... he [Euler] seems to have assumed that a 
Proposition of this form [Some y' are Xl] is alvlTays true." Since there 
is no mention of negative terms in Euler and since only the areas inside 
the circles are relevant in Euler, the whole example becomes, at best, 
irrelevant. Euler could not have considered either the second premise 
or the conclusion in h;Ls ·system, and Carroll's extension of the system to 
include these is clumsy, especially since he does not seem to feel that 
he has gone beyond Euler. x' is the negation of x. 

61This charge in regard to Euler'and Venn (See II 2 (c)) does not 
detract from Carroll's significance in other 'ways. His own diagrammatic 
system (II 2 (f)) is particularly valuable. 

62Collected Papers of Charles Sanders. Peirce, ed. Charles Hartshorne 
and Paul Weiss, CambridGe: Harvard University Press, IV~ 350 ff. The 
final number in a reference to Peirce refers 'to a paragraph rather than 
to a page. Hereafter such references will be made according to the convent
ion adopted by Peirce scholars (e.g. Roberts, Ope cit., p. 6) as Peirce 
4.3500 The number before the decimal refers to the volume number and that 
following,to the paragraph number. The number above refers to Volume IV 
of Peirce's collected papers, and to paragraph 350 in that volume. 

63Peirce 4.351. 

64We have reserved Peirce's treatment of particular propositions 
u..'1.til II 2 Cc) as they really are ,treated within the framework of Venn's 
rather than Euler's system. 



seen that this list65 goes beyond Aristotelian logic: 

(XIII a) Entire ignorance 
(XIII b) Any P is S 
(XIII c) No S is P 
(XIII d) There is no P 
(XIII e) Any S is P 
(XIII f) Sand Pare identical 
(XIII g) There is no S 
(XIII h) 'ihere is neither S nor P 

Note that Peirce does not use letter placement to indicate class membership. 

Similar possibilities which cannot be represented66 include: 

Everything is either S or P 
Everything is P 
No S is P but everything but S is :P 
Everything is S and nothing is P 
Everything is S 
Everything is both Sand P 
Nothing is S but everything is P 

The universe. is absurd and impossible 

The failure of Euler's diagrams to represent such propositions is their 

major limitation. Other weaknesses include the inability of the system 

to represent existence~ to present alternative states, to express 

quantitative notions and to exhibit relational reasonings. 67 Both Venn's 

and Peirce's systems are attempts to overcome these limitations. It is 

obvious that Peirce is not simply criticising Euler's diagrams as histor-

ically developed but that he has attempted to push them to the limit of 

their representational ability for universal propositions. If we accept 

this, We must point out that he might have overcome many of these weaknesses 

65peirce L~.356. 

66p " " bl t t th b f h" " " 1 e~rce ~s a e 0 represen ese y means 0 ~s e~stent~a 

graphs (II 4 (d)). This list is also given at 4.356. 

67peirce 4.356. 
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by proper letter placement or asterisks o To Peirce Euler's diagrams were 

68 really nothing more than a prelude to his IIchef d'oeuvre" the existential 

graphs. 69 

c. I. Lewis presents Euler's four diagrams70 for the A (XIV,a), 

the E (XIV b), the I (XIV. c), and the 0 (XIV d) propositions much a,C; 

Euler himself had except for the placing of 'che small circle in the first 

diagram and the use and placement of lower ~ase letters. 71 Instead of 

letter placement Lewis uses the asterisk in particular propositions. 

Lewis points out that the representation in the diagrams goes 

beyond the relation of classes indicated by the ~roposition. For example, 

from the illustration of the A proposition (XIV a) we would draw the 

invalid conclusion that "some B are not All. Thi5 and other similar 

ambiguities result from the fact that there is no way of rendering any 

compartment empty and the ensuing general assumption that no compartment 

is null. 72 Vennls system is an attempt to rectify this. 

Gardner mentions Euler's system73 but dismisses it without exam-

ination to turn to Vennis more efficient method. We should realize before 

dismissing Euler so quickly that his method was developed expressly for 

68peirce, title page between 4.346 'and 4.347. 

69Note the position of the section on Euler diagrams immediately 
prior to his exposition of his o1lm existential graphs. 

70L " "t ew~s, OP. c~ ., po 176, Fig. 1. 

71These points are not logically relevant. 

7?-" .. t 171': ~ew~s, Ope c~ ., p. o. 

73Gardner, OPe bit., p. 31. 
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"~ristotelian lOGic whi+e Vennls was developed to apply to Boolean alGebra, 

V/hich includes a much wider variety of relations and allows nega ti ve terms, 

" 

as welL 74 Even if we find that Euler's diagrams are insufficient for 

Aristotelian logic75 they retain their historical significance~ and their 

influence on later logicians should not be underestimated. 

We should now be able to pass judgement on Euler's diagrams. 

Reference has already been made to their weaknesses when we try to go 

beyond Aristotelian logic so we will concentrate ontnose weru~esses 

;.'Ihich make it difficult to apply the diagrams even as they were intended. 

Euler was generally very careful about the placement of his 

letters but he be'lieved that the I proposition was convertible. For 

example he introduced the following valid syllogisms: 76 

No A is B 
Some C is A or Some A isC 
, '. Some C is not B 

and No A is B 
Some C is B or Some B is C 
:. Some' C is not, B 

But Euler's placement of letters does not allow "Some A is Cit (XV a) to 

equal lISome C is Ail (XV b) diagrammatically,. Since the conversion of 

the I proposition can be established by any of several methods we would 

suspect that the placement of letters is incapable of dealing with I 

propositions. 7? 

74See II 2 (c). 

75A discussion of this follows. 

76Euler, Ope cit., Letter CIII. 

77Euler might have overcome this difficulty by the use of the 
asterisk. 
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Finally we must ask whether the diagrams work for Aristotelian 

syllogisms. The critical case would be the situation in which two 

particular propositions are premises. Any qonclusion based on these will 

be invalid. Can this be shown diagrammatically? Suppose that IIS ome A 

is Blt and "Some B is not C". When we diagram this we arrive at seven 

distinct diagrams (XV c.d.e f g h.i). From this confusing collection 

it is hard to see whether there is a conclusion or not. Thus even in 

Aristotelian logic, Euler's diagrams fail to fulfill their purpose. 78 

Acknowledging Euler IS importancl? as discov,erer of the modern logic diagram 

and his influence on the history of logic, we must, when we wish a diagram 

for practical purposes, turn to some other system. Such a comment as 

this would seem to be unnecessary in the face of all that other logicians 

have raised against Euler's system yet his diagrams cont~ue to be used 

in elementary logic texts despite the advent of easier and more adequate 

systems of diagrams. Such continued use can only be a puzzle for those 

who study the history of the logic diagram. 

(b) Maass 

, In Haass' system triangles are substituted for Euler's circles. 

The perimeter of a triangle with the letter fta fl in one angle represents 

the boundary of the concept ~79 (XVI a). The area of the triangle thus 

represents the extent of the concept. If two or ~ore terms are placed 

78See Venn's criticism on other grounds. Venn, OPe cit., pp. l6ff. 

79Maass, Ope cit., facing page 290, Fig. I. Hereafter references 
to the diagrams in Haass facing page 290 will be abbreviated, to Haass, 
Fig. n, where n is the number of the figurl;: in Maass. Thus the above 
would be writt;n, Maass, Fig. I. 
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in two or more angles of the triangle the equivalence of the concepts is 

80 represented (XVI b)o Maass introduces the dotted line to represent 

possibility_ Thus XVI c8l says that there is a concept ~ which includes 

everything bounded by the triangle with side ~ but may also include every-

thing bounded by the triangle vvith side Ji" This allows the possibility 

that a concept includes more than is stated in.a proposition about that 

concept. A diagram (XVI d)82 may be drawn in the same manner but which 

allows the narrowing of the concept rather than its broadening. A final 

diagram (XVI e) illustrates the.point that everything outside the triangle 

is a negative of the concept represented by the triangle. With these 

basic diagrams in mind we may now draw diagrams for the four basic 

Aristotelian propositions and for a fifth proposition introduced by Maass. 

"All a is bit (XVII a)83 shows that ~ is included within E. but that E. may 

or may not be broader than~. This would Iseem to be an improvement over 

Euler as in it Haass consciously attempts to avoid prejudicing the case 

as to whether the comnartment which is b but not a has contents~ To . -
represent IiNo a is bll we put ~ and .£ in the acute angles of a rhombus 

and join the oblique angles with a straight line (XVII.b)o84 This gives 

80 
Maass, Fig. IV. 

8~aass~ Fig. II. 

82 
Maass~ Fig. III. 

831", F' XII . laass, . ~g. • We have made the lines of uniform thickness 
and eliminated two letters which serve a purpose in Maass' description 
but tend to lead to confusion in this context. In all of. the following 
diagrams we will make such changes when there iS,danger that the essential 
point of the diagram will be lost if such changes are not made. 

8\laass, Fig. VII. 
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us two triangles falling entirely outside each other, one representing ~, 

the other b. The representation of IlSome a is bll is simply two triangles 

overlapping to form a common triangle with the sides falling outside the 

common triangle represented by dotted lines and the angles opposite the 

dotted lines labeled ~ and .£' (XVII, c) • 85 Irhe particular nega ti ve proposi t-

ion is represented as a universal negative with dotted lines to indicate 

the possibility that the predicate may be partially or completely 

included wi thin the subject taken in total (XV'II, d) .86 Haass also allows 

the relation of subsumption in ~hich one concept is actually broader than 

another. A diagram for "a is subsumed under btl is the same as that for 

an A proposition except that the dotted line is drawn as solid (XVII e).87 

Haass generally uses his diagrams in two ways. The first is to show the 

relationship of two ?oncepts given their relationships tO,another concept. 

For example we are given that a is subsumed under £,and.£ is subsumed 

under c. We may see from the diagram' (XVIII a)88 that there are three 

possible relationships between ~ and b: lIa is equivalent to b ll ; lia and b 

are mutually exclusive" and 1IAll a is b but all b is not a or vice versa" .. 

Maass' diagrams are more adequate than Euler's for such situations but 

they are still very complicated to read compared to Venn's. The second 

use of Maass' diagrams, which is really a subclass of the first, is as a 

method of illustration of the laws of logic. We might, for example, wish 

85Maass, Fig. XIII. 

86 Haass, Fig. xiv~ 

87Maass, Fig. V. 

88 Haass, Fig. X. 
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to show that two universal negat£ve propositions cannot give any conclusion. 

Haass points out that if we have two universal negative premises we may 

draw either of two (at least) diagrams (XVIII b and c).89 In the first, 

all a is c and in the second, no a is c. Thus no conclusion may be dravm 

as to the 'relationship of ~ and £. 

Hamilton90 believed that Maass' system was angular (i.e. that the 

angles represented the scope of the concepts) and rejected it outright as 

impossible. He also criticized Maass for not making his lines uniform 

and for using letters from more,than one alphabe~. These criticisms 

arise because when Hamilton used these devices91 they had logical signifi-

cance but when Haass used them, with the exception of the dotted line, 

they had only the psychological significance of making the diagrams more 

easily read. But Ham~lton thought that these various lines and letters 

were employed for some logical reason and found himself unable to read them. 

Venn clarified the nature of Maass' diagrams by p'ointing out that 

one could change the area of a concept by moving the line opposite the 

angle marked for that concept. 92 This is another way of describing the 

use of the dotted line although Venn does not mention that particular 

device. Venn does not, however, describe Maass' system with any degree 

of thoroughness. 

Although Maass' diagrams are an interesting variation they are 

89Haass, Fig. XVII and XVIII. 

90Hamilton, Ope cit., pp. '669-670. 

91E•g• his use of the comma, colon and lines of varying thickness. 

9~r 't venn, OPe c~ ., pp. 515-516. 
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not of great significance as they do not have the intuitive clarity of 

Euler's and they are much less adequate than Venn's. 

(c) Venn 

John Venn undoubtedly would have been shocked to find an exposition 

of his system prefaced by remarks on his arch-rival, Jevons;93 yet such 

remarks are necessary. The method that Jevons applied to Boolean algebra 

was to become the basis of the Venn diagrams. Let us take a simple 

problem. Vie are given the foll,?wing syllogism94 and asked to verify it: 

A=Ab (1) 
C=aC (2) 
:. C=BC 

We write down all possible combinations of !::" ~,.£, ,!;;;, .:2, E.,95 and· strike 

out those wh~.ch the p:remises make impossible" (XIX a) 0 "ABC" and IIABc ll 

are eliminated by premise 1, IIA=Ab"e "ABCli and "AbC" are eliminated by 

premise 2, TlC=aC". This leaves two combinations containing £, !laBCI! and 

"abCllo Thus IlC=BC+bCII96 and the conclusion is false. 

Each of the positive terms, according to Jevons, must have ~embers 

or exist within our universe of discourse. 97 Thus the elimination of 

one positive term means that we have a contradiction among the premises. 

93See Gardner, OPe cit., pp. 104 ff. concerning this rivalry. 

94Jevons, Ope cit., p. 198. 

9511al! represents the negation of 1::.; 

9611•1• 11 represents 11 ei ther 0 0 • or··. " . . . 
97This is not actually stated in words by Jevons. but since he 

practises it in his diagrams we may deduce that this is his position. 
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A=AC (1)
B=Bc (2)
~=AB (3)

When we diagram these premises98 (XIX b) we see that ~ has disappeared.

Therefore the premises are contradictory. We may also show how a conclusion

may be drawn as to existence within this system.

A=AB (1)
B=BC (2)

From the chart99 (XIX c) it will be seen that if "A" exists "ABC" must

also exist. But for Jevons every term must have existential import within

our universe of discourse. The~efore, given these premises "ABC" is a

valid conclusion.

Jevons' charts are not really diagramslOO but the method employed

is exactly the same as that in Venn's diagrams. Both attempt to represent

101every possible "subdivision" of the classes or "compartmentsll involved.

For example, there are four possible subdivisions of the classes! and ~:

xy, xy, xy, xy.102 The general statement of th~ number of subdivisions

is "In' terms gives 2n subdivisions." Thus for a diagram of an argument

98Jevons,

99Jevons, ~o~p~.__c~i~t., p. 216.

lOOThis statement is true only if one makes the distinction between
calculus and diagrams. Peirce points out that such a distinction is, at
best, artificial and that all language is, in a sense, diagrammatic. See
TIl 1. Gardner, however, makes this distinction and it would seem to be
convenient if not convincing.

lOlVenn writes of the "compartmental" account of the impor~ of
propositions.

l0211a" is a positive term; "a" is the negation of "a"; "ab"
represents '.'the conjunction of a and be"
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involving 'n' terms there must be 2n compartments. For each term Venn 

constructs a closed geometric figure which intersects each of the com

partments already produced doubling their number.103 Venn uses circles 

for two and three terms giving the familiar Venn diagramsl04 
(XX a a..Yl.d 

b). For four terms he must abandon circles and he turns to elipses105 

(xx c). For five terms Venn is forced to abandon his geometrical plan 

" 106 and resort to a doughnut-shaped f~gure (XX d). He feels that for more 

than five terms diagrams are of little valuel07 but proposes that for 

six terms we might use two five. term diagrams, one for the positive and 

108 one for the negative aspect of the sixth, t,erm (XX e). These five 

diagrams are basic and what follows is a commentary and analysis of these. 

Venn makes a general statement of the method of drawing diagrams 

for llnlll09 terms without resort to figures of more than one topological 

W3 'n ' One of the 2 subdivisions lies outside all the circles in 
each of the following figures. 

'04 - Verill, ?po citoj p. 114 and 115 respectively. 

105Venn, op.cit., p. 116. 

106Venn , Ope cit., p. 117. The hole in the doughnut is required 
to bifurcate the compartment which is' both 7l. and!. Otherwise Venn would 
have to use a horse-shoe shaped figure which would complicate the diagram 
unnecessarily. 

107V "t 117 enn, op. c~ ., p. • 

108This diagram is not drawn by Venn but it is descr.ibed. Venn, 
OPe cit.~ p. 117, footnote. 

109Henceforth the symbol "nll or ,"nil will be used,to represent any 
positive integer whatsoever. 
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110 class. If we have used circles to crea.te a three term diagram we may 

divide the compartments in such a fashion as to give a two-pronged 

curvilinear figure Cal. a) 0 Dividing again in a similar manner e;ives 

~ h ' d f' (XXI b) Th' b t' d ,. f' 't 111 us a Horses oe-snape 19ure • lS may e con lnue aa In lnl um 

with the addition of ever more complex figures of this sort, the problem 

being, of course, that these figures will not be as clear as the ones 

112 Vel1..n uses. 

Two general IIdeductions,,113 concerning the diagrams may be drawn: 

Any two compartments which are adjacent differ by the 
affirmation 'or denial of one symbol. iVhen added we 
drop the symbol. 

That is to say, (abc)+(abc)=(ab).114 

Any two compartments with two boundaries between must 
differ in tvvo such terms. The add.ing of four such 
compartments allows the dropping of four terms. 

That is (abcd)+(abcd)+(ab;d)+(abcd)=(ab). In both these deductions the 

crossing of the same line twice is equivalent to not crossing it at all.115 

110Venn does not give the diagrams in Symbolic Logic but he works 
out the proof. Venn, OPe cit. ~ p. 118, footnote. 'l'he diagrams given here 
are taken from an article by Venn "On the Diagrammatic and Hechanical 
Representation of Propositions and Reasoningstl, Philosophical Hagazine, 
Series 5, X~ July 1880. Further references to Venn will continue to 
refer to Symbolic Lo~ic despite the introduction of this article. 

IllThe (4+x)th figure introduced into such a diagram has 2x prongs. 
Venn, p. 119, footnote. 

112The lack of clarity is attributable to the lack of regularity 
in. the diagrams. 

113 Venn, p. 119. He is not using the word in a rigorous sense but 
seems to mean deductions b~sed solely on the diagrams. 

114 
- "a+b1! represents "the alternation of a and £,.11 The Boolean formula, 

by itself, can say nothing about adjacent areas. 

115 Venn, p. 119. 
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Venn's use of the inclusive "+" should be noted. In Boole 

'1'0 diagram any universal proposition "p" it is only necessary to 

reduce it to th~ form f(n)=0117 (where Ilrill designates a combination of 

classes derivable from IIp") , and shade out all those compartments indicated 

by fen) to show that they are empty. "All X is yrr is translated into 

Boolean algebra as llxY=O.1l Thus we diagram the universal affirmative by 

shading out that compartment Gontaining both 2S and! (XXII a).118 Other 

examples of the diagramming of propositions in various systems are given 

by Venn: 

x=y 
x=y+z 
x(y+z)=l 

(XXII b)119 
(vX-I )120 

.l'...L c 121 
(XXII d) 

116, 'h' d 'b'l't 't' d b J V b l' A 1; ~r poss~ ~ ~ y was ~n r09-uce Y evons. enn sym 0 ~zes 
these possibilities as a(l-b)+b(l-a)~ a+b(l-a) and a+b. [ill-aU is' equiva
lent in meaning to a.] The first is Boole's, the second Vennis and the 
third Jevons' 0 JevO"ns' expands to ab+a(l·-b)+b(l-a)-i-ab but since a+a=a 
there would seem to be no essential difference between Jevons' version 
of alternation and Venn's except that Venn's is more easily used. There 
is, however, an essential difference between Boole's version and Venn's 
in that Venn's includes ~ while Boole's' does not. 

1171tf(x)1I is rIa perfectly general symbol for any class, group 
or arrangement of classes that includes x in it." Venn, p. 263. "0" 
is used to mean that a class is empty. Thus "X=O" would be read "there 
are no x". 

118V enn, p. 122. 

119V enn, p. 122. 

120V enn, p. 124. 

121 Venn, p. 124. Venn ought to have shaded the ~ compartment 
but he does not mention this fact although he must have been aware of the 
problem as he points it out later in a similar case ~enn, p. 342). "1" 
represents everything in the universe of,discourse. 
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Venn contrasts his system with Euler's by comparative diagrams. 

The first in each case is Euler's: 

No Y is Z 
All X is Y 
,'. No X is Z 

translates to: 

yz=O 
xy=O' 
:. xz=O 

and: All x is either y and z or not y 
If any xy is z then it is w 
No wx are yz 

(XXIII a)122 

(XXIII b)123 

This may be represented by XXIII .. c124 but this is not obvious. Translated 

to Vennvs system it is easily diagrammed by xXIII.d: 125 

xC (yz) '+YJ =xyz=O 
X\JzW=O 
wx:yz;:::.O 

The diagramming is obvious and the conclusion, xy=O, is clear from the 

diacram. Euler would not have used four circles so that he probably would 

not have known what Venn was saying. It still holds that Venn's diagrams 

are more capable'than Euler's of handling complex problems. 

Venn suggests that the diagrams' main function is visual aid. 

In two problems he points this out. Given:: 

122V enn, p. 125. 

123V enn, p. 126. 

124 Venn, p. 127. 

125V enn, p. 127 .. 
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Vihat further condition is necessary to insure that x:jW;:;.O? The premises 

may be reduced to: 

xYZ=O 
yzw=O' 
ZVJY=O 
w'5fj-:::.O 

Which gives us diagram XXIV a.126 Of the surviving portion of ?Sf.. only 

one,compartment is! (i.e. xyzw). We may destroy this by making xyzw=O. 

The condition is,. therefore, that xyzw=O. Another example shows how 

quickly we are able to see by this method that one class is null: 

y[(xz)+(zx)]=O 
vix[ (xz)+(xz)] =0 
xy("W+Z)=0 

. yz(X+"W) =0 

When we diagram this it is obvious that y=O (XXIV b) •127 These examples 

certainly do demonstrate the greatest strength of the Venn diagrams. 

In his early work Venn did not even mention particular propositions 

but in Symbolic Logic he was forced to take them into account although he 

still did not seem to think them particularly important.
128 

If we include 

particular propositions in our system we must be able to indicate uncon

ditional preservation of compartments (by some mark such as an ~)129 as 

well as u..'YJ.conditi,onal destruction (shading) and uncertainty. Particular 

'propositions are of the form abftO. Thus there must be something which 

is both a and b. To indicate this we place a number in all compartments 

126 Venn, p. 129. 

l27V 129 enn, p. • 

l28At least he devotes a relatively small amount of space to 
particular propositions. 

~29Venn uses Arabic numerals rather than mere marks. 
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containine; both.§:: and 1?, one number for each proposition. If any parti-

cular number appears only once we know that the compartment containing 

it is occupied. Venn gives the following argument as an example (XXVa):130 

G+L=l 
(G+L)(EF)=0 
(GL) (E:j:jf) =0 
GLEfO (1) 
GLFfO (2) 
GEFfO (3) 
LEFfo (4) 

l':ust GLEFfO? From the diagram it is seen that it is not necessary that 

'GLEFlo because (1), (2), (3) and (4) may occupy the four compartments 

with single numerals in them while GLEF is shaded. 

,From the above considerations we can see what Venn means when 

he says that his system combines a compartmental with an existential view 

of 1 . 131 
og~c. Venn's diagrams are still the most commonly used and most 

influential of all diagrammatic systems in the history of logic. No 

geometric system has escaped the t;ranny of Venn's diagrams. 132 It is 

in terms of the scope and adequacy and clarity of Venn's system that all 

that followed must be jUdged. 

:t-'iarquand133 criticized Venn on three counts. First, he said that 

Venn's diagrams, because of the variety of figures employed, became 

130Venn, p. 132. 

131V enn, p. 2. 

l32Even'Pe.irce based his system on Venn's to a large degree 
although he changed the terminology and expandeg the system to include 
much more. 

l33Harquand, Ope cit., p. 226. 
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unin tellic;ible too quickly. 13
L
r Harquand I s own system is an attempt to 

overcome this limitation. Next he sue;gests that Venn's diagrams are not 

infinitely extensible. Venn has, of course, shown that they are in theory 

1~5 
but not in practice.:; Harquand is concerned to show that they are in 

theory and in practice. Finally he points out that there is no compartment 

indicating a, b, c, •• 0 n. Venn was aware of this and carried the 

136 shading of the entire page outside the circles, in his head when necessary. 

When constructing his "logic diagram machine ll137 Venn allowed a portion 

to represent the case in which all terms are negative. Thus the edge is 

taken from Harquand's criticism. 

Nacfarlane looks on VerL'1' s diagrams as a modified use of Euler I s 

. 1 138 
c~rc es. Circles are only capable of making general diagrams for three 

terms. Although he does not specifically m~ntion Venn it would seem that 

this was an indirect criticism of him and a reason for developing his ovm 

more adequate "logical spectrumll. 

134This common criticism has a large de~ree of truth in it. Cer
tainly Venn's diagrams would be ,of little use for the complex problems 
that HarquandVs and Hacfarlane's diagrams have been used for. 

135Venn does give a rule for extending such diagrams in the above 
cited article, p. 8. " ••• for merely theoretical purposes the rule of 
formation would be very simple. It would merely be to begin by drawing 
any closed figure~ and then proceed to draw others, subject to the one 
condition that each is to L'1tersect once and once only all the existing 
subdivisions produced by those which had gone before~11 This is an 
adequa.te statement of a factual possibility. Hocking,produced a rigorous 
proof that Venn's method would work. See II 2 (h). 

136 .. 
Venn, p. 342. 

137Venn , p. 136. 

138Alexander Macfarlane, liThe Logical Spectrum", Philosophical 
Hapazine, XIX, 1885, p. 286-287. 
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Carroll misinterprets Ver~ almost as badly as he did ~uler.139 

II I " V ' d" 1 t A " ttl: " t " 140 .. e apE les enn s lagrams on y 0 rlS 0 e lan proposl lons. Even 

then, since he has introduced negative terms, he rejects the ° proposition 

entirely. This leaves only the A (XXVI c)~ the E (XXVI b), and the I 

(XXVI a) propositions.141 Venn interprets the A proposition as a(1_b)=0.142 

This means that the proposition has no positive existential import. 

Carroll, in his interpretation of Venn attributes to him the interpretation 

of the A proposition, a(l-b)=O and abfO, (using Venn" s language) .143 

The existence which is marked in XXVI c Venn would have rejected. 

Carroll criticizes Venn because his diagrams fail to correspond 

to the universe of discourse144 and are not extended beyond six terms.145 

Both of these criticisms have been dealt with under Harquand. 

C 11 ' 1 . ~ V I d" " 146 " " f arro s examp e OI enn s lagrams J.n use lS more In orm-

ative with regard to Carroll's prejudices than with regard to Venn's 

l39Carroll, OPe cit., pp. 174-176 and p. 182. 

140_", S 
.!!i.g. ee the bottom of p. 174, Carroll, Ope cit • 

141 Carroll, Ope cit., p. 174, gives his own diagramsB 

1 42Venn, pp. 164 ff. 

1 43Carro1l, Ope cit., p. 17Lh third diagram. 

144Carroll, OPe cit., pp. 174-175. liThe class [a"rb'] which, 
under Mr. Venn's liberal sway, has been rrunging at will t~rough Infinite 
Space, is sudd~nly dismayed to find itself 'cabin'd, cribbld, confined', 
in a limited cell like any other class.1! (p. 176). Ira lll r~presents the 
negation of §:.. I~" represents "both • ~ .• and 0 ." 

l45If IIbeyond six letters Hr. Venn does not go," can be construed 
as a criticism. Carroll, Ope cit., p. 174. 

lLf6 Carroll, OPe cit., p. 182. 
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system. 'rhe diagram handles the problem in Aristotelian logic well but 

Venn's diagrams are at their most effective grappling with the complexities 

of Boolean algebra and Carroll seemed incapable of even mentioning that 

field. 147 

Peirce performed a thorough and complex analysis of the use of 

Venn1s diagrams.148 He uses 0 instead of shading to indicate empty 

149 compartmen ts (XXVIla .. b c, d) • 2S may be used to mark the existence of 

at least one occupant in a compartment (XXVIII a b c)150 and the precise 

denial of a proposition diagrammed with an 2S is produced by substituting 

o for the x (XXVIII de f).151 Two contradictory signs in one compartment 

are absurd and render the premises impossible but if they are connected 

by being produced by the same premise they cancel each other out.152 

A cross on a' boundary is equivalent to crosses in the compartments so 

bounded joined by a line (a real improvemellt over Vennts figures)e 153 

Finally Peirce considers the relations of the signs in the various com-

partments. Disconnected signs are to be taken conjunctively, and connected 

signs disjunctively.154 All of the above ,crystallizes into a set of rules 

147We'may well. be doing: Carroll a serious injustice. See II 2 (f). 

148peirce, 4.357 to ll.37L 

149Peirce, 4.357. 

150p . 4 359 e~rce, • • 

151peirce, 4.359. This rule recei'lJ'es. further modifications when 
more than two terms are pre?ent. 

152p . 
e~rce~ 4.359. 

153- . 4 359 .t'e~rce, • • See diagrams XXIX to XXXI for examples • 

154peirce, 4.360. 



to be used in the mcl.nipulation of Venn diagrams. 

Rule 1. Any 
Rule 2G ~ny 
and bJ.15 

entire assertion ••• can be erased. 155 

sign of assertion can receive any accretion [XXIX a 

Rule 3. Any assertion which could permissively be made if there 
were 110 other assertion can be written at any time det::1.chedly.157 
Hule 1+. In the same compartment repetitions of the same siGn~ 
whether mutually attached or detp.ched, are equivalent to one 
writing of it. Two c1.ifferent signs in the same compartment, if 
attached to one another are equivalent to no sign at all, and 
may be erased or inserted. But if they are detached from one 
another they constitute an absurdity_ All the foregoing supposes 
the signs to be unconnected with any other compartments. If 
two contrary signs are written in the same compartment, the one 
being attached to certain others, J?, and the other to certain 
others, Q, it is permitted to attach P and Q and to erase the 
~vvo contrary signs. [XXIX c and d]: 
liule 5. Any area-boundary, representing a term, can be erased, 
provided that, if, in so doing, two compartments are throvm 
together containine independent zeros, these zeros be connected, 
wl1.ile if there be a zero on one side of the boundary to be erased 
which is thrown into a compartment containing no independent zero~ 
the zero and its whole connex be erased [XXIX e and fJ.158 
Rule 6. Any new term-boundary can be inserted; and if it cuts 
every compartment already present, any interpretation desired 
may be assigned to it. Only, where the new boundary passes 
through a compartment· containing a cross, the new boundary must 
pass through the cross, or what is the same thing, a second 
cross connected with that already there must be drawn and the 
nevI boundary must pass between them, regardless of what else 
is connected to the cross. If the new boundary passes through 
a compartment containing a zero, it vwill be permissible to 
insert a detached duplicate of the whole connex of that zero 
so that one zero shall be on one side and the other on the 
other side of the new boundary [XXIX g and hJ.159 

155No example is given of this rule by Peirce. It simply means 
that any unconnected cross, or zero, or entire connex of crosses and/or 
zeros may be erased. 

1-6 
, Accretion refers to disjunctive connection only. 

157No example is given by Peirce. 

158peirc'e I s example (XXIX e and f),1 unfortunately, only illustrates 
part of this rule. Two compart~ents cont~j~ing independent zeros are not 
thrown together in the example. 

159These rules have been quoted verba tum from Peirce, 4.362. The 
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It would, perhaps, be suggestive of_ the depth of Peirce's insight into

the workings of the logic diagram to examine just one example of the

solution of a problem using Peirce's interpretation of Venn's diagrams;160

Give~; Some Mis P
No S is M

We can deduce:

"(xxx a)
(XXX b)

xxx c (by rule 6 from XXX a)
XXX d (by rule 6 from XXX b)
XXX e (by rule 3 and 4 from XXX c and d)
XXX f (by rule 5 from XXX e)
,', Some P is not S

This is the introduction to a discovery of Peirce's concerning particular

premises which is seen very clearly in the following diagrams:

Suppose:
and

If it

Some M is P (XXX a)
Some S is not M (XXX g)

XXX c (by rule 6 from XXX a)
XXX h (by rule 6 from XXX g)
XXX i (by rule 7 from XXX c and h)
XXX j (by rule 6 using two undescribed terms from XXX i)
XXX k (by rule 5 from XXX j)

be objected that the step leading to XXX j is illegitimate161

we may put the XiS in XXVIII i on the boundary and work as follows:

XXX 1 (by putting XiS on boundary from XXX i)162
XXX m (by rule 5 from XXX 1)
. '. Some S is not some P

This attempt to derive a valid syllogism with two particular premises is

significant for us only as a demonstration of Peirce's use of Vellli's

diagrams are given by him there. The logical interpretations of these
diagrams given below them at XXIX ~s that supplied by Peirce's editors.

160peirce, 4.363.

161. There is no rule in Peirce that would allow this step.

162S ' b d . th . f~nce a cross on a oun ary ~s e same as a pa~r o· crosses
joined by a line which is divided by that boundary.



diagrams in a practical situation. 

One of the major problems for any diagrammatic scheme is the 

representation of disjunctions of conjunctions.163 Peirce believes that 

he has overcome this problem and gives tWQi ;possible diagrams for "Either 

some A is B while everything is either A Qir B, or else all A is B while 

so:ne B is not A" (XXXI a and b),.164 The Qiuter circles in the secbnd 

diagram represent the nUniverse of Hypothesisll of the proposition; the 

disjunction is represented by the rectangular compartments. 

Venn's diagrams with Peirce's interpretation are capable of 

illuminating at least some quantitative notions.. Peirce gives, as an 

example, the method of illustrating minimal multitudes (XXXII a) arid 

their precise denial (XXXII b).165 

Venn's diagrams, Peirce feels, are no more capable than Euler's 

of illuminating abstract or relational reasoning.166 

11"3 
o Gardner suggests that this may 

of Venn diagrams. Gardner, 012· cit. , pp~ 

164The first of these diae;rams is 
worked out as follows: 

Let some A is B=W 
everything is either A or B=X 
all A isB=Y 
some A is not B=Z 

be done by drawing Venn diagrams 
53-54 .. See Peirce, 4.365. 

rather complex. It may be 

In modern symbolism our proposition would then be: 
W.XvY.Z. 

which may be transformed to: 
(WvY). (bVvZ) • (XvY) • (XvZ) 

Substituting the short porpositions for W, X, Y and Z we may draw the 
diagram easily from the resulting proposition and we now have conjunctions 
of disjunctions rather than disjunctions ·of conjunctions. 

165Peirce, 4.366. The small circles in these diagrams seem to be 
being used merely to set of~ or separate individuals and without intro
ducing other terms as we might expect. 

166peirce, 4.367. 
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When Peirce sets up his o,Vn .system of di~)grD.ms he incorporates the 

insights and sometimes the structures of Venn's system into it. Venn's 

system? according to Peirce, is the best method of demonstrating simple 

two value logic. It is, however, more iconic for basic operations and is 

therefore of more interest to the philosophically oriented logician than 

to the mathematically oriented 10gician.16'7 

Newlin, who had recognized the improvement of Venn's diagrams 

over Euler's, nevertheless found Venn's to be confusing.168 

Hocking praised Venn's ingenuity but fc;tiled to realize that he 

had produced a statement of the theoretical infinite extensibility of 

graphs using only geometric figures of one boundary. The purpose of 

Hocking's work was to rectify this alleged theoretical failure but, as 

we have shov\,n, Venn had already done this. Hocking believed that Venn IS 

diagrams were adequate in practice, since diagrams going beyond five or 

six terms are not much useo 169 

170 Lewis describes the Venn diagrams at length. The basic diagram 

for n terms may be briefly but completely defined by the following equation: 

l=(a+a)(b+b) ••• (n+n)171 

167Peirce, 4.368~ ff. If a diagram is iconic the elements of the 
diagram stand in a one to one correspond~nce to the elements that it 
represents. 

168William J. Newlin, itA New Logic Diagram", Journal of Philosophy, 
Psychology, and Scientific Hethods, I~I, 1906, p. 539. 

169 ... . 
Hocking, Ope cit., p. 31; II 2 (h). 

l70Lewis, Ope cit., p. 176 ff~' 
171 . 

Lewis does not generalize but we have felt that from his part-
icular examples such a generalization is v.alid. We have substituted "all 
for Lewis" "_aft since 11+_" is rather awkward to read. 
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The diaGrams for two to four terms are exactly like those of Venn (XXXIII 

, , 0.),172 
o~c ana _ Lewis adds a diagram for one term (XXXIII a)173 and intro-

duces a perforated square rather than a doughnut to bring in the fifth 

term (XXXIII e)e174 Lewis closes the universe of discourse in the earlier 

of these diagrams but soon accepts the convention of leaving it opene 

As long as we remember that the ab area is there we may represent it by 

the area around the diagram. 175 

To illustrate particular propositions Lewis suggests the use of 

asterisks joined disjunctively by a broken line (XXXIV a and b).176 

Shading, as in Venn, represents all other propositions. Lewis proceeds 

to give several examples of the use of Verua diagrams in solving problems 

in Boolean algebra.177 These may be passed over here as they do not 

contribute siGnificantly to the history of the logic diagram. 

Gardner's introduction to the Vema diagrams gives a brief 

account of exactly what we have described learlier including some of 

172L " 
ew~s~ OPe cit., p}')~ 177-1780 

173Lewis, 012· cit., p. 177. 

l7~ewis, 012· cit., p. 179. 

175He leaves it open for the first time in the diagram for four 
terms, p. 178. He establishes the convention p. 177-178. lilt is not 
really necessary to draw the square, 1, since the area given to the figure, 
or the whole page, may as well be taken to represent the universe. But 
when the square is omitted, it must be remembered that the unenclosed 
area outside all the lines of the figure is a subdivision of the universe 
the entity -a, or -a-b, or -a-b-c, etc., 'according to the number of 
elements involved. II 

176L " "t 
e~s, Ope c~ ., p. 

_OU~1 _"_c_i_t., pp. 184, 201-207 and 211-216. 
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l7S Peirce's comments. He points out the possibility of using these 

diagrams to represent disjunctive relations such as "All X are either Y 

or Z" taking "or" in the inclusive sense (XXXV a)179 and in the exclusive 

sense (XXXV b)olSO 

Gardener also adapts the Venn diagrams, by introducing rectangles, 

to handle syllogisms in which terms are quantified by "most" or a number. 

There are ten A's of which four are B's 
Eight A's are G's 
:. At least two B's are G's 

Perhaps'the most significant contribution of Ga:rdner to the 

examination of the nature of the logic diagram is his discussion of the 

relationship between a class calculus and the propositional calculus 

from a diagrammatic point of view. lS2 Any formula in the one calculus 

may be restated in terms of the other but such restatement is not necessary 

in the application of the diagrams5 For the class calculus, as we have 

seen, we shade areas of the diagram to show that ,a class is empty~ For 

the propositional calculus such shading is reinterpreted as an indication 

of the falsity of a proposition or of a particular combina,tion of proposit-

ions. Gardner next proceeds to'give diagrams for the simplest formulae 

containing each of the logical constants of the propositional calculus. 

l7S Gardner, OPe cit., pp. 39 ffo 

l79Gardner, 012, cit., po 41, Figure 26. 

ISO ci t., 41, Figure 27. Gardner, 012'· p., 

lSlGardner, op. cit., p. 42, Figure 29. This, to some degree, 
,overcomes Peirce's objection that Venn diagrams are not capable of being 
used for quantitCiltive notions except in the simplest cases. 

lS2 ' 
Gardner, OPe cit., p. 49. 
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He uses a small circle to the lower right of the diagram to represent the 

case in which all the terms are negated. The first diagram illustrates 

simple assertion and the second simple negation. 

A (i.e. A is true) (XXXVII a)18i8L 
... A (i.e.' A is false) (XXXVII b) t 

The remaining diagrams185 in XXXVII and XXXVIII illustrate the binary 

relations and their exact negations. Those diagrams in the' left columns 

indicate the binary relations: 

A:::lB (XXXVII c) 
B:::JA (XXXVII e) 
AvB (XXXVII g) 
A:J=-:s (XXXVIII a,) 
AlB (XXXVIII c) 
A=B (XXXVIII e) 
A.B (XXXVIII g) 

Those in the right column represent the e~act negation of the diagram 

directly to their left: 

-(A:::lB)=(A.-B) 
-(B:::>A)=(B .... A) 
.. (AvB)=( ... A .... B) 
-(A$B)=(A2B) 
-(AIB)=(A,B) 
.. (J>.=.B ):= (A:fB ) 
... (A"B)=(ABB) 

(XXXVII d) 
(XXXVII f) 
(XXXVII h) 
(XXXVIII b) 
(XXXVIII d) 
(LXXVIII f) 
(XXXVIII h) 

8 . 
1 3Gardner, Ope cit., p. 50, Figure 38. 

184 Gardne.r, op. cit., p. 50, :B'igure 39 .. 

185G dn . t 52 -n. 42 Th . ar er, OPe Cl ., p. ,tlgure • ere lS some unnecessary 
repetition in this list. Gardner could have managed without "=" and If 11 

but he wished to show how the commonly accepted binary operators were 
used. HA=>B1I means !lif A then B.II IIAvB" means liP' or B." "A$B" means 
that !lif A then not B and if B then not A.II "AI BII means "not both A and 
B.iI T1A=Bfl means "if A then ~' a..'1d if' B' then A.It- "!A.BfI means "both A 

~. ." .. 
and B.II - . 



The Venn diagrams render "tautologous or equivalent statements,,186 obvious. 

For example, independent diagrams for Av-B (XXXIX a) and ~A (XXXIX b) 

prove to be identical.187 

Gardner gives a sample problem to demonstrate the use of Venn 

diagrams in the solution of problems in the propositional calculus: 

.I\;:>B 
B$C 
AvC 
C=>A 
.. ,A.B.-C (XXXIX c)188 

We may solve more complex problems, for example those involving 

compound statements, by drawing Venn diagrams in which the circles 

represent simpler Venn diagrams. For example, if we are given (AvB)~(BvC) 

we draw a diagram for (AvB), another for (BvC), and a third in which one 

term is (AvB) and another (BvC) (XL a).189 

Gardner has shown how these diagrams may be adapted to illustrate 

in principle any type of logical statement,.in~luding statements which 

combine class and propositional assertions,. The only problem is the 

increasing complexity of the diagram with the increase in the number of 

propositions and this would appear to be a problem for any geometric 

system. 

186 Gardner, op. cit., p. 51. 

l87Gardner does not give these diagrams but he does suggest them 
(po 51). 

188 - Gardner, op. cit., p. 53. 

189Gardner, Ope c; t., p. 51.;·. This is rather awkward although 
workable with practise. Gardner's method of dealing with complex 
expressions (II 4 (e)) and Peirce's system (II 4 Cd)) are both better 
equipped to handle such expressions. 
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Thus we have discovered in Venn's system a geometric diagram which 

is suitable for any type of argument in any type of logic which had been 

developed up to that time. Host of the attempts of the subsequent twenty 

years to clarify and simplify what Venn had accomplished were, as we shall 

see, either ill-founded or trivial, although almost all of them added 

something. of value to our understanding of these diagrams. 

The major question we must ask about Venn diagrams is whether 

they can, in fact, represent the Boole-Schroeder algebra adequately; their 

further application rests on this primary one. Let us then look at the 

diagrams for basic formulae using the various symbols of operation. We 

have already locik.ed at some of these but, it would be well to review them. 

There are, of course, four operations which must be diagrammed: grouping e+), 

exclusion (-); selection eX), and restriction ( ... ). For the sake of 

convenience we will allow these operators to form binary relations giving 

an empty class. The diagramming of the first three is no problem; an 

example of each will suffice: 

A+B=O 
A-B=O 
AB=O 

(XLI a) 
(XLI b) 
(XLI c) 

Restriction cannot be sho~n on Venn diagrams quite so directly.190 It 

is first necessary to convert the restriction to selection and equivalence. 

A 1 
B = 
,', A=B (XLI d) 

190Venn seems to arrive at restriction because of his use of 
mathematical operators. Restriction cannot be rendered in ordinary 
language as the other operators can. It is to be understood as a second
ary operation which is derived from selection. 



AB 
C = 1 

,'.AB=C (XLI e) 

The critical case is the type of restriction that occurs when a term is 

It · 1· d b 0 191 mu ~p ~e .y '0. o '0 A=n means that, whatever E; is, the truth functional 

value or the class membership o~ !!::. is.absolutely indeterminate. Such an 

equation cannot be shown by any of the normal techniques on Venn diagrams. 

One possible solution would be to introduce some mark, say flI", into the 

diagram to indicate that a class is indeterminate. Thus if n=f[A +(B+C)]192 

diagram XXXIX f illustrates §A=n. 

There is one type of formula within Venn's version of Boolean 

algebra that Venn's diagrams cannot represent. Any formula of the type 

A=f(B) expresses such a degree of uncertainty about the nature of the 

reiationship between!!::. and ~ that it cannot be expressed by the techniques 

used with compartmental geometric diagrams. It is possible to express 

functions diagrammatically by lines linking separate areas or terms193 

(XLII a) but this carries us well beyond Venn's diagrams: The inability 

of Venn's diagrams to express functions would not seem to be a weakness 

.in their use because of the indeterminacy involved which could not be 

illustrated on a geomet~ic diagram without being made at least somewhat 

more determinate and thus deceptive. 

1910 . . th' t· b 1 t 1 . d t . t _ ~s, as ~ rna ema ~cs, a so u e y ~n e erm~na e. 
o or 1 or aRything between. 

It may be 

192For Venn f(x) always refers to a class determined by 2£.. Thus 
f(A+B) is a class det~r~ined by !!::. or by ~ or by both. 

193This diagram is adapted from Seymour Lipschutz, Set Theory and 
Related Topics, New York: Schaum Publishing Co. ".1964, p. 77. 
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It would seem, then, that the Venn diagrams are absolutely iconic 

and that, for two to four or five possible terms, they are as capa:C>le as 

any of their proeeny of giving geometric demonstration of both two value 

truth functional logic and class logic. 

(d) Narquand 

Marquand's diagrams work on exactly the same principle as Venn's. 

He begins with a square which is to. represent the universe of discourse. 

He then drops a perpendicular from the center of the top line to the 

bottom line, bisecting the square. The left compartment represents all 

!:. and the 'right a'll ~ (XLII a).195 To introduce a second term he bisects 

the center line at right angles. The upper half of the diagram represents 

~~ the lower half :2 (XLII b) .196 A four t,erm diagram requires two more 

horizontal and two more vertical dividin~'lines (XLII c).197 It is 

noticeable that Narquand is more concerned with regularity than with 

retaining singly bounded geometrical areas for his termsg Thus C and D 

are both divided into two areas. 

Marquand gives a general formula for the number of dividing lines 
n 

required. If B. is even and n>2 there will be 2+22+23 ....... 22 lines. 
n. n 

When n is odd diagrams for n-l terms require 2+22+23 •••• 22_22-1 such 

195For Marquand a is the negation of!. The diagram is found in 
}'larquand, OPe cit •. , po' 267. 

196 . 
Harquand, OPe cit., p. 267. 

_o .... p-'-• .....;;..c.;;..;;i .... t., P • 

. . 
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Harquand simplifies the labour of writing out the letters by 

joining various squares with brackets (XLIV)o The horizontal bracket 

immediately to the left of a letter indicates that the argument199 
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represented by that letter is true, as does the vertical bracket immed

iately above a letter. Otherwise the argument is false. 200 The star in 

XLIV indicates the compartment adcdefgh, Which, as Marquand points outi 

d t · t' . V ' d· 201 oes no ex~s ~n enn s ~agrams. 

use: 

vVe will now look at Marquand's only example of his diagrams in 

The[re] ure eight arGuments, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, 
thus related to each other: -- Vmen E is true, F is true; 
and when F is true, either E is true or Band C are both 
false. Vmen either G is true or E and F are both false, 
D is true. If B is false when either F or G (but not 
both) are true, then H is true and. either C is false or 
D is true. It CD] is true only when an even number of 

198These formulae are given by l-Iarquand, p. 268~ without further 
comment. The formulae are valid, the first for an even number of terms, 
the second for an odd number of terms. The reason for this validity 
is a topoloe;ical question which will not be ,examined here. Much more 
thorough work on the structure of the logic diagram is to be found in 
Hocking, II 2 (h). 

199Harqus.nd uses the various terms to represent "arguments". 
It is difficult to see exactly what Marquand means by "argument". He 
would seem to mean something like premises or statements which are 
interdependent with regard to their validity. 

200 Harquand says only that the work of writing out the letters 
may be decreased by the use of brackets. Our description is abstracted 
from his diagram on p. 269. 

20lWe have already discussed this problem and shown that Venn 
was often misunderstood regarding his intentions in his diagrams. The 
whole paper outside'the diagram was, in Venn, meant to represent the 
compartment in which all the terms were negated. See II 2 (c). 
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the remaining" argUl;lents are true; it CD] is false only
when an odd number of the remaining Ctrguments are false.

Supposing any combination not inconsistent with
the premises to exist, (1) What follows from A being true
either when B is true and D false or C false and F true?
and (2) From what combination of· arguments may we con- 202
clude that A and II are both true when E and G are false?

The answer to (1) is represented by the combination of squares marked

1 - 8 in XLII a. The answer to (2) is represented by 8 - 10 in the same

'" 203olagram.

Venn,in the second edition of Symbolic Logi~ accepts Marquand's

diagrams for problems having a large number of terms. 204 Gardner describes

Marquand's system and points out that it is less iconic than Venn's graphs

but it is more iconic than algebraic notation. 205 Thus it seems to

occupy a medial position between notation and graphs.

The only major problem with Marquand's system is apparent in his
(

example above. The geometrical areas representing each letter are broken

up and there is an increase in confusion whic4 is not proportionate to

the increase in the number of terms.

202~'1 d' "t 268 N t th t .j"arquan , Ope Cl ., p. 0 0 e a ~ Slnce we are interested
only in those cases in which A is true we may ignore that part of the
diagram in which ~ is false. -The exact method by which these premises
are diagrammed will not be examined as it is the general principle in
which we are interested.

2071-/Marquand, Ope cit., p.
presumably read from the diagram.

These answers are simply given,

204Venn, p. 140.

205Gardner, Ope cit., pp~ 43-44. The diagram that Gardner gives
is taken from Venn with some changes in th~ lettering. It is esp~cially
noticable because of the position of the letter "x" in Gardner's diagram
which is exactly the same as that in Venn's.
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(e) Na.cfarlane

V~lereas everyone else used dia~rams as an aid in the solution

f bl 11 f 1 d th 1 tl d f ' f' t ' 206o pro ems, :ac ar ane use em on y as a me 10 0 verl lCa. lone

The solution was accomplished by algebraic methods. Macfarlane, in

liThe Logical Spectrum", presents and solves a problem, then verifies his

solution. We are ~iven U ax+by=c 207 and U dx-ey=f and asked to solve

f d B th f 1 t ' f' lt t' 208or x an~. y e process 0 so u lon 0 Slmu aneous equa lons:

ce+bf cd-af
x- bd and y=-----bdae+ ae+

ce+bf
ae+bd=Alabcdef+A2abcdefl+A3abcdelf+A4abcdelfl ••• +A61alblcldlef

+A62alblcldlefl+A63alblcldlelf+A64alblcldlelfI209

where the coefficients of Al ,A
2

,A
3

, ••.• A
64

are numerical. The

coefficient for any term is found by substituting 1 or 0 for each term

(depending on its assertion or negation) within Q. The final numerical

206Macfarlane is careful to make this point in both the articles.
I\1acfarlane, Ope cit., p. 287. ItI shall apply this method to verify the
logical equations ••• " (Italics mine). Further evidence of this is the
fact that an alg~braic solution is given before the diagrams are applied.

207"U" is the symbol for everything :considered; it corresponds to
the strip of paper on which the spectrum is drawn.

208
e.g. ax+by=c and dx-ey=f

x~-c and .-!EL!.a a x d-d

b;y 2JL c..!
a I d-a d

bdy+aey=cd-af
y(bd+ae)=cd-af

cd-af
Y=ae+bd

209"xl" is used to mean the negation of "Xli. "A." means the
numerical val~e of the particular combination of terms tftat occurs in
the nth case, when numerical values are substituted for each of the terms.
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210solution can be interpreted in only four ways: 1 means all, 0 means

o . 211none, 0 means none or a port~on or all and every other coefficient

shows that the term is impossible. 212

Nacfarlane managed to cut out almost all of the above steps whj.ch•

are found in Boole. He simply substituted the special values (i.e. 1 or

0) for a,b,c,d,e, and f in the original equations and solved for x and ~.

For example let Uabcdef=U: 213

x+y=l
x-y=l
:.2x=221L. 1 f.' x=

Nacfarlane was able to arrive at conclusions by this method that

Boole missed. For example let Uabcd'e'f'=U. SUbstituting we get x+y=l

216and 0=0. Thus x and X are indeterminate but complementary.

210Macfarlane attributes this to Boole but does not give a
reference. Macfarlane, Ope cit., po 288.

211This is exactly the use Venn make~ of §. See II 2 (c).

212E.g. solving for ~ in the above problem we would get:

1+1
Al-l+l=l

1+0 1
A2=W-2
etc.

213ThiS, simply translated, means "let the universe consist of the
one case in. which abcdef=U".

214In this case everything is x.

215±n this case nothing is ~.
216

From x+y=l and 0=0 we cannot derive anything but we still know
that whatever x and X are together they make up everything.
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Nacfarlane verifies his solutions by 'drawing a Illogical spectrumll •

A logical spectrum is a rectangular strip divided into two subdivisions

for every "markll (term) employed. 217 It is simply a Marquand square

stretched into one horizontal line. Macfar.lane draws examples for one,

t\{O~ three, and four terms (XLV a,b,c and d).218 In the logical spectrum

null terms are

excluded terms

shadedj219 wholly

221are blackj and

included terms are whitej220 to~ally

indeterminate terms are half black and

half white. Complementary indeterminates have complementary parts

white;222 identical indeterminates have identical parts white. 223

Macfarlane diagrams his solutions for ~ and ~ in the above problem

on a pair of corresponding logical spectrums (XLVI).224 To verify"the

217Actually each subdivision is so subdivided when a new term
is introduced.

218,. 1 287Macfar ane, on. cit., p. •

219E•g.

220"".J1j.g.

221
E
,
. g.

222
E •g.

abcdef' in Ux (XLVI) •

abcdef in Ux (XLVI) •

abcde'f ' in Ux (XLVI) •

abcd'e'f' in Ux and in Uy (XLVI) •

a'b'c'def' in Ux and in Uy (XLVI).

22h.
'Macfarlane, Ope cit., p. 287. We might wish to illustrate

. the principles by which it was drawn.
Given U ax+by=c and U dx-ey=f

Cases 1 and 2: Let Uabcdef=U
x+y=l and x-y=l
2x=2
".x=l

Therefore the area representing abcdef in Ux will be left white.
and: y=O

Therefore the area representing abcdef in Uy will be black.

Case 3: Let Uabcdef'=U
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solution we simply see if the ax together with the £r (both discovered 

by inspection of the diagram) is identical with the c and whether the dx 

excepting the ~ is identical with the f.225 

Macfarlane's second article is simply another example of the 

apvlication of the logical spectrum to a complex problem and does not 

warrant examination here as it adds nothing new to his diagrammatic 

226 system. 

Gardner describes the logical spectrum briefly but does not give 

x+y=l and x-y=O 
2x=1 
. 1 

.. x~ 
Therefore the area representing abcdef' in Ux will be shaded. 

Case 4: See note 216 above where we found that in Uabcd'e'f' x+y=l 
(i.e. make up everything there is) but we k~ow nothing else about them. 
Therefore abcd'e'f' in Ux is divided into two portions, one white, the 
other black, and abcd'e l fl in Uy is divided into two portions with the 
portion corresponding to the black in Ux left white and the portion 
corresponding to the white, black .. 

Case 5: Let Uab'cde'f=U 
:. x=l (from either equation) 

We have no information about Y.., so Y.. must be divided into two portions, 
one black and the other white but it does not matter which is which. 

Case 6: Let Ua'b'c'def'=U 
x-y=O 
.. x=y 

Therefore x and Y.. are both indeterminate but are also equal. Thus the 
portion of',2:S which is black must correspond to the portion of Y.. which is 
black, and the white to the white. 

225By llverify" Nacfarlane means only' that we may discover whether 
we have made a mistake by finding out by inspection vlhether the diagram 
corresponds to the premisese This is the same sort of verification that 
is found in arithmetic. For e~ample to verify a+b=c we subtract b from 
c and if we get ~ we have verified the original answer. 

226Alexander Macfarlane, ITApplication of the Hethod of the' 
Logical Spectrum to Boole's Probl~mtl, (in Gardner cited as IIAdaption of 
the method ••• 11) Proceedings of the American Association for the 
,':;'dvancement of Science, XXXIX, 1890, pp. 57-60. 
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1 f -t - - 227 an examp e o· l-S operatlon. Such an example is necessary to dis,lay 

its value as a method of verification. It follows an extremely regular 

pattern of transformation as we read from left to right. This makes it 

easier to read than Harquand's square when we are dealing with a large 

number of terms. It does, however, have two disadvantages. The various 

areas representing terms are broken up in to a great many tOl1ologically 

distinct areas and this problem increases in geometric proportion to 

the increase in terms; and one requires an extremely long strip of paper 

if a large number of terms are used. 

(f) Carroll 

Carroll's Ilgame of logic" is played on two diagrams (XLVII).228 

These consist of a small square bisected for two terms ~. ~~ Marquand and 

a large square similarly bisected with a smaller square in its center to 

represent the middle term of our argument. Nine counters, five' grey 

(shaded) and four red (black) are also required. At least one player 

is the final requirement. 229 All one need do to represent any Aristotelian 

syllogism~ even those containing negative terms, 23° is place counters 

in the appropriate locations to show which compartments are occupied and 

227Gardner, Ope cit., pp. 44-45. 

228Lewis Carroll, Symbolic Logic and The Game of l,ogic, (both 
books bound as one)~ The Game of Logic, (here<;J.fter referr~d to as G. L. 
in notes), facing ~ul~ title page ,. and inside back cover. 

229These requirements are 'listed by Carroll (~) in the preface. 
The page is, unnumbered. 

230Aristotelian syllogisms containing negative terms are acceptable 
to Carroll. 



v!hich are empty. The premises are 'v"{Qrked out on the large diagram and 

the conclusion transferred to the small one. An empty compartment 

receives a grey counter; an occupied one, a red. Carroll supplies a 

rhyme to help us remember this: 

See, the Sun is overhead, 
Shining on us FULL and 

RED! 

Now the Sun is gone away. 
And the El'1l'TY'Bky is 

GREY l 23J. 

Carroll's game is an interesting method of teaching young children the 

basic principles of elementary Hamiltonian Logic but nothing more. Vie 

need not examine an example of this game in use as it corresponds exactly 

to the system, using numbers, described in Symbolic Loeic. 232 Even in 

The Game of Lop;ic Carroll uses IIF' to represent the red' markers and "0" 

to represent the grey on his diagrams. 233 

Huch of S;ymbolic Logic is taken up with a polemic against "the 

Logiciansil •
234 Carrol+. would seem to have been applying this "ino£fens

iven235 title to those who still pursued Aristotelian logic since he 

never considers Boolean algebra. Carroll was familiar with Venn236 

vJhose work was based on Boole. Vfuy, theri,did he never acknowledge any 

231Carroll, G. L., facing full title page. 

232Also in Carroll, Symbolic Logic and The Game of Logic. 
Symbolic Logic will hereafter be referred to as,~. 

233Carroll, G. 
- , , 

L. ,pp. 5 ff. -

234 Carroll, S. L. , pp. 165 ff •. 

235Carroll, S. Lo, p. 165. 
6 . 

23 Carroll'l s. L. , pp. 174 ff. 
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more complex lOGic than that discussed by Hamilton? We may be doing 

Carroll ~~ injustice in criticizing him on these grounds as we have 

only the first part of his projected system~37 but, as it stands, Carroll 

was fifty years out of date even in his own time. This makes it even more 

amazing that he developed the most adequate set of diagrams for up to 

four terms to be found prior to the turn of the century.238 

237The brief account that Carroll has left, S. L., p. 185 does 
not indicate that these parts would have included Boolean algebra but 
we cannot be sure. We quote the passage in full so that the reader may 
exercise his own judgement: 

In Part II. will be found some of the matters 
mentioned in this Appendix, viz., the "Ex"istential Import" 
of Propositions, the use of the negative Copula, and the 
theory that IItwo negative Premises prove nothing."- I 
shall also extend the range of Syllogisms, by introducing 
Propositions containing alternatives (such as "Not-all x 
are ~i1), Propositions containing 3 or more Terms (such as 
,rAIl ab are c" which taken along with "Some be' are d" - - , - - , 
would prove "Some.£ are ~i"), &c. I shall also discuss 
Sorites containing Entities, and the very puzzling sub
jects of IIypotheticals and Dilemmas. I hope, in the 
course of Part II., to go over all the ground usually 
traversed in the text-books used in our Schools and 
Universities, and to enable my Readers to solve Problems 
of the same kind as, and far harder than, those that are 
at present set in their Examinations. 

In Part III. I hope to deal with many curious and 
out-of-the-way subjects, some of which are not even alluded 
to in any of the treatises I have met with. In this Part 
will be found matters as the Analysis of Propositions 
into their Elements (let the Reader, who has never gone 
into this branch of the subject, try to make out for him
self what additional Proposition would be needed to convert 
IiSome .§::. are l?" into "Some.§::. are l2.sIf) , the treatment of 
Numerical and_Geomet~ical Problems, the construction of 
Problems, and the solution of Syllogisms and Sorites con-. 
taining Propositions more complex than any that I have 
used in Part II. 

238This is Lewis' opinion, Lewis, Ope cit., p. 180, and would 
seem to be true. 



Carroll allows only three figures of syllogisms, since he used 

nega ti ve terms, a..11.d vIe may show his application of his diagrams by his 

use of them for these figures. Given xm(}\yrno239 we may put "0" in 

compartments xyrn and xy'm (from xmO) and xyrn' and Xl yrn I (from yrn(). 

From th~ diagram (XLVIII a) we see that both xyrn' and xyrn are empty. 

Therefore we may put a "0" in xy in the smaller diagram in XLVIII a. 

That is: 

Figo Ie '" 'lit 240 xmOI yrno ' "X:'J 0 

There are several variations of this figure possible by substituting 

ml~ Xl' etc. for m, x, etc. in the first term of each premise but the 

final term in each proposition must be quantified by "0".241 These 

variations are easily worked out and need not ,concern us here. Figures 

two and three are similarly diagrammed: 

Fig. II. 

Fig. III. 

(XLVIII b)242 

(XLVIII c)243 

2391iPltP2" means flthe premises P1 and P2 taken together" where 
Pl and P2 are two premises. "abO" means "there are no a IS vlThich are also 
."£'S.lI fla'" is the negation of "a". "al" means "there are a's" .. 

240"PdPCm" means !lCm is the conclusion of the premise(s) Pn" 
where Pn is a set of premises and Cm is a conclusion validly drawn from 
them. 

241 . 
E.g. rIJ. xot yrnoll' xy o· 

xmOTmlydfxyO 
m'xl-itm'y' IF x'y' 1 01 '1 0 0 
etc. Carroll, S. L., p_ 75. 

242Carroll, S. Lor p. 76. 

2Lf3Ca'rroll ~ S. L., p. 77. 
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When Carroll is uncertain which of two compartments should contain a "l" 

he simply ~laces it on the line between the compartments in question. 244 

xmotm'Yotxmltymifpx'Yl' (XLVIII d)245 

In case the reader has not noticed, it may be pointed out that 

Carroll is rather careless in his interpretation of the A proposition. 

In some cases he interprets it as xmo
246 in others as xmOt~247 and in 

.1.. th I," 248 ye v 0 ers as XffiOrXffil. It is true that the latter two are logically 

equivalent but they make it necessary to accept the existential import of 

the A proposition. Carroll seems to believe249 that the existential import 

of the E and I propositions is a matter of convention. It is logically 

possible to say that the A and E propositions assert existence while the 

I does not. Tl ' . h . . t . t 250 .1lS lS, owever, ln OppOSl lon 0 common usage. It is 

logically impossible to hold any other view of the existential import of 

propositions according to Carroll. 25l 

244Carroll, s. L., p. 43. 

245Carroll, S. L., p. 141. 

2Lf6E•g • Fig. I above. 

247This might also be written as :~mb. An example of the version 
in the text is Fig. III above. 

248E•go final example above (i.e. XffibfmlyotXffi11ym1fx'yi). 

249Carroll, S. L., pp. 165 ff. 

250vVe do not normally think that I'lno a is b ll asserts that there 
are a's while ff some a is b" does not. There is, ac~ording to Carr~ll, 
no logical reason why this should not b~ the case. 

251There are eight possible views of existential import as far 
as Carroll is concerned: 
(1) the A as~erts, the E asserts and the I asserts, 
(2) the A asserts, the E asserts and the I does not assert, 
(3) the A asserts, the E does not assert and the I asserts, 
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Carroll's dia'r;rams h8.. ve, thus far, been limited to three terms 

but he Gives further diagrams in the appendix which he plans to discuss 

in the second volume. :For four terms we replace the small center square 

with two intersecting rectangles (XLIX a) j
252 for five terms we divide 

each area diagonally (XLIX b);253 for six te~ms we replace the diagonal 

stroke with a cross (XLIX c);254 for seven terms we place a three term 

diagram in each of the compartments of a four term diagram (XLIX d)j255 

~~d for an eight term diagram we place a four term diaeram in each of 

the compartments of another, larger, four term diagram (XLIX e).256 

For nine terms we place two eight term diagrams side by side and for ten 

terms we place tV/O more eight term diagrams below. 257 

C. I. Lewis finds Carroll's modifications of the square diagram 

to be the "most convenient ll •
258 He uses a small key diagram to one side 

to aid in the interpretation of the larger diagram much as we shall find 

(4) the A asserts~ the E does not assert and the I does not assert, 
(5) the .. Ii. does not assert, the E asserts and the I asserts, 
(6) the A does not assert, the E asserts and the I does not assert, 
(7) the " .11- does not assert, the E does not assert and the I asserts, 
(8) the A does not assert, the E does not assert, and the I does not assert. 
Only (2) and (3) are logically possible according to Carroll. 

252 Carroll, s. L., p. 177. 

253Carroll, ~., p- 177. 

25LfCarroll, s. L. , p. 177. 

255Carroll, s. L. , p. 178. 

256 s L. , 179. Carroll, 0 p. 

257We do not 'include examples of these last two cases nor does 
Carroll although he mentions them (S. L., pp. 178-179). 

258Le1i,,-,s. . t 180 ' •. Ope c~ ., p. • 
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in Newlin. 259 Gardner shows Carroll diagrams for three terms but does

mention that they are infi~itelY extensible.
260

As we have said before, one of Carroll's major claims is to the

1 f th d·' t .. f d' 261 Th t h d' d dc osure o' e lagramma lC unlverse O' lscourse. a e 1 0

this is true, but he ignored Venn's acknowledgement that we are, indeed,

working within such a universe and that the paper outside the diagram

must be taken as representing a, b, -c, • . • n. Carroll does not seem

to have read Marquand or Macfarlane both of whom had created systems

with closed un{verses of discourse prior to him.

How then are we to evaluate Carroll's diagrams? For up to four

terms they are able to keep topologically distinct and undivided areas

and, since they illustrate the closed universe of discourse, Carroll's

system would seem to be the most ade'quate of the geometric systems yet

examined. 262 For arguments involving four or more terms it loses the

simplicity of Macfarlane's and,Marquand's systems.

One further problem is the existential import of the A proposition.

Carroll represents the A proposition as positing existence but Venn,

Marquand, etc. do not. Since the universal affirmative proposition can

259Lewis, Ope cit., pp. 180-181.

260Gardner, Ope cit., pp. 45 ff.

261
See above, ~. 54, fn. 144 for Carroll's statement of this.

262This is a personal evaluation which may be questioned. It
is also necessary to take into consideration the purposes for which
the diagrams are being used.
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11 b J.. 1 t d . t h th t· 1 ' . t . 263. t Id usua y e ~rans a e ~n 0 a ypo e ~ca propos~ ~on ~ wou seem 

that Carroll was wrong. 

(g) Newlin 

Newlin points out that the logic diagram is not essential to 

10gic;264 its main purpose is illustrative and educational. This should 

be kept in mind when choosing a diagrammatic system. The above qualific

ation leads to three requirements of a good logic diagram. 265 First, 

there must be one to one correspondence between the elements of the 

diagram and the elements of the logical universe of discourse. Second, 

the diagram must be simple in construction and appearance, free from 

sources of confusion, quick, reliable, and modifiable. Finally, any 

system of logic diagrams which is definitive must be IIsimply-extensiblell.266 

Newlin coins this word to aprly to diagrams which may be extended to be 

applicable in cases of any number of terms and in which this extension 

263This is a matter of controversy. If the universal affirmative 
:Ls equivalent to a hypothe'tical, Carroll was most certainly wrong. This 
problem is taken up from a different angle in the third chapter. In that 
chapter the meaning of the term "exist" is considered as that term is 
used in logic and the conclusions reached indicate that neither Carroll's 
position nor that which opposed it is entirely correct. It should be 
pointed out that Venn, although he did not accept the existential import 
of the A proposition, did believe that something must exist in ru~y 
universe of discourse. This is approximately the position that will be 
adopted in the third chapter. 

26L
h J l' . t 535 '~ew ~n, Ope Cl ., p. • 

265These Ilfew but vitalI! demands of a satisfactory diagram are 
given at length by Newlin, OPe cit., p. 540. 

266i\J l' . t 540 I ew In, OPe c~ ., p. • 
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is carried on by simple and invariable rules. VJe may see the faults of 

other diagrcill1matic systems in the light of these rules. Euler's diaerF.J.ms 

are limited to·the representation of three classes; Venn's for four and 

five classes are confusing; Marquand's are simply-extensible but even in 

simple cases elements of single classes are discreteo 267 

With these requirements in mind Newlin proposes his diagrammatic 

system. We begin with a primary square which is our universe of discourseo 

This square is divided into sixteen smaller squares by means of three 

perpendiculars dropped from the top to the base and three perpendiculars 

rUlli~ing from one side to the other. The diagram may be thought of as 

having four horizontal and four vertical strips. The first and second 

vertical strips at the left will represent ~; the second and third, £. 
The first and second horizontal strips beginning at the top will represent 

~; the second and third, £.(L a).268 The square abed, warked in the 

diagram, is located by finding the square where the ab and cd strips 

meeto 269 

To construct a diagram for three terms we make c=O by erasing 

the top two rows of squares; for two terms we make d=O by erasing the 

third row as well. 

267Newlin considers only the three systems mentioned., Newlin, 
OPe cit., p. 540. 

268M I" "t J.~ewJ.n, op. CJ.., p. 541. 

269.'1.1 though Newlin's diagram for four terms looks like Harquand IS 

it has the advantage of representing each of these terms by a distinct 
singly bounded area •. Note also that if the rectangles in the Carroll 
diagram for four terms are extended to the border of the universe we 
have a Newlin diagram for four terms. 
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Now vie must extend the diagram. First we draw in all the diagonals . 
of the secondary squares, in a four class diagram, which run in one 

direction. If we think of these diagonals as borders of diagonal strips 

Vie may use alternate diagonal strips to represent our fifth term e. 

Similar·ly, inserting the diagonals in .the other direction, we are able 

to represent a sixth term f. Finally we divide the secondary squares 

vertically and horizontally through the point where the diagonals meet 

making ejght triangles in each secondary square (L b). 270 In the diagram 

the triangle marked ~ represents abcdefg and is located by first locating 

ab,and within this cd, then~, then f, and finally Eo Upper or left 

triangles represent the seventh term. 

To go beyond seven classes we substitute a four class diagram in 

the secondary squares of a larger four class.diagram (LI a).271 The 

small squares resulting are called tertiary squares. The class marked 

~ is defined by eight terms abcdefgh and may be located in four steps. 

First we locate ab and then within it cd, then ef and finally gh. Diagrams 

for nine, ten and eleven terms may be drawn by treating the secondary 

square as a primary square (LI a)~ For example the class ~ is defined 

by ten terms abCd;fghijQ To go beyond eleven terms we simply substitute 

another folir class diagram in the tertiary squares. 

The use of a key (LI b)"272 will prevent the confusion arising 

270Newlin, Ope cit., p. 542. 

271,~ 1" 
! ew J.n, 012- cit., p. 544. 

27? '-Newlin, OPe cit., p. 544. 



when all the letters needed are }mt on one'diagram and will alloVJ us to 

carry out the more complex construction only on those portions of the 

diaeram with which we are working. The key is simply a diagram which 

shows how the various classes beyond the first four are distributed in 

the diagram which has been sub~tituted in the secondary square. 

Newlin felt that his system had two advantages over the others 

which had been developed: there is a "perfect correspondence for any 

number of classes"273 and it never becomes more complex than the seven 

1 d " 274 c_ass lagram. 

The choice between Newlin's diagrams and those of Harquand, 

Hacfarlane and Carroll would seem to be a matter of personal preference. 

After four terms Newlin is unable to keep the various classes within 

singly bounded topological areas so his advantage extends only two terms 

beyond Harquand's diagrams and, except for simplicity of construction, 

there is no advantage over Carroll's four term diagram~ Further, the 

use of diagonal strips and discrete triangles is quite confusing when 

compared to the regularity of Hacfarlane's spectrum. Newlin's major 

o contribution to the logic diagram would seem to rest not so much in his 

diagranwatic system as in his methodical description of such diagrams 

and his ennumeration of their requirements. 275 

273Newlin, 012· cit., p. 545. 

274Newlin, Ope ci t. ~ p. 546. 

275Even in this area it should be noted that Hocking is much 
more thorough. II 2 (h). 
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(h) Hocking 

Hocking's analysis of the logic diagram is even more profound 

than Newlin's and his final system is even more obscure, but he himself 

realizes this. He is l'lot attempting to develop a workable diagram but 

to extend the diagram to cover the theoretical necessity of drawing 

diagra~s for £ terms. 276 

The logic diagram represents the class calculus. The major 

considerations of a good representation is that it be "richll enough to 

imply all the relationships which are to be found in that which is 

represented, while it. remains llpoor" enough that it does not imply any 

factors that are not present in the original. That the spatial figure of 

the geometric die. gram is this rich cannot be doubted. It does, however, 

convey the impression that any class is bounded by logically "next" 

neighbours a.'l"ld that a universe of discourse may be "carved out" around 

a class without regard to those classes which determine such a universe. 

These !lsuperstitions" are, however, due more to our ignorance of class 

277 logic than to the suggestiveness of the graphe 

As well as the necessary correspondence of the parts in the original 

276f1 ••• and indeed there is little practical need to devise graphs 
for more than five classes at a time. But it would be a serious failure 
in the principle of the class-graph if there were a theoretical limit to 
the number of classes which can be drawn within a given universe; ••• I 
wish to },")ropose here a simple generalization of the gra},hic process which 
is demonstrably extensible to £ classes without sacrifice of unity or 
continuity in the class boundary.1f Hocking, OPe cit., p. 31-

~77This paragraph is a parapl~ase of Hocking, OPe c~~., p. 32. 
It is meant. to be a description of an adequate.diagram with its limitations 
indicated. 



c::.nd in the diagram it is also possible to introduce "proportion". Thut 

is, it is desirable that the relations of these parts and the relations 

278 of these relations, etc., should also correspond. 

There are particulars in which spatial figures must fail to 

correspond exactly to the logical relations. For example, the various 

classes introduced are ceordinate , equivalent. in logical denotation, etc., 

but it is only possible to maintain the geometric symmetry and indifference 

necessary to connote this in graphs of three or four terms. Geometric 

impartiality is virtually impossible for the various sub-classes even 

at three or four terms. 279 

Hocking feels that any tabular arrangement is a primitive diagram. 

The first stage in such a diagram would be to order sub-classes according 

to their t'connotative rankli • This might be defined as the breadth of 

connotation of the sub-class. If we adopt the convention of using the 

number lilt! when the universe is connoted, we may list the sub-classes 

according to rank from 0 upward with 0 representing the broadest connotat-

280 ion. A table for t1lVO classes would be as follows: 

278Hacking, o~. cit., ppc 32-33. The remainder of the first part 
of Hocking's article is an attempt to show to what degree this may be 
done in an ideal geometric diagrame 

279:J!'"'or example the sizes of the various components of the Venn 
diagram vary with regard to size whereas there is no logical reason for 
this variation. 

280Hocking does not give this table. He does, however, give a 
similar table from which this was drawn but he does not include rank. 
The table, Hocking, oP. cit., p. 33 is: 
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Rank 
o 

Sub-classes 
ab 

Connotations 
1 

1 
2 

a'S, ab 
ab 

a~ b 
ab 

Similar tables for th+ee and four classes may aid the reader's understand-

ing of connotative rank: 

Rank Sub-classes 
0 abc 
1 abc~ aEc~ abc 
2 abc, abc, abc 
3 abc 

0 abed 
a~c~, 

-
1 abcd, abcd, ctbc9, 
2 abc~~ abed, aEcd, abcd~ 
3 abed, abed, abcd, abcd 
4 abcd 

abcd, abcd 

Connotations 
1 

a, b, c 
ab, ac, bc 

abc 

1 
at b, c, d 

ab, ac, ad, bc~ bd, cd 
abc, abd, acd, bcd 

abcd 

It will be seen that in a universe of n classes there will be one 9ub-

class of rank n and one sub-class of rank 0, ~ sub-classes of rank 1 and 

n sub-classes of rank n-l, and the distribution of the remainder of the 

sub-classes among the ranks will be according to the law of Pascal's 

t · 1 281 
r~ang_e. 

Sub-classes 
ab 
ab 
ab 
ab 

Connota t.ions 
ab 
a 
b 
1 

Note that Hocking does not include the possibility of negative connotations. 

2811fThis is a triangle of numbers which is formed in such a way 
that the numbers in any row, after the first two, are obtained from 
those in the'preceeding row by copying dovm the terminal l's, and adding 
tOGether the successive pairs of numbers from left to right to give a 
new row. Thus, any number is the sum of those two numbers immediately 
above it. fI

, C. C. T. Baker, Dictionary of Ma.thematics, London: George 
N'ewnes Limited, 19?1"p. 228! The particular Pascal triangle about which 
Hocking is writing is as follows: 
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Any satisfactory gra.ph must so ~roup the ranks that those sub-

classes having the same rank will be at the same approximate distance 

from the center and periphery and that the ranks are ordered either 

inward or outward (i.e. 0 and n will be a.t the two extremes in t.~le order

ing of the ranks).282 

The second method of classification of the sub-classes is by 

conno+atlO ve lr lo nslllo p. 283 K 0 h 0 0 d b.l-h 0 l O Ot f t v' lns lp lS measure y ~ e slmp lCl y 0 rans-

ition from one sub-class to another. For example, 1 may pass into!! or 

~ by a single change; ~ may also pass into ab or,!!£ by a ,single change 

but it takes two changes for it to pass into E. or c. In e;eneral, it may 

be stated that the sub-classes of a given rank are related to each other 

more remotely than to the sub-classes of the adjacent ranks. \~Ie may, in 

our diagrams, allow the number of boundaries which must be crossed in 

movine; from one sub-class to another t~ represent the degree of kinship 

with one boundary representing one change, two boundaries two, etc. 

In order to list sub-classes according to both rank and kinship 

it is necessary to' abandon ,: the linear form and substitute a cyclical 

order. The diagram for three classes is the Venn diagram (LII a)284 

1 
1 

1 4 
1 5 

1 
1 1 

2 
3 3 

6 
10 1.0 

1 
1 

4 1 
5 1 

28?-- k O °t 34 'r.O th f 011 b d noc lng, Ope Cl ., p. • .cur er re erence Wl e rna e to 
this rule in III 3 (c) as well as to kinship. 

283H ·1· dO k 0 h· 0 t 34 36 "OC~lng lscusses lns lp ~~o, p. - • 

28~ocking, Ope cit., p. 36, Fig. 2. 
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which perfectly orders the sub-classes according to both rank and kinship. 

For four, classes it would require three dimensions to make a 

rel')resentation which would perfectly accommodate both rank and kinship. 

In general, a representation of !:; classes would require a space of n-l 

dimensions. 285 Thus we must modify our origianl plan. We will hereafter 

require only that any set of four sub-classes about an intersection shall 

be related with regard to kinship as in the above scheme and that all 

sub-classes containing, in common, any connotative factor shall be 

placed together. A table for four terms vvhich complies with these 

, 286 
regulations may be drawn eLII b). When the redundancies are removed 

287 288 we are Ie ft with diagrams similar to I-1arquand, (LII c) ~ Carroll 

eLII d)~289 and Venn and Newlin eLI I e).290 Thus we see why all of these 

systems have proven relatively adequate. The choice among these diagrams 

will be determined by such factors as "the simple and fluent outlines of 

the classes, their equivalence in area, approximate equivalence in area 

of the sub-classes; symmetry and openness of the whole graph, etc.,,291 

285HoCking simply states this without making any attempt to prove it. 

286Hocking, op. cit., po 37, Fig. 3. 

287Hocking does not point out the equivalence of this and the 
following diagrams to earlie,r ones but the relationships are so obvious 
that it seems clear that he had these other systems in mind. 

288 cit., 37, Fig. 4. Hocking, °E- p. 

289Hocking, °1')' cit. , p. 37, Fig. 5. 

290H ki oc ng, °E· cit. , p. 37, Fig. 6. 
291H 1· 

~ocK~ng, °E· cit. , p. 38. 



Hocking now attempts to prove that it is possible to draw a c;raph 

for n terms that will satisfy all three primary conditions: "(1) that 

each class be represented as a closed figure within a single boundary; 

and (2) that the sub-classes be arranged in order of connotative r.:mk~ 

and (3) of connotative kinship within tpe limits above defined. 1I292 

If, in a tL~iverse of n-l classes, a closed figure Cnn be drawn 

that pRsses once and only once through each compartment we have the re

quisite for a r,raph of n classes. 293 As the new boundary passes throu.e;h 

any compartment it will divide ~he compartment into tv.ro parts: one, 

destined to be ltd thin the new figure, is raised one rank j the other, 

remaining without, retains its previous rank. If rank and kinship are 

observed in the original diagram they will be observed in the new one. 

This is evident in the transition of any typical pa~t of the graph as in 

the transition of LIII a 294 to LIII bo 295 Now we can be certain that if 

such a closed curve can be dravm we will have fulfilled the other 

requirements., We can prove as follows that if such outlines can be dravm 

for the (n-l)th class they can be drawn for n classes. By hypothesis 

the outline of the (n-l)th class passes through all previous sub-classes 

arranging all of the sub-classes along its boundary. Now all the sub-

classes are related to that boundary as ~ and E are related to the line 

292H k" "t '7.8 oc ~ng, OPe c~ ., p. ~ .' 

293The following proof is carried out by Hocking, OPe cit." 1'1'. 38-39. 

29~ockingj ~o.r~.~c~i_t., p. 38, Fig. 7. 

295Hocking, OPe cit., p.'38, Fig. 8. 
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:sf.. in LIII c. 296 Therefore a new boundary can follow l29. and, since there

will dlways be an even number of turns, the end of the line will be able

to join the beginning. Therefore, if we can draw such a diagram for

n-l classes we can draw such

such figures for a number of

draw them for n classes.

a diagram for ~ classes. But we can draw

classes. 297 Therefore, we must be able to,

Finally Hocking draws a set of figures up to and including seven

classes (LIV a_f).298 Hocking did not mean these figures to be of

practical use in logic but of value only in demonstrating the theoretical

extensibility of the diagram.

In the second part of his article Hocking develops a graphic

method of dealing with immediate inferences. He first attempts to show

that the eight variants of immediate inference are functions of two

fundamental processes: conversion and obversion. Let the direct inference

be represented by 1 and let c. O. be read "the converse of the obverse" etc.

:' Direct 1 =SP= O. c. O. c. O. c. O. C.=
Cbverse = o. =Sp= c. O. C. O. c. O. C.
Contraverse = c. O. =138= O. C. O. C. O. C.
Contra-positive = O. C. O. =PS= C. O. C. O. C.
Oppositive = C. O. C. O. =SP= O. C. o. c.
Inverse = O. C. O. C. O. =SP= C. O. C.
Contra-inverse = C. O. C. O. C. o. =PS= O. C.
Converse = O. C. O. C. O. C. O. =PS= C.
Direct = C. O. C. O. C. O. C. O. =SP= 1

296Hocking, Ope cit., p. 39, Fig. 9.

297We can, for example, draw such a diagram for 1, 2, 3, and 4
classes as was pointed out earlier (e.g. LII a, etc.).

298H k'· ° t 39 F O °oc ~ng, 0.p. c~ 0.' :p. ,~g. 10 and lli p. !.j0, F~g. 12, 14,
16 and 170 Note that Hocking does not give a diagram for three terms
but such a diagram could easily be drawn by eliminating one of the ovals
in the four term diagram although Hocking would have been satisfied with
the Venn circle diap,ram for three terms.
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This may be demonstrated by a Eraphic method which Hocking also believes

to be of assistance in solving any logical problem involving immediate

inference. We draw a universe of discourse containing ~, K and their

negatives (LVa).299 We will adopt the convention that the letter in

the lower left corner will always be the subject of a proposition300

and that in the lower right corner will be the predicate.

The graph will be thought of as having two axes: the axis of

conversion is a line perpendicular to the base through the meeting-point,

of the diagonals (LV b)30l and the axis of obversion is the diagonal

running from the lower left to the upper right corner of the graph (LV d).3
02

To convert a proposition we simply rotate the graph on the axis of con

version 180 degrees and read off the resulting proposition (LV c);303

to obvert a proposition we do the same using the axis of obversion (LV e).304

We may, if we wish, go further and prove all of the immediate

inferences to be functions of conversion and obversion simply by following

the procedures listed in each case.

Hocking gives us an example of this graph in use. Let us ass~me

that every categorical proposition implies the existence of both P and S

299Hocking, Ope cit·. , p. ~2, Fig. 18.

300 'ih t proposition will depend the markings the particularW 8. on on
card (See LVI) •

301 .
cit. , 43, Fig. 19.Hocking, ou. p.

h

30;;iocking, 0"0.
.'J... p. 43, Fig • 19., cJ. v. ,

303Hocking, Ope cit. , p. 43, Fig. 19.

7.04
;J Hocking, Ope cit. , p. 43, Fig. 19.
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f.lYld th,.d; an a.ffirmative propoGition implies the existence of memberR in

-the class SP. We indicate existence with a checkmark and non-existence

with shadine. The A, E, I and 0 propositions give us four distinct

diagrams (LVI a_d).305

It is easily seen, using these riagrams and applyine the above

methods, that the obverse of an A proposition is an E proposition, that

the converse of both the E and I propositions remain E and I propositions

because they are symmetrical about the vertical axis, that the 0 propos-

ition cannot be converted to any of the forms we have mentioned and that

the converted A proposition will be partly covered (i.e. by limitation)

by the I proposition.

All of this is very interesting but one is tempted to ask, liSa

what?!l Immediate inferences are reasonably simple and require the

memorizing of only eight forms. Hocking, himself, has shown the dependence

of all immediate inferences on conversion and obversion. Why then do we

'tl d' ?neea 1e lagrams. One should add, in fairness, that this subject had

been very complicated prior to Hocking's time. It may be that it only

appears trivial to us in the light of C. I. Lewis' brilliant analysis,306

and perhaps the highest tribute we could pay to Hocking is to point out

that his analysis, though less profound, parallels Lewis' almost point

for point.

305" .
Hocking, Ope cit., p. 44, Fig. 20. Note that Hocking makes

these existential assumptions arbitrarily and would have to be Willing
to allow other ~ssumptions. Thus his 'examples are only examples. They
might be quite different in t~eir conclusions given different assumptions.

306See II 2 (i).
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(i) Lewis

C. 1. Lewis has also produced a, diaGramma.tic method of discovering

immedia.te inferences. 307 Since we have already discussed Hockine;'s3
08

method, ~~d since Lewis makes use of Venn circ1es,309 we shall consider

this method here although the diagrams are not strictly geometric in the

sense in which we have defined that term. Lewis' aim is to show how

Boolean algebra has Ildone a real service ll in lIthe clearing of certain

difficu1ties" concerning immediate inferences. He gives the folloWing

series of inferences which would be accepted by "some l ' logicians: 310

lINo a is b ll

"No b is a"
!fAll b is not-all
"Some b is not-a"

gives
Gives
gives
gives

IINo b is a"
"All b is not-all
rfSome b is not-a"
"Some not-a is bll

This series of inferences would lead to such conclusions as: if no

mathematicians have squared the circle, some non-mathematicians have

squared the circ1e. 311 Something is obviously wrong. The problem lies

in the inference of the particular premise from the general. Given ba=O

we must also have blO before we can infer b-a/O.

307Lewis, Ope cit., pp. 191-195.

30811 2 (h) ..

309Lewis uses only two such circles but each stands for a term.
He does, howeve~ use other, non-geometric symbols (viz. arrows).

310L . "t 190eWlS, Ope Cl ., p. •

311- ,
One of Lewiq ' examples.

gastropods' implies 'Som.e non-cows
eliminated_the letters "all and lib"
OP. cit., p. 190.

The other is: "liND cows are inflexed
are inflexed gastropods.'" We have
from these examples. Se~_,LeViis,
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b=b[3.+(-a)]
=ab+(-a)b
if b=O

ab+(-a)b=O
the inference (-a)b/O is not possible.
but if b/O
and ab=O
... (-a)bjO

That is to say, there is a suppressed premise in the conversion of an A

proposition to an °proposition: that one of the classes involved has

312memberso -

The inferences that will be possible are eight in number and

indicated ~n our diagrams by the arrows (LVII a).313 One simply

follows the arrows to read off the subject and predicate in their correct

order. The actual inferences are dependent on our given information.

Null classes are shaded on the diagram; classes known to have members are

marked with an asterisk. Lewis gives two typical examples: given SP=OI

S/O, and pJO (LVnb)314 we may read along the arrows to get:

1) No S is P and some S is not-P
2) All S is not-P and some S is not-P
3) All P is not-S and some P is not-S
If) No P is S and some P is not-S
5) Wanting
6) .some not-S is P
7) Some not-P is S
8) Want i.'1g

given S-P=O, S/o and p/o (LVII c)315 we may read along the arrows to get:

312Lewis treats these matters Ope cit., pp. 190-191.

313iewis l OVa cit., p. '191, Fig. 13. This is the diagram when we
are in enti~e ignora~ce .as to the extstence of.~ and E.

7.1J.j
:J Lewis, Ope cit., p. '192, }""\ig. 14.

315Lewis, Ope cit., p. 193, Fig. 15.
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1) All S is P and some S is P 
2) No S is not-P 
3) Wanting 
4) Some P is S 
5) Some not-S is not-P 
6) -Wanting 
7) No not-P is S 
8) All not-P'is not-S and some not-P is not-S 

The great value of Lewis' analysis of this subject is that it 

shows in final and simple diagrammatic form the absolute limits of 

immediate infereJ:'lce.. Boolean algebra showed its power in defining this 

field that had plagued logicians using Aristotelian methods. It is 

significant that both Hocking and Lewis found it expedient to use diagrams 

when working in this field and their ultimate conclusions show that 

diagrammatic representation can be a significant tool on the path toward 

the drawing of conclusions from symbolic l~epresentation .. 

(j) Gonseth 

G th I d' 316 . 1 f t t d onse s ~agrams were g~ven on y or wo erms an were 

exactly like those of Marquand except thai; instead of shading out the 

appropria te areas he eliminated them en ti:t'e1y from the diagram.. Thus 

one may represent AvB as in Diagram LVIII a~317 A&B as ,in Diagram LVIII b,318 

A-B as in Diagram LVIII c,319 etc.: 

Gonseth's departure from the methods of his predecessors is so 

316 . 
~ue La Lo~i9ue, Paris: Hermaan & Cie, F. Gonseth, Qu1est-ce 

1937, section 53, pp. 76-78. 

317 Gonseth, o;e. cit. , p. 77 
318 Gonseth, o;e. cit. , p. 77. "A&B" means "A. Bit. 

319Gonseth, o;e. cit. , p. 77. I"A ... ·B" means "~BI1 .. 
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il1sic;ntftcant that it would net merit mentien except for Bochenski's 

, ~ ,~' f 't 320 
ln~erpre~a~lon 0 l. Bochenski also begtns with a twe term primary 

square but he shades the Hreas which the propositton does not nee;ate. 

For example pvq demands the shadine; of the l? area and of the .9. area 

(LVIII d),.32l Simtlarly p.q demands the shading of that area '''hich is 

both 2 and .9. (LVIII e) and ~qi the. shading .of all but the area which is 

2 and not-q (LVIII f)o 

There are several problems with Bochenski's interpretation of 

Gonseth's system. VVhen, in Harquand's system,322 an area proves to be 

empty it ts shaded out and as more propositions are added more areas are 

shaded e In Bochenski's diagrams all but the areas that prove to be empty 

are shaded and the add.ition .of more propositiens weuld necessitate the 

erasure .of shading. This is impractical. It is alse difficult and 

confustng to mark a shaded compartment fer existential prepositiens. 

Since this final geemetric system is riddled with difficulties we shall 

leave it and turn te the lll~ear systems. 

~?O 

)- J. H. Bochenski, A Precis .of Symbolic Lop;ic, Translated by 
Otto Bird, Derdrecht: D. Reidel ?ublishtng Company, 1959, pp. 13-14. 

321All .of these diagrams are found in Bechenski, 6p.'cit.,po 14. 

322II 2 Cd) above. 



3. Linear Diagrams 

(a) Leibniz 

In any English work on the logic diagram Leibniz is certain 

to receive unfair treatment~ His pape~s in this field have not been 

published in German let alone trans1atedQ That he did use both geo-

metric and network diagrams is evident from the page of manuscript 

reproduced by Bochenski323 but no material is available on this except 

for that one nearly illegible pagee Thus we are left with the brief 

fragments translated by Lewis;324 

One example of Leibniz's diagrams will show us how primitive, 

and yet how effective, they were. In the second fragment, proposition 9, 

Leibniz wishes to prove that if A=B, then AG7C=BEDC."325 As part of the 

proof he draws a line of which the various segments represent the various 

parts of the proPosition~IX).326 

Let RS' represent A 
A=B 
:.RS may also represent B 

Let SX represent C 
RS&SX=RX 
:,RX represents M)C 

but A=B 
. '.RX represents Bee 

323' . 
I. M. Bochenski, A History of Formal Logic, trans. and edQ 

Ivo Thomas 9 Notre Dame: University Press, 1961, facing page 2600 
Bochenski also gives examples ,of Venn diagrams, po 261. 

324 

97 

G. W. Leibniz, Die .Phi10sophischen Schriften von G. W. Leibniz, 
Band VII~ 'Scientia Generalis. Characteristicat ; XIX and XX, published 
as "Two Fragments from Leibniz", in Lewis, op. cit., pp. 291-305.' 

32511A Ell B", though not ~efined by Leibniz in these fragments, 
seems to mean A and B taken together or the sum of A and B. - - - -

32~eibniz, op. cit., p. 298. 



The further extension of this system will be obvious to the reader 

without further' examples. 

One might represent almost any proposition by means of such 

a line; the problem with Leibnitssystem is that such diagrams would 
. 

soon become so confusing as to be of no ,aid at all in reasoning. It 

should, nonetheless, be pointed out that Leibniz's diagrams, the first 

of the linear systems, were much more effective than those that were 

produced later;327 

(b) Lambert 

Accurate information on Lambert's system of linear diagrams is 

difficult to find. Because of its weaknesses it has generally been 

ignored. However, piecing together the :Lnformation found in Venn328 

and Ham11ton,329 we are able to get an ~?proximate picture of LambertVs 

system. Each term is represented by one horizontal line. The relation 

of these lines' to one another represents the relationship of the terms. 

If the line ~ is shorter than the line ~ and would be between perpendic-

ulars dropped from the ends of B we read "all A is B" (LX a).. Similar 

diagrams for the other Aristotelian propositions are obvious (LX b-d)_ 

If we interpret "some" as "some or all" we may use a dotted line to 
. 

indicate that portion concerning which we are ,in ignorance (LX e and f). 

The system has obvious weaknes,ses. It cannot represent disjunct;ions. 

Euler's system is much more flexible and'Vennls even more so.'330 It is 

327With the possible exception of Keynes; 

328 ' Venn, Ope cit., pp. 517-520. 

329Hamilton, OPe cit., 180, 214-217, 133, 261, 584-586, 595-597, 
642-645t and especially 667-669. 

330This is the obvious criticism.. ,Venn goes further to criticize 
the system as actually employed by Lambert. Venn, op. cit., pp. 518-519. 
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not surprising, then, .that Lambert's diagrams have virtually fallen 

out of use .. 

Hamilton disagrees with almost e'lTerything that Lambert does:33l 

He calls the dotted line, Lambert's finest insight, "a line different 

by an accidental quality, not by an essential relation,,;332 It is clear 

that Hamilton did not grasp the significance of the dotted line. There 

would be little point in itemizing Hamill~onvs scathing attack on Lambert. 

Much of the criticism is directed aga~st Lambert's inability to cope 

with forms that were not even discovered in his time~ It will be more 

useful to turn to Hamilton's attempt to improve Lambert's diagrams. We 

will then see that Lamber~'s diagrams have a natural simplicity, an 

obviousness, that makes them preferable i~o Hamilton's. 

We can do no better in describing Hamilton's system of linear 

diagrams than to quote directly from his own 'description: 

331 

Herein, four common lines are all the requisites: 
three (horizontal) to denote the terms; one (two?
perpendicular), or the want of it, at the commencement 
of comparison, to express the quality of affirmation 
or of negation; whilst quant:iLty is marked by the relative 
length of a terminal line within, and its indefinite 
excurrence before, the limit of comparison. This nota
tion can represent equally total and ultra-total dis
tribution, in simple Syllogisms and in Sorites; it shows 
at a glance the competence or incompetence o~ any con
clusions; and every one may easily evolve it. 

Of these, the former, [LXI a] with its converse, 
includes Darii, Dabitis, Datisi, Disamis, Dimaris, etc.; 

". • • and although I think lj..Il;ear diagrams do afford the . 
best geometrical illustration of logical forms, I have· found it necessar,y 
to adopt a method oPP9site to Lambert's, in all that is peculiar to him. 
I have been ,unable to adopt, unable to improve, anything." Hamilton, 
Ope cit., p. 667. 

332uamilton, op_ cit., p. 668. 
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whilst the latter, [LXI bJ with its converse, inc~udes 
Celarent, Cesare~ Celanes, 'Camestreq Cameles, etc. But 
of these, those which are represented by the same 
diagram are, though in different figures, formally the 
same mood. For in this scheme, moods of the thirty-six 
each has its peculiar diagram; whereas, in all the other 
geometrical schemes hitherto proposed (whether by lines, 
angles, triangles, squares, Jparallelograms, or circles), 
the same (complex) diagram is necessarily e,mployed to 
represent an indefinite plurality of moods. These 
schemes thus tend rather to ~~ompl~cate than to explicate, 
rather to darken than to clear up.333 

From this we are able to see the weakness of Hamilton's system clearly. 

Euler, Lambert, Venn, and in fact everyone involved in the development 

of logic diagrams, was seeking a diagram to which various propositions 

might be applied and in Which the logical conclusions of such proposi-
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tions would be made obvious. In other w~jrdst most logicians were seeking 

a diagram which would be univer?ally valido Hamilton, on the other hand, 

was seeking particular diagrams for particular situations. This would 

give us a large number of distinct diagrams each representing a certain 

situation. Our basic aim in logic is thle solution of problems. Hamilton 

is concerned with illustrating particula:r,arguments; everyone else is 

concerned with solving them. For such solutions a universal diagram is 

required. In any practical problem Hamilton's linear diagrams would be 

of little use. '334 

Hamilton applied linear as well las circular diagrams to the 

relations of concepts. The faults which We have already pointed out 

333Hamilton, OPe cit., 670-671. 

33~rlamilton, himself, describes his linear system 
simple, - eompendiou,s, - all-suffie,ient, - ,consi;stent, 
precise, - complete. 1I Hamilton, Ope cit., p. 672. 

as "easy, 
manifest, 
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in his circular 'diagrams are aggravated by the use of linear ones

(LXI c_g).335

There is nothing surprising in Hamilton's application of linear

diagrams to sorites (LXII a and b) which is exactly analogous to his

use of circular diagrams:336

When we tunn to Hamilton's application of his diagrams in tradi-

tional logic it is with a shock that we recognize that he has abandoned
~

his OVID diagrams in favour of Lambert's. The first of these diagrams

(all without any perpendicular lines) shows extensive affirmation

(LXIII a)9 337 the second,' (LXIII b)338 intensive affirmation. The
, .

third diagram (LXIII c)339 applies to either; we read the right side

for extensive and the left side for intensive affirmation. The .fourth

(LXIII d)340 is capable of a similar dual reading for extensive and

intensive negation. Hamilton's linear system is at best confusing and

not as adequate as Lambert's.

Keynes, 341 on the other' hand, made a serious attempt to develop

a more adequate system which would remain true to the principles of

Lambert. There are only seven relationships which a predicate may bear

335
Hamilton, Ope cit. , p. 133.

";)";)6._ .
cit. , 261-...... -Hamilton, Ope p.

337Hamilton, Ope cit.. , p. 214.

338Hamilton, Ope cit. , p. 214.

339Hamilton, op. cit. , p. 214.

3L~OHamilton, Ope cit. , p. 215.

341John Neville ~eynes, Studies and Exercises in Formal Logic,
London: Macmillan, 1928. Although earlier editions of this book dis
cussed Lambert's system it was in this editio~ that Keynes introduced
his ovm.. A similar system was developed by J. Welton in A Manu~l of Logic,
Volume I, London: University Tutorial Press, 1922, pp. 223-224.
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to a subjecto These relationships are all represented in a condensed

diagram (LXIV'a)o . Each line represents the entire universe of discourse.

The first line bisects the universe between a and st. Each of the other

seven lines represents one of the possible ways in which that same uni-

verse may be diVided between ~ and Pi. This is the most thorough

example of linear diagrams that we have.J42

Keynes goes on to use these diagrams to represent propositions

(LXIV b).043 Dotted lines represent areas the constitution of Which is

uncertain. Because of this uncertainty Keynes points out that we must

be careful not to represent any of the middle term in a syllogism by

dotted lines as premises so represented cannot lead to a valid con

clusion. 344

The diagrams of Keynes are particularly appealing because of

their value in reading off immediate inferences. Given SaP it is at

once apparent from the diagram PiS, P'aS' and S'ip,.345

Keynes would seem to have pushed the linear diagram to the limit

of its representational ability. He has made it ad~quate for Aristotelian

logic but its ~eakness in more modern logic remainso

This weakness of all linear systems is obvious. Any system, such

as the Lambert-Hamilton system, simple enough to be meaningful, is not

capable of application to complex relations; any system capable of cover-

ing the complex subtleties found in. the geometric systems would be so

complicated as to be of no help.

34~eynes,
.

op. cit. , p,p. 174-176.

343Keynes, op. cit. , p•. 176.

34%eynes, op. cit. , p. 344.

345Keynes, Ope cit., p~ 176..
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4. Network Diagrams

(a) Squares of Opposition

The square of opposition first made its appearance in Apuleius

(LXV ;a)346 and a somewhat simplified form (LXV b)347 has been in common

use for ~enturies. The square of opposition is a network made up of
,

the four sides and two diagonals of a square (or rectangle). The corners

represent the A, E, I and 0 propositions. The lines represent the

relationships between them. There are,' in all, four relations: con-

trariety, subcontrariety, contradiccbn and subalternation. The A and E

are contraries:·
,

they may both be false but they cannot both be true.

The I and 0 may both be tr~e but cannot both be false and are, therefore,

called subcontraries. The A and 0 are called contradictories because

either the one or the other, but not both, must be true. The E and the

I are a second pair of contradictories. If the A is true the I is true

but if the I is true the A mayor may not be true; this relationship is

called subalternation, the I is called the subaltern of the A and the A

is called the superaltern of the I. Similarily the 0 is the SUbaltern
1

of the E and the E is the superaltern of the 00 It is to be noted that

all of these relationships presuppose that the subject of the propositions

has existential import.

Boolean algebra allows the possibility that s=o and P=O. This
~

introduces serious problems into the square of opposition (LXVI a).

Let S=O
:. SP=O

and SP=O
... SP~O is not the SUbaltern of SF=O

and SP=O is not the contrary of SF=O
and SF=O is not the subaltern of SP=O

346I .- M: Bochenski, A History of Formal Logic, p. 141:

347Irving .Copi" rntrod~ction to Logic, New York: MacMillan, 1961,
pp. 142-149 and p. 161. .'



and SPpO and SPf,O cannot be subcontraries • 
... all the relationships on the sides of the square break 

down when S=O , 

The Boolean square of opposition is left with a cross made up of the 

diagonals. 

A similar square of opposition (LXVI b)348 may be produced for 

a propositional calculus using quantifieJ::"so If there is at least one x 

the various relationships between (x)~ Xt (x)-~x, (3x)~x and (3x)-~x 

are the same as those in the traditional square o.f opposition. In other 

cases349 the relationships are the same as thos.e in the Boolean square .. 

Finally we turn to the square of opposition for particular 

formulae in the propositional calculus. This square shows the relation

ship of four basic propositions: (P.'q), (-p::"q), (pvq) and (-pv-q) fI~ 

For convenience in diagramming we may translate to the Lukasiewicz's 

notation.' If EJpqEpNq and EDpq~pq350 we may relate the four proposi-

tions within six tautologies and diagram the entire system with the 

vertices representing the propositions ruld the lines representing their 

tautologous relationships (LXVI c).351 The tautologies are;: 

DKpqKNpNq 

AApqANpNq . 

CKpqApq , 

CKNpNq~pNq 

JKpqANpNq 

JKNpNqApq 

348Copi, op. cit., p. ,311. 

349ie; cases' where there is'not one ~. 

350Definitions of D and J 

351Bochenski, A Precis of Mathematical Logic, p. 14. 
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The square of opposition has proven itself to be a convenient 

device for showing relationships. It is laot a true logic diagram in 

the sense that it is not generally capable of solving problems. It is, 

nonetheless, a very convenient instrument when carrying out some of the 

basic mechanical steps necessary to logical solutions. 

(b) The ~ Assinorum and the Ars Magna 

In the Mediaeval pons assinorum there was a serious attempt to 

show all the possible'relationships between the terms in the various 

categorical propositions and especially to reduce to a simple formula 

t,he position and relationship of the middle term of a syllogism. Two 

, '352 such diagrams are, reproduced here (LXVII a and b). It will be seen 

that they conveniently give all possible combinations of the premises 

bu t that they are no aid in reaching the (~onclusion.. The following 

chart of definitions will assist in reading our examples of the pons 

assinorum: 

A - the proposition contains P 
B - the middle term follows the predicate 
C - the middle term is antecedent to the predicate 
D the position of the middle term is extraneous 
E - the proposition contains S 
F the middle term follows the subject 
G - the middle term is antecedent to the subject ~ 
H -the position of the middle term is extraneouso 

Lull also produced diagrams in his ars magna meant to aid in 

combinations but he was interested in combining terms, not premises. 

Our brief account of one such diagram follows Gardner who devotes an 

entire chapter to Lull~'353 The diagram we are using for illustration 
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352aochenski, A History at Formal Logic, pp. 143-144 and especially 
219-221 and diagram facing p. 220. 

353 ., Gardner, 0p. cit., ,pp_, 1-25. Boche~ski also discusses LUll, 
in A H~story of Formal Logic, pp. 272-273 and gives one diagram facing 
po 274", 



(LXVIII)354 contains, around its border, a list of sixteen attributes 

of God. Each attribute is represented by a letter in the second circle. 

We l~ow these sixteen facts about God. To gain further knowledge we 

simp~y choose one attribute and follow one of the lines leading from it. 

It may pass through At which represents God,355 we continue on the other 

side until we arrive at another attribute. Thus we may, for examples' 

reach the conclusion Be ("God's goodness is great tl ), BD (IIGod's goodness 

is eternalTl ) and CD (IIGod's greatness is eternall1 ), etc. To simplify 

matters we may rotate the inner circle on the outer bringing together 

the various attributes in the respective circles. This frees us from 

the maze of lines but accomplishes exactly the same task;356 Such a 

device is able to give the operator access to all possible combinations 

of terms. It is not actually able to assist in finding the solution of 

problems. Thus we are justified in turning to the more sophisticated 

network systems which can, indeed, make such solutions more apparent. 

(c) Frege 

It is necessary to defend the examination of Fregels notation. 

It iS7 after all, simply another form of notation for mathematical logic 

somewhat different from Russell's. Why then should we be studying it as 

a type of logic diagram:i> Although a full defense must wait until we have 

examined his notation in some detail, it may be said here that the 
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structure of'Frege's system seems to have diagrammatic as well as,algebraic 

354 " ' Gardner, op.. ci t. ,l figure 4, p.. 11, described pp. 10 and 12. 

355Ii it does not pass through A we do exactly the same thing; 
The introduction of the "All in the diagram has no effect on its use. 

356It is, obvious from this ~hat Lull's diagrams are on the border
line between diagrams and machines. 
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import. We shaLl conclude this section wj~ th a comparison of Frege v s 

notation and the diagrams used for switching circuits to prove this 

point. 

The basic unit of FregeSs system is the proposition. Simple 

propositions are·of two sorts: Judgments and thoughts. A thought is 

represented by a horizontal stroke (in the Grundgesetze) or a "content" 

stroke (in the Begriffsschrift) followed by a name (LXIX a).357 A judg-

ment is an asserted thought. The vertical judgment-stroke to the left 

asserts that the .content of the propos~t~.on is 'true (LXIX b)~58 JUdgments 

always assert. It is necessary to indicate negation by means of a short 

vertical stroke below the horizontal (LXIX c)}59 If we are given two or 

more horizontals, one or less of which has a negation stroke, they may 

be amalgamated into one horizontal (LXIX d-g) and the process may be 

"360 reversed, (LXIX h-k). 

Now we must choose a basic unit alf combination, a binary relation 

in terms of which our system may be devel.oped. Frege, although conscious 

357 Gottlob Frege, Begriffsschrift, und Andere Aufs~tze~ Hildesheim: , 
Georg Olms Verlagsbuchlandl~~g, 19647 p. 1 (Hereafter called Begriffsschrift)e 
Also Gottlob Frege, The Basic Laws of Arithmetico Trans. and ed. Montgomery 

Furthv Berkeley and Los Angeles: Un~versity of California Press, 1964, 
p. 38 (Hereafter called Grundgesetze). 

358 ' , 
Frege, Begriffsschrift, p •. 2 and Grundgesetze, p. 38. 

359T~e negation is then a part of the thought and not a part ~f 
the jUdgment. Frege, Begriffsschrift, p. 10 and Grundgesetze, p. 39. 

360 . Frege, Grundgesetze, ppo 39-40. 
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that he might have chosen differently, chooses that state of affairs 

in which & cannot be true while r. is false. This state of affairs is 

indicated by inserting the conditional stroke, a vertical line perpendic-

ular to the horizontal of 1: and intercepting the left tip of the hori

zontal of ~ (LXX a).'361 The negation clf this entire statement requires 

a negation stroke immediately before the conditional stroke (LXX b).362 

A negation stroke after the conditional stroke negates only the particular 

proposition inv~lved (LXX c_e).~363 This may be further expanded by the 

addition of another term. A new term implying the first proposition is 

simply attached t.o the horizontal by means of a new conditional stroke 
- 64 . 

(LXX f)3 . and one implying only one of the secondary terms is attached 

to the horizontal of that term in the same manner (LXX g) .. "365 
~ 

Frege introduces Gothic letters to limit the scope of argum~nts. 

A generalit~66 is preceded by a Gothic letter which appears in the 

argument. This letter is put over an identation in the horizontal 

361 Frege, Begriffsschrift, p. 5 and Grundgesetze, p. 51" 

36~rege, Grundgesetze, .p. 51~ 

363~rege, Begriffsschrift 9 p .. 11 .. Diagram LXX e is not actually 
given there. 

364rrege, 
~ 

Begriffsschrift, p. 6 and Grundgesetze, p .. 52 .. 

365Frege, Begriffsschrift, p. 7. 

366perhaps "universal g~neralization" would be better than 
F-urth t s wQ,!'d "generality" but we have re_tairied it for simpli,city of 
reference. The term is introduced on p. 40 of Grundgesetze. 



(LXXI a).~367 The Gothic letter is placed before the negation stroke 

to eA~r~ss the generality of a negation (LXXI b)368 and after to express 

the negation ofa generality (LXXI c).'369 Particularity may be thus 

expressed by negating the generality of a negation. Such an expression 

(LXXI d)370 is read "There is at least one ... ,," If the Gothic letter 

appears to the right of the conditional stroke (LXXI e)371 it applies 

only to that argument or those arguments traced out to its right.. If 

it appears to the left of all the conditional strokes it applies to all 

the arguments in the propo'sition (LXXI f) ."072 
, 

. Frege recognizes two methods of interchangeability. Two sub-
, 

components of a proposition may be interchanged. Diagram LXXII a can 

become diagram LXXII. b.373 The second method of interchangeability is 

called contraposition and is thus described by Frege: . 
A subcomponent may be interchanged with the main 

component if the truth-value of e,ach is simultaneously 
reversed [LXXII c_f].374 

367Frege~ Begriffsschrift, p. 19 and Grundgesetze t p .. 41.. 

368 ~ 

Frege, Begriffsschrift, p. 23 and Grundgesetze, p. 41 .. 

369Frege, Begriffsschrift, pe 22 ,and Grundgesetze, p .. 41.:. 

370Frege, Begriffsschrift, p. 23 ,and Grundgesetze, pc> 42 .. 

37lFrege, Begriffsschrift, p .. 21 .. 

37~rege, Begriffsschrift, p. 24 ,and Grundgesetze, p. 55. 
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373Frege, Grundgesetze~ p; 53. His trea~ment of interchangeability 
in the Begriffsschrift deals with specific cases. 

374Frege, Grundgesetze, p.' 60, italicized in the original: In 
the Begriffsschrift he treats contraposition ~s he did interchangeability 
proving its validity in each par·ticula.r case •. 



Frege introduces three methods of inference. The first is 

stated as follows: 

If a sUbcomponent of a proposition differs from a 
second proposition only in lacking the judgment-stroke~ 
then a proposition may be inferred that results from the 
first proposition by suppressing that subcomponent. 375 
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To simplify matters each of the original propositions is given aD. "index" 

by means of the Greek letters "0<.", '~", etc.'376 If the proposition with 

the lower index is written in full in the argument the second proposi-

tion is indicated by means of its index an~ a double colon before a 

single long solid stroke between the initial proposition auld the con

clusion (LXXIII a); If the second proposition is used a single colon 

is placed after the index of the first· proposition but the remainder of 
, 

the solution is the same (LXXIII b). The long single line before the 

conclusion is to be taken as the mark of the first method of inference. 

The number of times this line appears indicates the number of times the 

method must be applied to reach the concl.usion .. 

The second method of inference ~s marked by a broken instead of 

a solid line and may be described as follows:. 

If the same combination of signs occurs in one 
proposition as main component and in another as sub
component,a proposition may be inferred in which the 
main component of the second is main component, and all 
SUbcomponents ,of either, save the one mentioned, are 
SUbcomponents. But SUbcomponents occurrin,g in both 
need be written only once [LXXIV a and bJ.377 

375Frege, ,Grundgesetze, p.' 58, i talici'zed in the original~~ 
Diagrams were on p._ 57. , This is the sole method of inference in the 
Begriffsschrift p. 7 ff. 

376Frege, Grundgesetze, p: .57.' 

377Frege, . Grundgesetze, p.. 63, italicized in the original. 'ifhe 
diagrams are on p. 59 .. 



The third method of inference differs in symbolism in its use 
. 

of a line broken into dots and dashes.' Frege states the rule for the 

third method thus: 

If two propositions agree in their main components? 
while a subcomponent of one differs from a subcomponent 
of the other only in a negation-stroke's being prefixed, 
then a proposition may be inferred in which the common 
main component is main component, and all subcompone~ts 
of either, save the two mentioned, are subcomponents.378 

Frege's ~xample,(LXXV a) is not the simplest case and we have added a 
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diagram for that case in which only one sUbcomponent is present in each 

proposition (LXXV b)379 to cover the sim;lest possible situation .. 

The following comparative table, using COPi,380 shows how Frege's 

methods of inference are related to those in a standard textbook of con-

temporary symbolic logic:. 

Frege Copi 

1. First type of interchangeability = commutation of conjunction plus 
material equivalente (LXXII a and b) 

2. Second type 'of interchangeability - a) transposition (LXXII c and d) or 

3-, First method of inference 
4., Second method of inference 
5. Third method of inference 

b) commutation of disjunction 
(LXXII e) or 

c) commutation of negated conjunction 
(LXXII f) 

= Modus Ponens (LXXIII) 
= Hypothetical Syllogism (LXXIV) 
= elimination of tautologous alternatives 

(not in Copi) (LXXV) 

378Frege, Grundgesetze,., p. 659 italicized in the original. 
Diagram LXXV a' is on pp. 64-65_ 

379This diagram does not appear in Frege. 

380COPi, op. cit.', These rules are given on pp. 277 and 283; 
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We have generally followed the symbo~ism of the Grundgesetze

which is much more condensed than that in the Begriffsschrift but the

basic principies of symbolism are similar in both.

There are, of course, weaknesses in Frege's system examined

as either symbolism or diagrams. This symbolism is cumbersome and at

times difficult to read. Nonetheless, it is significant for its attempt

at universality and especially for the introduction of Gothic letters to
1

indicate ·quantification for the first time in the modern sense.

As diagrams Frege's branching figures have several faults. The

most important is their failure to universalize. It is possible to draw

almost any proposition or set of propositions using them but there is no

general diagram such as we find in Venn, Marquand, etc. This means that

we must begin anew to draw the diagram for each new proposition. It is

true that there is a general structure of the diagrams but there is no

single universal diagram which incorporates all the alternatives.

We must, finally, ask whether we should have examined Frege's

branching structures as diagrams or whether we should have relegated

them to the realms of symbolism and ignored them. In order to defend

our examination of Frege it is necessary to look briefly at the diagrams

used in electrical engineering to map switching circuits in computers.

There are three basic switching circuits: the AND circuit (LXXVI a),

the OR circuit (LXXVI b) and the' inverter circuit (LXXVI 0);381 Usually

Venn or Marquand diagrams are used to illustrate these if diagrams are

381Allan Lytel, abc's of Boo~ean Algebra, New Jork: The Bobbs-
Merrill Company, 1965, p. 15. Montgomery Philster Jr•., Logic.al Design
of Digital Computers, New York: John Wiley, 1963, pp. 30 ff.
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. " d382383 used at all (e.go LXXVI and e). It is easily seen~XXVI f and g) 

that Frege's diagrams do not fit the switching circuits well but~ with a 

small adaptation we can make them far more adequate than the Venn diagrams .. 

We simply let the basic Frege structure l:'epresent A .. B instead of B ::;) Ao 

Now it will be seen that Frege diagrams represent switching circuits with ... 
a one to one correspondence (E.g .. LXXVI h, i and j) while the Venn dia-

grams~ far from clarifying the situation~, add considerable confusion by 

attempting to illustrate a network by means of a geometric area. Thus 

FregeVs diagrams, despite t~eir weakness as logic diagrams, would seem 
, 

to be very valuable for illustrating the logical structure of networks. 

In fact, it is the fact that they strip away that part of the logical 

universe which is irrelevant to the proposition that makes them useful 

in illustrating networks and deceptive in illustrating logic. Thus 

whether they were originally meant to be diagrams or not there are cases 

in which they function extremely well as logic diagrams. 

(d) Peirce384 

When we come to ~eirce's diagrams we find ourselves with an 

embarr~ssment'of riches. Peirce's final system is the most complete 

382.... . '.'" 
~y~elt 0p. C1t., po 26. See also Philster, op. cit., pp. 34-35. 

383tytel's ~quared diagr.am g~venFer~ is a negative of a Marquand. 
diagram for 3 terms., Lytel, 0p. cit., p. 81. See also Philster, OPe cit., 
pp. 48-49. 

384The pivotal works by Peirce on diagrams are Peirce 4.347-4-?84 
but other significant insights "are scattered throughout Peirce' s work.. In 
an unpublished lecture of D. D. Roberts, Toronto, Dec. 1965 it was pointed 
out that m~~y ~f the, significant papers on diagrams by Peirce have not 
been published. 
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system of logic diagrams yet developed. In addition to this, Roberts385 

has added to this system to make it adequate for almost any purpose. 

To examine PeirceQs diagrams thoroughly would require much more time 

and space than are available here; yet we profess to examine all of the 

logical systems. What then are we to do? Our plan for this section 

will be as follows: (1) we shall describe the essential symbols of 

Peircews various systems; we shall not go on to explain the rules of , 

operation etc.9 but anyone wishing a thorough analysis will be directed 

to the relevant portions of Roberts V thesis, (2) we shall describe 

briefly Roberts' interpretation of Peirce's system with emphasis on his 

improvements of that system rendering it operative for functional cal-

culus, and (3) we shall discuss evaluations9 especially Peirce's own 

evaluation9 Gardner's unfavourable evaluation and Roberts' favourable 

evaluation .. '386 

Before we present the systems it might be well to mention the 

influences which were most important in their development. During his 

period of teaching at Johns Hopkins Unive~rsity, Peirce associated with, 

and'was influenced by William. Clifford. Clifford, with James.J. 

385Roberts, The Existential Graphs of C. S. Peirce. 

386Itist of course, recognize~ that this gives us a very 
superficial picture of Peircevs system. The justification for this 
superficiality rests in the fact that we ~ve Roberts' anal~sis of 
Peirce while we have little, on the other systems discussed. 
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Sylvester, developed a method of writing algebraic formulae using . 
chemical diagrams,,'387 'These diagrams suggested to Peirce that logical 

variables might be thought of as having valences and might be represented 

in diagrams similar in structure to chemical diagrams. A. B. Kempels 

"A Memoir on the Theory of Mathematical Formll,388 in which valence dia-

grams of unordered pairs were used as a basis for mathematics, further 

suggested that there was something basic about such diagrams, that they 

well might be the basis for all .human thought. This concept of valency 

will appear especially.in the gamma part of existential graphs but 

appears, at least to some degree~ even in Peirce's very early diagrams 

which were developed prior to the Kempe article:389 

Peirce,v s first system of diagrams appeared in a letter to his 

- -390 
student O. H. Mitchell. In these diagrams, as in all Peirce diagrams, 

the lines represent individuals and the variables relationships:391 Each 

387J • J; Sylvester, "On an Application of the New Atomic Theory 
to the Graphical Representation of the Invariants and Covariants of 
Binary Quantics, - With Three Appendices'~,,_ American Journal of Mathematics 
Pure and Applied, Vol. I, 1878~ pp. 64-125. W. K. Clifford, "Remarks on 
the Chemico- Algebraical Theory", (Extract from a letter to Mr. Sylvester 
from Prof. Clifford of University College, London), American Journal of 
Mathematics Pure and Applied, Vol. I, l87~ pp. 126-128. Peirce and 
Clifford were both ~egular contributors to this Journal of which Sylvester 
was editor-in-chief. 

388 . . 
A. B. Kempe, liA Memoir on the Theory of Mathematical Form", 

Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, Vol. 177, 1886, 
pp. 1-70. 

, 389It was prior also to the Clifford and Sylvester articles but 
not prior to Peirce's association with Clifford. 

390c• S. Peirce, "Letter to 0'. H. Mitchell", Dec. 21, 1882, Unpub.
lished.. This system was described by Roberts in his lectur.e cited above. 
See fn. 383. See also Roberts, The Existential Graphs, pp. 34-38. 

39lThis dramatic difference in representation would seem to stem 
from Peirce's metaphysiCS. For Peirce relationships would se~ to be the 
basic category and individuals are functions of relationships. 
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line can, then~ be read as ilsomething" or "there exists an". Thus 

Diagram LXXVII a392 may be read 2:" x :r. yb:x:y Lxy> 0,393 or "there exists 

an individual x and there exists an individual y, such that x is a b of 

yand x is an L of y." One may express a thing's relationship to itself 

as in Diagram LXXVII b, Ex Lxx> O. 

To express "every thing II one draws a perpendicular line through 

the line representing the individual as in Diagram LXXVII Ct TT x Lxx> 0 

a:..'1d Diagram LXXVII d, 7T x TTy(Lxy bxy) > 0.' 

Peirce attempted to distinguish between alternation and conjunction 

by using straighter and shorter lines to represent bonds which are attached 

later.. Thus Diagram LXXVII e represents ::L y7Tx(Lxy1 bxy» 0 394 while 

Diagram LXXVII. f represents IT x ~ y(Lxyb)::y» O. 

This primitive system contains much that will appear in the later 

systems but lacks a notation for negatio~L and Beirce's own estimate of it 
, 

was much lower than that of his later work., 

Peirce's second system395 makes more use still of valenc~96 

392All of the diagrams in LXXVII are from Roberts' lecture., 

393peirce has a gre,at 'many symbolic systems. In this on'e I~rr is 
the existential quantifier. ~ and ~ are objects and £ and ~ are relations 
i::etween objects. The "> II is read "is greater thanl! and is equivalent 
to "j" in Boolean algebra .. 

394" 'f II is the symbol for al terna tion .. ~ 

39~IIEntitative graphs". Most of Peirce's work in this area is 
found in 30'456-3.'5520-

3960f course any network system of diagrams will entail valency 
as far as variables are related to a finite number of other variables. 
What makes Peirce so significant is his awareness of this ~d his 
deliberate attempt to construct his system with it in mind. 
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Compare Peirce's diagram of IIJohn gives John to John ll (LXXVII a) to 

the chemical formula diagram for ammonia (LXXVII b):397 As we are about 

to see? however, this particular type of diagram is in contradiction to 

the conventions of entitative graphs and particularly to the use of the 

"cut" for negation,. Peirce I s aims in using such diagrams are, neverthe-

less~ obvious from the above example and improvements on the valency 

diagram will be seen ill the gamma part of existential graphs • . 
The conventions of entitative graphs are as follows:?98 

1 ' 

To write a proposition is to assert ,it. Thus Diagram LXXVII c 

asserts IIplI .. ~399 

(2) To write two propositions is to assert their alternation. Thus 

Diagram LXXVII d asserts lip or Q,,:400 
'i 

(3) To encircle a proposition is to negate it. Thus Diagram LXXVIII e 

asserts "not plI.~40l 

(4) To write a conditional proposition we encircle the antecedent. 

Thus Diagram LXXVIII f asserts "if P then QII .. '402 

397 This comparison is made by Peirce, 3,:469 .. 

398We ~re following RobertsV desc:ription of IIEntitative Graphs ll .. ' 

To do a thorough analysis of Peirce's paper ,would entail another paper 
as long as the present.. It should be pointed out that Roberts' des
cription is a co~densed view abstracted from Peirce who deals with 
particular cases. It is not immediately evident that they are actua~ly 
doing the same thing but it will be revealed by a careful comparison. 

399Roberts~ OPe cit.', p; 46; Fig. 7: We have used variabl~s in 
place of the propositions used by .Roberts: 'in all of these diagrams. Our 
reasons will become evident below. 

400 Roberts, °Eo cit. 9 p. 46~ Fig. 8. 
401 Roberts, °E· cit., p. 46, Fig. 9. 

4O~oberts, oEo cit. t, p .. 47, Fig. 10. This could be derived 
from Diagram LXXVIII d and e. 
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(5) To assert a conjunction we negate both propositions and then en

circle the entire graph.. Thus Diagram LXXVIII g asserts "both P and Q,,:403 

(6) A line or dash represents an individual object:404 Two corollaries 

follow from (6).'405 

(6a) A line whose least enclosed extremity is unencircled or is encircled 

'406 an even number of times is read "allll or "every". 

(6b) A line whose outermost extremity is encircled an odd number of times 

is read t1some". 

Thus lIeverything P is QII would be represented by Diagram LXXV:):II h407 and 

"Something P is not QII by Diagram LXXVIII i 408 etc.
1 

The weaknesses of this system are~ obvious. Why is it to assert 

npli to write it7 yet, to assert "pl8 or "Q" to write ~ P and Q? Such 

a decision seems purely arbitrary and m~:es the system unnecessarily 

complex.. Peirce rectified this in the alpha part of existential graphs. 

The conventions of the alpha part of existential graphs are few 

and simple .. ;409 For the alpha part We may ignore valency and individuals 

403Roberts, op .. ,cit., p. 47, Fig .. II.. This could be derived from 
Diagram LXXVIII d and e. 

404 " . Roberts~ OF .. cit., p: 47.. Thu.s P and Q are not really pro-
positions.. They might be said to be propositions about particular 
individuals but what they represent is 1the various situations or relation
ships into which individuals may entero 

405These really fo,llow, of course, from (6) in conjunction~with 
the foregoing conventions. These two rules are given at Peirce, 30479. 

406 . ' , We·,always begin reading with the least enclosed extremity. 
Peirce, 3.479. 

407Roberts, op" cit.', p. 48, Fig." 12.' 

h08 "I 
. Roberts, op .. cit., p. 48, Fig. 13. 

409Pe.irce,. 4 .. '394-4.'402, 4:414-4.415, 4:424-4.437, 4.485-4.'498. 
Roberts, op .. cit., pp. 60-84. 



and limit ourselves to two symbols: the variable and the cut. To 

'lJJri te or "scribe" a, proposi tion is to ';lssert. i t. '410 Thus Diagram 

LXXIX a asserts "P"~ 411 and Diagram LXXIX b asserts lip and QII.412 To 
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negate a proposition we enclose it within a cut because any proposition 

written on the sheet of assertion is asserted. The cut is, then, an 

area separated off as apart from the sheet.'413 Thus Diagram LXXIX c 

414 represents "not PIi.. We express a conditional by enclosing the 

410 ". ~ 
Peirce, 40397~ Roberts~ op~ cit., p. 61. It may be noted 

here that Peirce's use of technical terms makes his work difficult but 
he believed that they were essential to his intention and we will find 
ourselves resorting to them. In another context Peirce defended the use 
of such terms: 

For philosophical conceptions which vary by a hair's breadth 
from those for which suitable terms exist, to invent terms 
with a due regard for the usages of philosophical terminology 
and those of the English language but yet with a distinctly 
technical appearance. Before proposing a term, notation, or 
other symbol, to consider maturely whether it perfectly suits 

·the conception and will lend itself to every occasion, whether 
it interferes with any existing term, and whether it may not 
create an inconvenience by interfering with the expression of 
some conception that may hereafter be introduced into philosophy. 
Having once introduced a symbol, to consider myself almost as 
much bound by it as if it had been introduced by somebody else; 
and after others have accepted it, t~ consider myself more bound 
to it than anybody elsee, (Peirce, 2.226) 

Peirce seems to have fQllowed this program rigorously with regard to 
his existential graphs. 

41L "., 
-Roberts, op. cit~, p. 61.. We shall use Roberts' diagrams 

since they are given syst,ema tically. The same diagrams will be found 
scattered through Peirce. , Again we have subst~tuted variables for pro
posi tions w,b.er'e necessary. Note: Roberts, Pl'. 60-79, diagrams are 
unnumbered. 

412- . 
Aoberts, opo cit., p. 63'-

413peirce~ 4 .. \14.' "A cut drawn u:pon the sheet of assertion 
severs tl::.e surface it encloses, called the ~ of the cut, from the 
sheet of asse,rtion;so that the are~ of a. cut is no part of the sheet 
of assertion"U 

414 Roberts, 
~ "\ 

opo cit .. , p .. 71, Fig:. 3. 
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antecedent in the "outer close" and the consequent in the "inner close" 

of a "scroll". A scroll is simply a d9uble cut or a cut within a cut 

'415 . 
(LXXIX d). Finally the empty cut (uaCIX e) represents or expresses 

any absurdity and is called by Peirce the "pseudograph". '416 

The beta part417 of existential graphs includes everything from 

the alpha part and introduces the dot (LYJa a)4l8 or the dash (LXXX b),4l 9 

called the line of identity, to represent the individual. Either Diagram 

LXXX a or LXXX b would, thus, be read "something exists".. The second beta 

convention allows such a line to join two propositions or variables. Vmen 

this is done the resulting proposition is read as "something is both P 

and Qil (LXXX c).'420 Peirce applies th~ term ligature to the point where 

a line of identity branches. A branching line of identity expresses the 

identity of the ~ individuals at its ~ extremities. Thus Diagram LXXX d 

is read "something is P and Q and RII."421 W):l.en a line of identity is en

tirely enclosed by a cut (LXXX e)422 the resulting graph is read "it is 

4l5Roberts, OPe cit., p. 66 

416 Roberts, opo cit., po 69. 
417 ", , , 

, ,Peirce, 4.403-:4.408., 4.416-4.417." 
4.499-4 .. 509~ Roberts, Ope cit., PI' .. 87-l2~1. 

418 Roberts, opo cit., p. 88. Roberts' diagrams are unnumbered Pl'. 
87-91" 

419Robertst op. cit., 1': 88. 

420 ' .., 
Roberts, Ope cit., p. 89 .. 

421 Roberts, op. cit., p. 91. 

422 ' ~ " ... 
Roberts, OPe cit., p. 92, Fig. 2 .. 



false that something is P" or ilnothing is PII. If a line crosses a cut 

(LXXX f)423 it may more easily be read if it is broken at the ligature 

(i.e. where it crosses the cut). We then have examples of Diagrams 

LXXX b and e.. Thus Diagram LXXX f is read "something exists and it is 

false that this is pH or more simply IIsomething is not plio If the line 

of identity passes through an empty cut it asserts the existence of the 

two individuals at its extremities and renders their identity absurd. 

Thus Diagram LXXX g424 is read lip a..11.d Q are not the same individua.111 • 

. " , 425 
As We have seen~ a ligature (e.g. LXXX h) asserts the identity of 

all individuals with lines of identity opening on the ligature. Peirce 

introduces the "bridge" which allows lines of identity to cross without 

forming a ligature (LXXX i)."426 This is merely a. convenient and some-

times necessary notation. 
. 

The gamma part of existential graphs'~y be divided into three 

:1;.21 

parts, the first dealing with m'etagraphs9
427 the second with abstraction428 

423Roberts, 
, 

°E· cit .. , p:! 93, Fig. 3. 

424Roberts, °E· cit. 9 po 99, Fig. 15. 

425Ro berts, 
1 

°E" cit. , p. 101, Fig .. 2. 

426 " Roberts, °E· cit. , p .. 101, Fig. 4 .. 

427 ' The metagraph is a graph of a graph. This is one form of 
"abstraction" in Peirceis ,sense of the word.. Abstraction is to treat a 
symbol as an ~ rationis. On the other hand there seems to be a distinct 
difference in dealing with graphs in this manner (what we have termed 
"metagraphingll) and in doing the same thing in treating qualities, 
relations and p.articular o~jects .(for wh,ich we, have retained the tez:m 
liabstraG,tion")" Peirce, 4 .. 409-4 .. 413, 4 .. 528,-4.529, Roberts, OPe cit. 9 pp. 
124-130. "Metagraphingll is really a partj.cular application of "abstraction"" 

428 ' ,. ~ , 
Peirce, 4.409-4.413, 4.463-4. 4?'4, 4.524-4.527.. Roberts, OPe cit .. t 

123-124, 130-136.' 

, . 
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and the third with modality.'429 When Peirce develops. the system of 

graphs to be used in diagramming his graphs he introduces a great many 

symbols all of which are structured according to the same principle: 

a variable is identified with some aspect of the graph to be represented. 

We will give five of these and use them in examples so that the reader 

may see Peirce's aims in this section. Anyone wishing a more detailed 

analysis or a more complete list of symbols is referred to Roberts or 

to Peirce's original work:430 Let us then draw diagrams to express 

IIX is the sheet of assertionll (LXXXI a), 431 "x is a graph precisely 

expressing 'P'" (LXXXI b), "x is scribed on yl! (LXXXI c), !IX is the 

area of yll (LXXXI d) and "x is a cut" (LXXXI e)" Any graph may be 

precisely defiJ;led in graphical terms. For example the graph for "P" 

(LXXXI f) may be graphically defined by (LXXXI g)432 which is read "a 

graph precisely expressing ip' is scribed on the sheet of assertion". 

A more complex example is the graphical statement of the graph for 
1 

IInot pH (LXXXI h).. This graph may qe precisely described by Diagram 

LXXXI i 433 which is read "a graph precisely expressing 'pa is scribed 

and 

429peirce, 4.510-4.523. Roberts, OPe cit,.', pp.' 136-140 0 • 

430See fn. 426 above, 

431Diagr~s LXXXI ~-e 
, 

are given by Roberts, °E- cit., p. 
by Peirce, 4.528-4.529. 

43~oberts, 
, , 1 

°E- cit_ , p. 127, Fig. 4. 

433Roberts, 
1 , 

°E· cit., p. 128, Figo 6. 

125 
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on the area of a cut which is itself scribed on the sheet of assertion ll •

These examples should be sufficient to give the reader the general idea.

A second similar set of symbols represent abstraction."434 In

this section Peirce distinguishes between monadic, dyadic and triadic

relations. All greater relations may be worked out from these three.

A dyadic relation may be expressed, for example, as in Diagram LXXXII a

which is read "y is in relation x to z".-435 An example of such relations

in use is Diagram LXXXII b436 which is read "Cyrano loves Roxanne but

Roxanne does rrot love Cyrano" or in its expanded form "there are two

individuals -- Cyrano and Roxanne -- and a dyadic relation 'loves' such

that Cyrano loves Roxanne but Roxanne does not love Cyrano". Now the

line of identity indicating the relation 1I1ovesll is somewhat suspect

for such lines are supposed to indicate individuals; Peirce therefore

proposed that we enclose such a line With'dots (LXXXII c)437 or replace

it with IIR" at its termini (LXXXII d)438 to indica,te that a relation is

represented and not an individual. Again the reader is referred to

Roberts for a more detailed exposition than can be given here.

434Since these work on the same basic principle as those used
for metagraphing we hav,e not given them. Th~ int~rested r~ader will
find them in Peirce, 4.524 or in Roberts, op. cit., po 130.

435Roberts, op. cit.', p. 130.

436Roberts,
-,

op. cit. , p. 131, Fig. 13.

437Roberts,
, . 1

Op. cli·, p. 132, Fig. 14.

438Roberts,
"1

op. cit. , p. 132, Fig. 15.
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, . 
Finally we mention Peirce's attempt to deal with modality (i.e. 

to express possibility and impossibility,~ necessity and contingency); 

To do this we introduce the broken cut. The broken cut expresses the 

fact that the entire graph on its area is contingent. Thus Diagram 

LXXXIII a means "it is possible that Ipl is false ll .'439 To express the 

fact that P cannot be false we need only enclose Diagram LXXXIII a in 

a closed cut (LXXXIII b) and this may be read "it is false that 'P' is 

possibly false ll or tllp! is necessarily true ll .'440 To express the possi-

bility that R is true we need only enclose not ~ in a broken cut. Thus 

~iagram LXXXIII c reads "it is possible that it is false that 'PI is 

false".'441 If we wish to express the falsity of this we simply enclose 

Diagram LXXXIII c in a solid cut (LXXXIII d) and read the result as "it 

is not true that it is possible that 'PI is true" or s~mply II'P' is 

impossiblell;442 Concentric broken cuts (LXXXIII e) may be read "it is 

possible that 'ps is necessaryll,,~443 This system is much more adequate 

.than one would expect of an attempt to produce diagrams for modality, 

but Peirce wanted to improve on it in situations where various cases of 

contingency were encountered. For this purpose he introduced the 

tinctures;444 One imagines cuts actually cutting through the surface 

439Roberts, 012- cit., p. 138, Fig. 4. 

440Roberts, 012· cit., p. 138, Fig. 5. 

44~oberts, °E· cit. , p. 138, Fig. 8. 

44~oberts, OP. cit. , p. 139, Fig. 9. 

443Roberts, op. cit., p. 139t Fig." 12. 

444peirce, 4.'552-4:572; ,Much of: this is a repetition of ,the 
alpha and beta convent.ions but 4 .. 553 ff. introduce the tinctures. See 

. also Roberts, op. cit., pp. 140-142. A simi.1ar attempt was,lllade by 
Peirce using the Ilverso'~ of the sheet of assertion (4.573-4.584) but 
this is equally obscure. 
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of the sheet of assertion and exposing various layers which are 

differentiated by having various emblems representing twelve tinctures 

which are grouped in three groups of four according to modality_ Peirce 

himself soon realized that this system was unworkable445 but the remainder 

of his work was just as relevant when the tinctures were discarded. 

Roberts, who is very sympathetic toward Peircevs system, made 

an attempt to improve the beta part of existential graphs in such a way 

that these graphs would -be an adequate s~bstitute for the functional 

calculus. The beta graphs lack a symbol for quantification. Thus 

Diagram LXXXIV a expresses F~x. What is needed is the possibility 

. "446 
of expressing (V x) (F~x). Roberts proposes that the quantifier be 

1 

placed next to the line of identity. Si~nce the existential quantifier 

may be derived from the universal quantifier we need only consider the 

latter.'447 Thus (Vx) (FpGx) may be expressed as in Diagram LXXXIV b:448 

This forces Roberts to add a graphical equivalent to the rule of universal 

gene~alization. It is simply that given! (LXXXIV c) we may always infer 

that it is not true that far ~y ~ whatsoever not !i (LXXXIV d).'449 These 

are the major changes that Roberts made in Peirce's system. 

445See Roberts, OP. cit., po 142 for an account o,f this. 

446The problem, of course, is not so much the expression of (Vx} 
(Fx:=>Gx): Diagram LXXXIV a could be taken by convention to express this. 
Rather it is the need to express (Vx)(FpGx) in such a way that it may be 
distinguished from (Vy)(F~y) or any other expression of the same form. 

447 ( (3x) (Ax) )=( ... (Vx)'" (Ax)): 

448Ro berts, 
, 

012· cit. t p. 212. 

449Roberts7 
. , 

oEo cit. t p. 212. 
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With the amount of information given here we could not reach 

an adequate evaluation of Peirce's system; we therefore presuppose 

Roberts' more thorough analysis in making our comments. 

The consensus of logicians has been against Peirce's diagrams. 

Most logicians simply ignored them and turned to what they considered 

to be Peirce's significant contributions to symbolic logic. Those who 
, 

treated them at all were generally unsympathetic. Gardner, whose work 

on Venn and Carroll was very astute and whose own system is exciting, 

was unimpressed by Peirce's diagrams. Since we will be arguing against 

the critics and on the side of Roberts, we had, perhaps, best let Gardner 

speak for himself so that there will be less danger of our distorting 

his position. 

His [Peirce's] several papers on the topic (reprinted in 
Vol. 4 of his Collected Papers) are written in such an 
elliptic, involuted style that one is led to wonder if 
Peirce harbored unconscious compUlsions toward cloudy 
wri ting that would enable him to comp,lain later of his 
critics' inability to understand him. Add to this opaque 
style his use of scores of strange terms invented by him
self and altered from time to time, and the lack of suffi
cient dravungs to illustrate the meaning of these terms~ 
and th~ task of comprehending his system becomes formidable 
indeed .. 450 

These noniconic aspects of Peirce's ,system give it an air 
of arbitrariness and disjointedness. The parts do not 
seem to hang together. One has the feeling that, if twelve 
competent modern logicians were to set themselves the task 
of constructing similar graphs ,that would encompass the 
whole of logic" each would come up with a different system, 
and each as good if not better than Peirce's. At any rate, 
there is no question that Peirce, like Ramon Lull (whom 
Peirce in an unguarded moment called an "acute logician"), 
held a greatly exaggerated notion of the value of his 
diagrarr;£' .. 4 51 

450Gardner9 OPe cit., pp. 55-56. 

451Gardner, Ope cit.', P.' 58; 



This 'is the case for the opposition. It ought to be pointed out here 

that Gardner praises Peirce for the attempt and says that his work may 

'452 suggest future lines of thought. On the whole, however, there was 

no sympathetic examination of Peircevs diagrams until Roberts'. 

We will confine our evaluation of Peirce's system to the exist-

ential graphs since the early graphs are very, similar to the beta part 

of existential graphs and the alpha part is entitative graphs "turned 

inside out ll
•
453 This evaluation will consider three functions of the 

graphs: (1) the value of the graphs for logical experimentation, 

(2) the value of the graphs as a calculus, and (3) the value of the 

graphs for logical analysis. Again our comments are necessarily brief 

and the interested reader is referred to Roberts. 

That the diagrams do, in fact, encourage experimentation454 

, 
there ca.."l be no doubt. With the logical relations spread over two 
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dimensions, as opposed to one in algebraic notation, one is, so to 

speak, invited to insert double cuts, iterate and deiterate455 and carry 

out the various other possible transformations which become more clear 

and obvious for being vizualized. This experimentation may, and accord-

ing to Peirce and Roberts does, lead to the discovery of logical truths 

which may not be o-ovious or may, in fact, be very obscure in algebraic 

452 ,,-
Gardner, OPe cit., p. 58. Even in this passage, however, 

Gard.ner mentions Peirce's "eccentricityll as well as his industry and 
brilliance. 

45~oberts, 
" 

°E" cit., p. 49. 

45~oberts, °E" cit. , p. 195-197. 

455Scribe and_erase - ,these represent the basic methods by which 
thought is carried on. See III 1 (a) and Roberts, op. cit., p. 268. 
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formulation4 456 This same sort of experimentation also makes it much 

easier to discover the relationship between various propositions, thus 

making complex problem solving a matter of insight and controlled ex-

periment rather than chance. 

Roberts has shown that the alpha part of existential graphs as a 

calculus is adequate to carry out all the operations of a propositional 

calculus and the steps in developing the graphical calculus are easier, 

clearer and fewer than those in developing a propositional calculus. 457 

The beta part, with Roberts' improvements, is capable of substituting 

for the functional calculus and it too requires generally fewer steps, and 

those clearer, than the corresponding algebra .. 458 Further there would 

seem to be no reason why a graphical calculus should not be exte~ded to 

include abstraction,'metagraphs, and perhaps modality, since nothing new 

is introduced in the graphs of these, at least of the first two, except a 

shorthand which represents graphs. Thus Peirce's system with few changes 

would seem not only an adequate but also a superior calculus. Tbis is 

particularly interesting since Peirce, himself, thought of his system, 

not as a calculus, but as an instrument of logical analysisG 

The value of Peirce's diagrams as an instrument of logical analy

sis rests in Peirce's 'concept of the nature of reasoning,:459 Peirce be-

lieved that all reasoning proceeded, at its most basic level, via erasure 

and insertion. That is, when ~ andB are related and E and C are related 

456Compare one diagram (Roberts, OPe cit ... ., 291) with its algebraic 
formula (p. 293) for a cle,ar example of the relative simplicity of the 
diagrams in certain cases. 

457Roberts, °E" cit. , ppo 150-200. 

Ll58 . Roberts, op_ cit. , pp. 207-25lj·. 

459Rober'cs, °E' cit., pp. 258-300. See also III 1 (s.) " 
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etc., I see A and I think of AB, then ABC" then BC~ then Q, etc. Further 

he believed that all reasoning was essentially diagrammatic .. '460 Thus 

diagrams closely represent thought, and the operations on the di-agrams, 

all of which operations are reducible to erasure and insertion, closely 

represent reasoning. It is much easier to see this nature of reasoning, 

to reduce complex propositions to their simple elements, and to grasp 

the essential structure of thought in diagrams than in any other formula-

tion, and especially are diagrams superior to algebraic formulae." Such 

was Peirce's estimate of the real importance of the diagrams. Although 

we may wish to disagree with Peirce with regard to the nature of thought 

and the operations of reasoning, or perhaps we merely wish to remain 

agnostic on these subjects, there can be no doubt that the diagrams can 

ge used to reduce logical arguments into a much simpler series of steps 

than algebra can without achieving such 'omplexity as to be useless and 

460 
A pa~sage cited by Roberts (p 268) in this ,regard is worth 

quoting in full.. 

Looking out ,of the window I see .the cow whose milk 
we generally drink. There are c rtain difficulties which 
have occasioned a good deal of t .ought, s.o that I imagine I 
see a boy sitting by the cow mi '.ing her .. , The boy, and the 
stool, and th~ pail are added to my idea. Thence, I imagine 
the boy carrying~the pail to the The cow and the stool 
have dropped out. The straining of the milk pres,ents itself 
to my imagination. A bowl is th re ~d the milk. The boy is 
standing by; but I lose sight of him. I am following along 
the train diagrammatically, that is, following the interesting 
history" 

As I followed that series of events in my mind (as I 
did; for I do not t~~e make-beli 've observations), there was 
always something identical being carried along. The boy 
going up to the house with the p iI, was thought as that 
same boy, the pail that same pai , and the occasion that 
same occasion that I had just be 'ore been thinking of. The 
new ideas must, therefore, have t~ways been taken in before 
the old ones were allowed to drop. By the time the milk was 



that the diagrams can render propositions more obviously and reduce 

'461 them to simple elements more clearly and easily than can algebra. 

Examples of these various uses of the diagrams would take more space 

~462 than We have but'the reader is again referred to Roberts .. 
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Thus Peirce's diagrams would seem to be valuable as experimental 

models, as a logical calculus, and as instruments of logical analysis. 

(e) Gardner 

Martin Gardner was dissatisfied with the diagrams using geo-

metric figures because9 when applied to the propositional calculus, 

they seemed to lack the iconicity that they displayed when applied to 
, . 6 

class logic. 4 3 In 1951 he developed a network system which would give 

a more exact correspondenceQ'464 To achieve such correspondence we begin 

by allowing two parallel vertical lines to represent the truth and 

falsity of each proposition (LXXXV a);465 By convention the left line 

represents truth. Horizontal shuttles between these lines will represent 
, 

the truth value of the terms. There are four such Shuttles for two terms 

straining in my imagination I had already begun to think 
that it would be good for my wife, who is threatened with 
nervous prostration. 

To on~ skeleton-set another is added to form a 
compound set. Then, the first, perhaps, is dropp,ed and 
t4e ide~s which remain are viewed in a new lighto (Pierce 
7 .. 428-7 .. 430) 

461~gain ,the reade,r is ,referred to the diagram and formula 
cited by Roberts. Sae fn. 455. 

46~,articularly to his last chapter. Roberts, op. cit., 
pp. 258-300. 

463G dn . ·t " • 60 G dn' ~ar er, op_ c~ .. , p. • ca!" er 
difficulty of separating the ~arious premises 

464Gardner, or. cit., pp" 60-79." 

465Gardner, op. cit., p; 62, Fig: 45.' 

also criticizes t~e 
in one diagram (p. 61). 



(LXXXV b).466 If any proposition Pl allows one and only one shuttle 

467 to r~~ from a particular line Ll to some other line L2 we may move 
, 

from Ll along the shuttle to its termination on L
2

" If there is more 

than one shuttle from Ll in some proposition no move may be made from 

that line on the shuttles representing that proposition. 468 

The basic proposition ~ is marked by placing a cross on. Ais 

line representing the truth of A (LXXXVI a) and falsity is represented 

. '469 
in an analogous manner (LXXXVI b). To understand the Gardner dia-

grams for binary propositions it is necessary that we look briefly at 
~I 70 

truth tables .. '+ 
, 

If A is true and a is true we may say that A.B is 
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true~ If A is false or ~ is false or both we may say that A.B is false. 

This may be illustrated by a truth table which shows a~l possible com-

binations of the truth and falsity of A and B in relation to some binary 

operator. Such a table for A"B would be:: 

A 
T 
T 
F 
F 

B 
T 
F 
T 
F 

A.B 
T 
F 
F 
F 

Now to apply Gardner's diagrams all that one need do is draw shuttles 

to represent all the lines in the truth table in which the proposition 

466 ' Gardner, op. cit., p ... 62, Fig .. 47 •. 

467 Gardner uses the term "ride", 0E. cit., p.. 63.'-

468· Gardner dQes not give this rule; it is, however, implied in 
his use of the system. 

469Thes~ two diagrams are given by Gardner, oE- cit., p. 62, 
Fig. 46, as one. 

~70~~y, standard'te~~, will discuss truth tables. We have used 
Copi, 0Eo cit •. , pp .. 237-268. Since there is almost universal agreement 
on this subject, at least on t~e elements of it presented here, we have 
not given specific references. 



formed by the terms joined by the binary operator is truee Thus to 

represent A"B we draw one line joining the truth line of A and the 

truth line of ~ (LXXXVI c) .. -471 In a similar manner we may diagram any 

case of conjunction (LXXXVI d472 and e) .'Lj.7~ Further truth tables will 

illustrate this: 

A B A=B A$B AvB A,IB A:::lB B:::lA 
T T m F T F T T .L 

T ·F F T T T F T 
F T. F T T T T F 
F F T F F T T T 

These cases are shown in (LXXXVI f-k) e'474 If we are given that such a 

proposition is true we may place crosses on its termini, otherwise not 

(LXXXVI e) .. 

The application of these diagrams to the propositional calculus 

is extremely simple, as will be seen in the following examples: 

Given: A:::lB 
B$C 
Ave 
B 

We may diagram these premises475 as in Diagram 'LXXXVII a. :476 We may 

start on line ~ since there is a cross on it and we may move along that 

line seeking a shuttle terminating on it. Two such shuttles occur in 

the first proposition eliminating the possibility of their use.. Only 

one such shuttle, however, occurs in the second. We may place a cross 

471Gardner, 62, 
, 

48, opo cit. 9 p. Fig. top half .. 

472Gardner, °E· cit., p. 62, Fig. 48, bottom half. 

473Gardner, op. cit. , p. 62, Fig. 49. 

474Garch'1.er, 
, . 

°E~ ,cit. , ppe 63-64, Fig. 50 - 54 taken 

475The problem appears in Gard.'1.er, .:O.J;;E..;.:.-;:;C.;::;i..;,t., p." 66.-

476Gardner, 0E. cit., p" 67, Fig.' 55.~ 

1 . 

in order. 
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at the point where the shuttle meets the line since we know that ~ is 
, 

trueQ Henceforth we will be able to place a cross anywhere on our path 

since if ~ is true we will be led only to true statements. Should 

crosses appear on both the true and false lines of a term we should be 
, 

forced to the realization that our premises were self-contradictory. 

We move~ then, across the shuttle to find ourselves on CiS false line 
, 

where we place another cross. Moving down CU s false line we come to a 

single shuttle in the third proposition which carries us across to A's 
~ 

true lL~e. We'again place crosses at both ends of the shuttle. Finally 

we cross and mark the single shuttle leading, from A's true line to B's 

true line ll~ the f~rst proposition. We have now marked both A and HC 

as true.. Thus we may arrive at the conclusion A.B.-C or: 

A=>B 
B$C 
AvC 
B , , 
.. A.B .... C 

The finished diagram will be LXXXVII be'477 

Sometimes we lack an existential or individual proposition, 478 

wnich lack complicates our work: 

Given: A$C 
BIC 
AvB 

We may draw Diagram LXXXVII c.'479 We may begin anywhere as we have no 

crosses. Let us begin by supposing A to be true. We may cross~ the 

477Gardner, op. cH:., p. 67, Fig. 56.' 

478This problem .appears in Gardner, OPe cit., p. 67. 

479Gardner, OPe cit."9 P: 679 Fig: 57.' 
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top shuttle to -C but we can get no further. Therefore we know that 

A~C. Now let us begin at -A. We may move via the second shuttle in 

the top proposition to Q and thence by the second shuttle in the second 

proposition to -B and finally across the second shuttle in the final 

proposition to A. Thus we have moved from -A to £ to -B to A. We have 

, "480 
proven that -A~A and thus A.-AQ Since this is a contradiction we must 

discard the possibility that -A is truee Thus A is true. But if A is 

true -C is also true. We next test Band -B for such contradictions and 
"'l • 

find that either ~ or -B is possible. Thus our conclusion is A.-C. (Bv-B) 

or simply: 

A$c 
BIC 
AvB, 
:, A.-C 

Thus far we have considered only c~mpound propositions with one 

connective. Gar~~er provides two methods of dealing With compound state

ments "involving parentheses": horizontal truth-value 1ines481 and 

II ha" ,,'482 c ~ns. 

If we are given a compound statement, for example (AvB)~(CvD)t 

we may diagram it by drawing dotted or broken shuttles for the subordinate 

parts of the proposition (AvB) and (CvD)~ Each of these subordinate parts 

480A symbolic proof of'this is very simple: 

-A 
-A~A(derived from first 3 premises + -A) 
."·A 
-~A (reductio ad absurdu~ proof) 
:,A .. -A 

481Considered by: Gardner, OPe cit., pp.' 69 and 72. 

482 . 
Gardner, Ope cit., pp. 69-71. 
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is then represented by a pair of horizontal truth-value lines and the 

relationship between these parts is represented by vertical shuttles. 

By convention in drawing these truth-value lines we give the page a 

quarter turn clockwise. Since these final relations are not tentative 

they are represented by solid shuttles. By convention we make the lower 

line of a pair of horizontal lines representing the truth-value of a 

term or compiex of terms true. Thus (AvB)~(CvD) may be represented by 

Diagram LXXXVIII a • .-483 In some cases it is necessary to allow one pair 

of horizontal truth-value lines to represent a single term. Thus in 

Diagram LXXXVIII b the lower pair of lines is used for A .. '484 
, .~ -

Suppose that we have a proposition of the form A.B.C. This may 

be represented most simply as a shuttle j~tersecting more than two truth-
, 

value lines. We know9 of course, that the two ends of a shuttle intersect 
, 

truth-value lines, but Gardner allows the shuttle to intersect more than 

two lines by marking such intersections with small circles. Thus A.-B.D 

may be rep~esented by Diagram LXXXIX a. 485 Other chains may be represented 

in a similar manner after the proposition is reduced to disjunctive normal 

form. For example a chain of equivalences A=B=C may be reduced to (A.B~C)v 

(-A.-B.-C) and may be diagrammed as in LXXXIX b:486 Some complex state

ments are capable of similar representation. ~(B.'C) may be reduced to 

483Gardner, 
" . 

°Eo cit. , pp. 69-71. 

484Gardner, ' oP.· 
, 

cit., p. 70, Fig. 59. 

485Gardner~ 
, 

OED cit., p. 70~ Fig. 60. 

486 ~ 

Gardner, 012- cit. , p. 71, Fig. 61. 



. .. 
(A.B~C) v (-AoB.C) v (-A.B.-C) v (-A.-B.C) v (-A.-B.-C) and may be 

represented as in Diagram LXXXIX 

Gardner presents one example of the reduction of a proposition 
. . 

to its simplest form by the use of diagrams. We are given (A.-B)v(-A.-B) 

and asked to represent it. It may be drawn using horizontal truth-value 

lines as above but since we are dealing with only two terms and since 

shuttles belonging to the same binary operation represent disjunctive 

possibilities it is possible to represent it by two horizontal shuttles 

as in Diagram XC a. 488 This is still not the simplest diagram as it is 

apparent from Diagram XC a that the truth-value of A is irrelevant to 
, , 

the truth-value of Bo -Bis always true., Thus a cross on BI s false 

line (XC b)489 represents this proposition precisely.. Gardner feels 

that the network diagram is a visual aid in such reductions which are 

" an important aspect of propositional calculus. 

This system allows the representation of propositions of any 

complexity by the use of alternating vertical and horizontal truth-value 

lines (XC c):490 All of the shuttles, of'course, must be dotted except 
, 

those between the last set of truth-value lines which are always solid .. 

Gardner does not attempt to give a complete description of the rules for 

solving complex problems but he does give the four most important rules 

and solves a problem by way of illustration. The rules are as follows:. 

10 If the truth values of ~ll individual terms within a 
parenthetical statement are known, and they conform to one 
of the dotted shuttles for th~t statement, then the entire 
statement is knovm to be true .. 491 

1.t.87 62. 
, 

. Gardner, °E· cit., p. 71, Fig. 
488 1 

Gardner, .QPo cit. , p • 72, Fig. 63. 

489Gardner, °E' cit., p. 72, Fig. 64. 

490GarcL"'1er, 
, 

°Eo cit., p. 72" Fig. 65. 

491Gardner, 
1 

°E· cit., p. 7'211 

------- - .. 



2~ If the terms are known to have a combination of truth 
values not indicat,ed by a shuttle~ the entire relation is 
known to be falseo 492 

30 Whenever a parenthetical statement is known to be true7 
eith~r because of knowledge of its terms or because it is 
found to be true in the process of exploring the entire 
structure9 its shuttles are changed to solid lines or its 
half crosses [introdu~eq to allow for the representation of 
possible existence (e"g. in (AvB)..:>C~ C will be marked with , 
a half cross until we know the value of AvB)]493 to crosses. 
The truth of the entire statement is then indicated by a 
cross mark on the 1 line in the pair of truth-value line~494 
(to the right or below) that correspond to the statement. 

4... Whenever a parenthetical statement is known to be false~ 
in either of the two ways mentioned above, we add the missing 
shuttle or shuttles [i.e. those not represented in dotted 
lines] in solid lines" The falsity of~the entire relation is 
then indicated by a cross mark ,on the! line in th~ pair of 
truth-value lines that correspond to the statement. 495 

'1'0 illustrate this Gardner proves that OpB) :::0 (IPA) is not a valid 

theorem.:496 If it were a valid theorem :it must be true for all values 

of ! and~. We draw the ,complex diagram XCI a 497 for (~B) :::0 (~A): 

Our testing procedure would show that if ~ is true or if li is false or 

both~ the proposition is valid.. The critical case is that in which 1::-

is false and ~ is true. Therefore we mru~e a cross on A's false line 

and another on Bts'true line. Since this combination is represented 

by a shuttle in the lower part of the diagram we know that the lower 

492 ,', 
Gardner, op. cit., p. 73. 

1..:.9- ' 
: ":>Gar'dner does not give an acco1.l.."l.t or an example of the use of 

the half cros~ and it would not'seem to lbe essential to the operation 
of the system .. 

494Gardner~ °E- cit. , p. 73. 

495Gardner~ °Eo cit. , p. 73. 

496Gardner, °E· cit. , pp. 73-74. 

497 Gard."l.er, 
~ 

°E· cit. , p. 74, Fig .. 66. 
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proposition is true. We may then draw the dotted shuttles as solid 

lines and place a cross on the true line of A~B. Since there is only 
I 

one shuttle attached to this line we may move up that shuttle to the 

true line of ~Ao Thus ~A is also true and we may place a cross on 

that line and change its dott~d shuttles to solid ones. The graph at 

this point is represented by Diagram XCI b~98 We are now caught in a 

contradiction. If we move up A's false line from our cross we encounter 

a shuttle leading to B's false line. Thus~ since A's false line is 

affirmed, B's false line must also be affirmed which means that ~ is both 

true a~d false. Thus (~B) ~ (~A) cannot be a logical theorem. 

Gardner suggests that these diagrams, combined with Venn diagrams, 

might be capable of extension to include systems combining class-inclusion 

and truth-value statements but he does not give any examples of this:499 

Gardner does, however, attempt to apply network diagrams to three-. '500 value logic. Let us call the third value II?". We must now include 

three truth-value lines for each term. So far there have been only two 
, 

kinds of shuttles, those that were drawn and those that were not. Since 

we have introduced a third value besides truth and falsity it becomes 

necessary to introduce a third type of shuttle to represent the 1 re-

lationship between the truth-value lines of any pair of terms. Gardner 

chooses to use,a wavy line for this purpose. In a three-value logic 

there are many possible interpretations of any particular binary relation. 

h98 . Gardner, 

499Gardner, OPe cit., p. 75. 

500 ' ' Gardner, 0E~ cit., pp. 75-78. ~~ excellent brief introduction 
to this subject is J .. Barkley Rosser, "On the Many-Valued I,ogicsll , 

American Journal of Physics, Vol. 9, Aug. 1941, pp. 207 ff. 
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Clearly A .. B requires that a shuttle be drawn from A's true line to BVs 

true line, but what shuttles should be drawn which will terminate on 

A's? line and BVs 1.. line? Gardner draws two of the many possible A.B's 

(XCII a501 and b)p02 The first is that preferred by Lukasiewicz, Post 

and Rosser; the second by Bochvar~'503 He further illustrates the use of 

these diagrams for three-value logic by drawing the diagram for 

Lukasiewicz's and Tarski's three-value interpretation of A::JB (XCII c).504 

Finally Gardner suggests that Carroll's method of placing counters 

on a diagram may be adapted to a network system. He illustrates this with 

a diagram for (A::JB) v (:S=C) (XCIII a) .. 505 The major value of such a method 

would be the elimination of the need for erasing and drawing. White counters 

indicate uncertain or parenthetical relations while coloured indicate cer-

tain relations. Since the method works exactly like Gardner 8 s network 

diagrams a detailed discussion will not be necessary. 

In his footnotes Gardner suggests that we might be able to replace 

the shuttles with vectors and gives a vector diagram (XCIII b)506 for A::JB: 

The point of this diagram is that there is no necessity for the rule that 

if two shuttle~ terminate on the same truth-value line in the same pro-

position one may not move across"those shuttles from that line.. Instead 

501 ' Gardner, op. cit., p. 76, Fig. 69. 

502 Gardner, op. cit., p. 77, Fig. 70. 

503Gardner does not give ,references for his sources for partiqular., 
logicians .al~hough he mentions general works on three-value logic, op. cit., 
p.. 79, fn.. 2 .. 

504Gardner~ Ope cit. , p .. 77, Fig. 71. 

505Gardner, op .. .... 
C1. ". , p. 78 • 

506' Gardner, op. cit., p. 79, fn. 1, unnumbered diagram. 



the rule is substituted that one may move only in the direction of the 

vector. Experiments507 with vectors in simple logic have produced 

several advantages that Gardner did not point out. The most significant 

of these is the possibility of eliminating truth-value lines in favour 
, 

of truth-value points. Diagrams using points eliminate the pause in 

movement from one truth-value to another making operation quicker and 

more certain and also representing in a very iconic manner alternation9 

equivalence and implication. As it is not our aim to produce a new 

system we will not go into detail here regarding this use of vectors 

but we should suggest that such diagrams would be very useful in 

representing such things as current flow and programming which may be 

diagrammed according to logic. Further, the rules, because motion is 

possible only with the vectors$ are very much simplified over any other 

thorough system of logic diagrams. 

GardnerVs system would seem to be the most thorough, except for 

Peirce's, of any that we have examined. It is simple to operate and 

certain. We should, however, point out that its greatest strength lies 

in its possibilities for expansion beyond the propositional calculus 

" 
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into three-value logic, etc. as other systems (e,:g.: Venn, Marquand, etc.) 

are capable of doing almost anything that, Gardner's can do in the pro-

positional calculus and are 'somewhat more familiar and thus easier to 

use. It is the great versatility of Gardner's diagrams that gives them 

their value as much as their iconicity. 

507By the author of this paper who, ~t the time, had intended to 
develop his OuVJa system as part of this papero 
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50 Unclassified Diagrams 

(a) Hamil ton 

In this section of Chapter II we irlill discuss the systems of 

Hamilton and de Morgan.. The shift from the frame of mind of Frege g 

Peirce and Gardner to that of Hamilton, is not an easy one and the 

systems which Hamilton and de Morgan developed now seem trivial to us. 

It should? however, be remembered that these were the first serious 

attempts to break a\oJay from the narrow bounds of Aristotelian logic by 

means of symbolism. It is in this light that they should be read. 

Although his work was not published until after his death9 

HamiltonOs system was developed prior to de Morgan's and we will, there-

fore~ treat it first. It will not9 indeed could not, be our aim to 

present H~~iltonis entire system. Nor will we recapitulate Hamilton's 

508 ' 509 reinterpretation of Euler and Lambert. We will simply examine 

the finished system as presented at the end of his Lectures. 5lO 

In order to understand anything of what Hamilton is trying to do 

\<le must keep certain definitions in mind.. The definitions of "quantity", 

"internal" and "external" (or Ilintensive" and "extensive") are now given: 

In relation to their objectsg [things] -- they [concepts]are 
considered as inclusive of a greater or smaller number of 
attributes, that iS 9 as applicable to a greater or smaller 511 
number of objects; this is technically styled their Quantity. 

508I1 2 (a). 

509II1 3 (b) 0 

~10 

~- The scheme of the two quantities is given on p. 108G Both of 
the other diagrams are at the end of the appendix, p. 674 and p. 678-679. 
Hamilton, opo cit. 

_o.p_o __ c_i_t.~ po 100. 
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This quantity is thus of two kinds; as it is either an
Intensive or an Extensive. The Internal or Intensive
Quantity of a concept is determined by the greater or
smaller number of constituent characters contained in it.
The External or Extensive Quantity of a concept is deter
mined by the greater or smaller number of classified con
cepts or realities contained under it. 5l2

The intensive quantity is also called depth; the extensive, breadth. 513

Now we may see what Diagram XCIV attempts to illustrate. 514 In the

diagram vowels are reserved for classes, consonants for individuals.

The earlier a vowel comes 'in the alphabet the broader the concept it

represents. Every higher class is divided by a lower class and its

(the lower class's) contradictory, into two parts. 515 A vertical

strok~ (/) followed by an italicized capital represents the first term

in the negative series. The figures to the left of the chart represent

the position of the concept directly in a horizontal line with them in

breadth and depth respectively. The arrow of affirmation indicates

that affirmati9n moves from the particular to the general. The object

~ is affirmed to be classified under the concept 1; the concept ll,is

affirmed to be classified under the concept U, etc. Exactly what the

second arrow means I am not sure. It cannot mean negation in the tradi-

tional sense as "no A is B" is supposed to be equivalent to "no B is A".

We are now ready to reason either in breadth or in depth. In

the first case we begin with the concept of greatest breadth and work

downward. "Some A is all E, some E is all I, some I is all 0, some 0

5l2Hamilton, Ope cit., p. 100.

513Hamilton, opo cit., po 100.

5l4Hamilton, Ope cit., p. 108.

5l5This is the import of the dark vertical lines though Hamilton
does not mention this fact.
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is all U9 some U is all Y9 some Y is z.. Therefore some A is z." If 

\1e reason in depth vie begin with the individual and work from concepts 

of greater depth to those of lesser. liZ is some Y, all Y is some U~ 

all U is some 0, all 0 is some I, all I is some E, all E is some A. 

Therefore z is some Ao,,5l6 
All concepts are ideal; only individuals 

are real. 517 The ground of reality is v for this reason, at the bottom 

of the chart with particular objectsQ 

With these distinctions in mind we may turn to HamiltonQ s most 

diagrammatic51~ diagra~ (XCV),,519 A few definitions are again needed to 

make the diagram readable. An analytic syllogism is a syllogism beginning 

with a conclusion and deducing premises; a synthetic syllogism is one 

deducing a conclusion from premises .. 520 All the concentric triangular 

figures are presumed to have ® at. their upper vertices, © at their 

lower left vertices and CD at their lower right vertices. The lines 

© ® and. CEJ® represent the premises and the line @cDrepresents 

516At this stage Hamilton has not allowed for propositions stating 
equivalencE;. This possibility .... /as, howe'rer~ introduced in his Euler dia
grams, II 2 (a). 

517HaInHtonv op~ cit., po 110. This is a metaphysical, not a 
logical, statement = 

518The others are more charts than diagrams. 

5l9Hamiltonv op .. cit., p. 674~ description pp. 673-676. 

520Hami1ton, op. cito 9 p. 6730 Just how the ar~ly.tic syllogism 
is supposed to work I am uncertaino It would seem to be impossible to 
deduce the premises from the conclusion as Hamilton sugges:ts. 
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the conclusiono The triangles represent~ moving inward~ the unfigured 

syl1ogism~ the first figure, the second figure and, finally 9 the third 

figure" The direction of the wedge indicates that we are moving from 

one concept to another in order of depth., The order of breadth is the 

opposite to the direction of the wedge.. If the line is not a wedge we 

may assume that ,,,e may consider it either in order of breadth or in 

order of depth or in neither~ whichever j.s convenient. A broken or 

dotted line or wedge indicates a weakened conclusion .. 

This condensed view may be expanded into the complete table 

(XCVI)521 which represents Hamiltonts final scheme of notation. Although 

Hamilton did leave a record of this scheme of notation he did not leave 

directions for, reading it. Thus all of the information for reading the 

symbols is given to us by Hamilton's editors. 522 All of the above defini-

tions from Diagram XCV apply equally to Diagram XCVI but certain new ones 

need to be, introduced .. The quantification of the predicate was felt by 

Hamilton to be his most significant ,contribution to logic. This was 

accomplished by modifying the predicate as' well as the subject of a pro-

position by "anytl or "all" for definite qua..Yltity and by "some" for in-

definite quantity.. Definite quantity is indicated by a colon (:) before 

or after t~e appropriate term depending on its place in the proposition; 

indefinite quantity is represented by a comma or reversed comma ( in this 

diagram we have used only the comma (,) for typographical reasons) placed· 

in the same manner. An affirmative proposition is represented by two 

52l H ·It _am~ on, op. cit., pp. 678-679. 

522Hamilton, opo cit. 9 pp. 676-677., 
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terms quantified, and joined by a tapering horizontal line (r~'or~).

To negate a proposition one simply draws a vertical stroke through this

line (~~). The symbol~ shows that when the premises are converted

the syllogism remains the same. The symbol >< shows that the two

moods between which it stands are convertible into each other by the

conversion of their premises;523 The moods are either 11A" balanced or

liB" unbalanced. For a mood to be balanced both the terms and the pro-
-

positions'must be balanced (i.e. the major and minor terms must be quant-

ified in the same way and the middle term must be quantified by the same

quantifiers in the same positions). If these two statements are not

both true the syllogism is unbalanced. There are only two cases of

balanced syllogisms. In the others either the terms are unbalanced

as in iii and iv (i.e. the major and minor terms are quantified differ-

ently or the middle term is quantified differently in the two premises

or both) or both the terms and the propositions are unbalanced as in V

to xii (the propositions also contain at least one case in which the

quantifier is different in the same position in one premise from that

in the other). With these definitions Diagram XCVI should be clear.

We shall now attempt to translate this symbolism into ordinary

language. In chart XCVI we have seen that every term is modified by

",If or ":" depending on its quantity. If we use A to indicate the sub-

ject ofa proposition and ~ to 1Udicate the predicate and Hamilton's

523Both symbols are defined on p. 676, Hamilton, Ope cit.



wedges to represent the relationship between the subject and predicate 

we may write only the following sixteen propositions: 

1. 

7" 
8Q 
9. 

lOQ 
11" 
120 
13 .. 
14. 
15 .. 
16. 

A:t:=:::z=....:B 
A:~ . ::t:B 
.4. :~c::: : B 
A:~=::::::::l':B 
A :t:::::=-- ~ B . 
A:~~B 
A:~ ... ~B 
A:~,B 

A~~:B 
A,~:B 

A,~:B 
A,~:B 

A t I!ZX"='- ,B 
A,~,B 

A9 tin:: ... 9 B 
A9~9B 

Now agreeing that A and B are variables and that in any of these pro-

positions A may be substituted for B and vice versa 9 this list may be 

reduced to eight propositions (the so-called Hamiltonian system dis

cussed by Venn).524 

A:~:B 

A: ....".: •. ~:i,':31: B 
A: ::::c:;t9B 
A: -=:j,~,B 
A,~:B 

A9~:B 
A, -c::: ... ":::31, B 
A9....:t1:!:< ';'!"r::J,B 

(from 1 and 2 above) 
(from 3 and 4 above) 
(from 5 and 10 above) 
(from 7 and 12 above) 
(from 6 and 9 above) 
(from 8 and 11 above) 
(from 13 and 14 above) 
(from 15 and 16 above) 

Hamil ton uses the words IVanyI! and "all" synonymously.. Our practic.e will 

be to use only "all" because ."any" sometimes leads to ambiguity.. We 

shall translate the wedge as "includ.ed within" beginning to read at the 

narrower endo This, it is hoped, will· eliminate the ambiguity of the 

word "is 19 as a translation of the wedge. When so read th? above pro-

positions render the following sentences: 

524 Venn, OPe cit., pp. 8-9. See also II 2 (a)& 
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10 All A is included within all B. 
20 All A is not included within all B. 
3. All A is included within some B<> 
4 .. All A is not included t-/ithin some B. 
5. Some A is included within all Be 
6. Some A is not included within all Bo 
7. Some A is included within some B. 
80 Sortle A is not included within some B. 

Finally we must evaluate Hamilton's diagrams as diagramso, The 

first chart (XCIV) does not warrant much commenta The ontological pre-

suppositions might be pointed out, and the lack of recognition of the 

possibility of overlapping classes. Th,e second diagram (XCV), after 

one's initial confusion, is recognizable as a condensed version of the 

third (XCVI). The third is a thorough rendering of all the three term 

syllogisms which may be written in Hamilton's symbolism.. Thus the 

second diagram's value rests on the third. The only aspect of the 

third diagram which might be called diagrammatic is the use of iI~n 

to mean "included in", but this is, surely~ a symbol like" < " in I < 2 

and not a diagram.. Thus when we think of Hamilton's system as diagram-

matic it fails to be so but falls back into symbolism. It would seem 

that on this point Venn's estimate was certainly correct. 

To my thin.1dng it does not deserve to rank as a diagrammatic 
scheme at all, though he does class it5~~th the others as 
"geometric"; but is purely symbolical. 

(b) De Morgan 

Finally we come to the last system: that of de Morgan. It 

should be pointed out at the outset that de Morgan's system is no more 

diagrammatic than Hamilton's ~~d that it is being ex~~ined here only 

because HamiltonOs waso It is valuable j~ judging Hamilton's work to 

be able to compare it to de MorganVs~ 



Again ""e should begin with some definitions. Any term "Xli taken 

in total 'may be called !IX)" or U(Xii whichever is more convenient .. 526 

Any term taJ::en in part is II)X" or "X(II.52? A proposition is negated by 

the placing of a dot between the pair of spiculate (parenthesis) modi

fying the terms (e"g .. (.() .. 528 The affirmation of a proposition uses 
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.;. d t (all) . "1 529 ~wo 0 s or none usu y none ~n a s~m~ ar manner .. It may be added t 

although no use will be made of the fact in this paper, that de Morgan 

5"""0 introduced negative terms using VlXU to mean the negative of 1 .. ~ 

We are now rea.dy to read charts XCVII and .:eVIII. For any two 

terms X and I there are eight propositions: 

x))y, 
X) .. (y 
X(. )y 
X«y 
xC (y 
XOy 
X)(y 
X) .. )y 

These eight propositions are listed to the left in chart XCVII531 and the 

similar propositionsg substituting X and I appropriately, which affirm 

them? contradict them, are consistent with them, etc. are arranged in a 

convenient chart form. 

526 of a ProEosed System of Logic 9 Augustus de Morgan, Syllabus 
London: Walton and Maber1y, 1860 t po 14. 

52?De Morgan~ 012 0 cit .. 9 p. 14 .. 

528De Morgan, oEo .... 
C~""9 p. 14" 

529De Morgan~ 012" cit .. , p. 14" 

530De Horgan, oE" cit"9 p. 13. 

531De'Morgan, oEo cit., p. 16. 



The next table (XCVIII)532 goes on to show the syllogisms 

possible using these same formal methods.. In the middle column stands 

the universal~ horizontally between the two particulars into which it 

nay be weakened by weakening one of the concluding terms. 533 Each 

strengthened particular stands verticallJr between the two particulars 

from which it may be formed by altering the quality of the middle term 

in the particular premise only.534 

~nother .interesting arrangement of syllogisms is the Illogical 

zodiac" (IC)o535 In this case the universal and particular syllogisms 

are grouped in threes? each of any three having the other two for it's 
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opponents 0 If A and B are two proposi~ions leading to conclusion C then 

Ac gives :2 and Bc gives~. ~ and!? are called the opponents of .£.536 

Other interesting formations occur in the logical zodiac. For example 

the universal propositions at the four cardinal points are so placed 

532De Morgan? OPe cit.? p. 20. 

533That is to say any of the three two term arguments in a hori
zontal line will lead to the same conclusions due to this relationship 
described. For example the first row reads from left to right: "Some 
A are some B~ All B are some C9 " and "All A are some B, All B are some 
C~" and IlAll A are Some B, All B are All Co" All three lead to the con
clusion "Some A are some Co" 

534The same sort of a relationship exists between the argument 
in the "strengthened particular" column.. This seems very puzzling~ 
especially since de Horgan introduces premises such as 11 (. ) ( • )" \vhich 
cannot possibly lead to any conclusion. On the whole I am inclined to 
think that the diagram~ as a w~qle~ is indeciferable without more informa
tion than de Morgan gives. 

535De Morgan, op~ cit., p~ 21. 

536"Opponents ll is a very difficult term. See de Morgan 9 op .. cit .. , 
p. 20 for a more thorough definition. 



that any h.ro contiguous? whether read forwards or backwards? give the 

premises, of a valid universal syl1ogismQ537 

He will cut our description of de MorganVs system short at this 

point since, as is obvious by now 9 these charts, interesting and 
, 

suggestive as they are, are not diagramso 

Obviously de Morgan's system is superior to Hami1ton vsG The 

most important difference is the introduction of negative termso On 

the other hand Hamilton's use of n ~Ii as an operator gives him a 

logically powerful system and some such operator would seem to be nec-

essary for any adequate system of symbolism. 

6. Conclusion 

To summarize such a chapter as this is almost impossible. 'vIe 

might point out that there has been evolution within the field of logic 

diagrams, that some diagrammatic systems are more adequate than others, 

that some syst'ems are more capable of pei'forming some functions than 

others" All of this is obvious or where it ,is not it will be discussed 

in the last chapter. We are left with the simple descriptions; these, 

then~ were the diagrammatic systems which contributed not only to the 

gro\>lth in adequacy of the logic diagram but also to the development of 

logic~ A brief summary of the development of the logic diagram might 

be given by means of a graph (C). The horizontal axis represent,s the 

years in which the various contributions to the logic diagram y,rere 
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537It is difficult to see what de Horgan means by "universal 
proposition"" n(o)1I seems to be particular. Further "A(.)B" and "B).(C", 
if they can be said to lead to a..'1.y conclusion lead to "B() C" which is a 
particular, not a universal proposition. 



written; the vertical axis represents the value~ in this author's 

estimate~ of the contributions" A diagram which would be completely 

adequate for all logic would be classed at 100; one which would be 

totally inadequate at 00 538 

From this chart certain conclusions may be drawn" (1) most 
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of the activity in this field occurred between 1850 and 19250 (2) There 

was a sharp rise in the adequacy of the diagrams 1850-1880 followed by a 

more gradual rise in the value of the better systemso (3) Inadequate 

systems continued to be produced and inadequate interpretations of systems 

continued long after the more adequate systems were developed. (4) Two 

sections of the chart (really within one time period) show an exceptional 

amount of activity" These are the sections containing diagrams of value 

20 to 35 between 1855 and 1890 and of value 55 to 90 between 1875 and 

19200 These are reproduced in enlargment with a key to allow the reader 

to form an estimate of the author's judgment of the value of these 

systems and to give an overall view of the major period of development 

for the diagrams eer) and (err) 0 The read~er may disagree with the posi-

tion of some of these developments with regard to the vertical axis but 

the main purpose of the chart is to indicate the sort of growth that 

occurred and to show periods of greatest activity~ Even allowing for 

disagreement these charts should be adequate for this purpose. 

538A very subjective standard meant only t,o be taken as a guide. 
The reader is invited to disagree, forming his own evaluation. 



III 

THE LOGIC DIAGRAN TODAY 

10 liJhat is the Logic Diagram? 

(a) Peirce's Concept of Language 

Peirce, as we have noted~ believed that all hum~n thought 

proceeded diagraw~atiCallyf This is not say that we proceed to form 

a visual picture of the objects of which we are thinking but rather that 

our thoughts area simple pattern~ a map" of the objects of our thoughts 

in their relationships.. Peirce gives ~e'\Teral examples of this process. 

The one cited below will demonstrate his position clearly: 

Consider any argument concerning the validity of which a 
person might conceivably entertain for a moment some doubt .. 
For instance, let the premise be that from either of two 
provinces of a certain kingdom it is possible to proceed 
to any province by floating do~m the only river the kingdom 
contains? combined with a land~journey within the boundaries 
of one province; and let the conclusion be that the river, 
after touching every province in the kingdom, must again 
meet the one which it first left., Now, in order to sho'O'I 
~hat this inference is (or that it is not) absolutely necess
ary, it is requisite to have something analogous to a diagram 
with different series of parts? the parts of each series being 
evidently related-as those provinces are said to be, while in 
the different series something ,corresponding to the course of 
the river has all the essential variations possible; and this 
diagram must be so contrived that it is easy to examine it 
and find out whether the course of the river is in ~ruth in 
every case such as is here proposed to be inferredo 

, 
~See II 4 (d). 

2p . el.rce 9 
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This position would be very controversial if we were to take Peirceos 

t'lOrd lidiagram" too literally; but the passage continues in a way that 

prevents thiso Peirce sho\vs that he is concernec. \,Jith the one to one 

correspondence of the 11 diagram " to the original, and not with the geo-

metrical properties of ito Thus the concept of "diagram!! is broadened 

to include all language and all types of symbolism insofar as these 

may be meaningful. 

Such a diagram has got to be either auditory or visual~ the 
parts being separated in the one case in time~ in the other 
in space. But in order completely to exhibit the analogue 
of the conditions of the argument under examination, it will 
be necessary to use signs or symbols repeated in different 
places and in different juxtapositions~ these signs being 
subject to certain "rules"~ that is~ certain general relations 
associated with them by the mind. Such a method of forming 
a diagram is called algebrao All speech is but such an . 
algebra, the repeated signs being the words 9 which have 
relations by virtue of the meanings associated with themo 
'what is commonly called logical algebra differs from other 
formal logic only in using the same formal method with 
greater freedomo I may memtiol'l; t.hat unpublished studies 
have shown me that a far more powerful method of diagrammatis
ation than algebra is possible? being an extension at once of 
algebra and of Clifford's method of graphs; but I aID_not in 
a situation to draw up a statement ·of my researches.~ 

A diagram, a sentence and a logical formula are all of the same 

charactero Each is an iconic representation of the· object of thought. 

The diagram differs from ·the other two ill that its parts are spatially, 

rather than temporallY9 orderede Next the question arises of what? 

exactly, the diagram~ the language and the algebra represent. Peirce 

points out that no matter how complex our diagram becomes, no matter 

hm>J carefully we expand it, the diagram can never show to what it is 

intended to be appliedo Since a diagr~ cannot 9 algebra cannot for 
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algebra is a sort of diagram; since algebra cannot~ a language cannot 

for language is a sort of a1gebrao Thus the referent of a logic is an 

extralogica1 matter and the referent of a language is ~~ extralinguistic 

matter. Reference must be given before 1;he diagram, algebra or language 

can have meaning other than as a closed analytic system. In language 

this step may be taken in any of several 1r/ayso The most common is the 

use of demonstratives which are, so to speak 9 fixed points in our lang-

uage relating it to the world or to whatever world we are discussing. 

Nouns (Peirce calls them "prodemonstratives"), may then be substituted 

for, or attached t0 9 demonstratives and our correspondence is set up. 

The situation with diagrams is exactly analogous. 4 

If upon a diagram we mark two or more points to be identified 
at some future time with objects in nature 9 so as to give the 
diagram at that future time its meaning; ••• the professedly 
incomplete representation resulting may be termed a relative 
. 5 rnema. 

Thus a diagram, or for that matter a language, receives its meaning 

within a context. If there is no context~ no world or worlds to which 

the diagram applies, there is no meaning. Further it is to be noted 

that this meaning can only be given by demonstratives. Thus, even 

though the relationships ~re drawn in the diagram 9 it receives meaning 

only when it is applied to somethingQ 

Peirce's position is, then 9 that a logic diagram is a language 

(or better that a language is a logic diagram) and it is~ when demon-

stratives are substituted for its marks, a representation of reality 

4All of this is said by Peirce inl more technical language, 3.419. 

5peirce9 30420. 
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or ' .... hatever world we are discussing. This description gives the logic 

diagram a very high position of priority among the things philosophers 

ought to be studying in order to understand reality~ We might wish to 

call this position the strong statement of the value of the logic dia-

gram 0 

(b) The \rJeak Statement of the Value of the Logic Diagram 

Many logicians would wish to reject the idea that we think dia-

grruThTlatically and that language and calculus are types of diagrams~ yet 

would wish to retain the logic diagram as a useful device. The starting 

point of such a position would be a statement of the relationship between 

the logical language or algebra and the diagrams. Hocking states this 

relationship in terms of representation .. 

It is possible to represent anything by anything else, 
provided the system of such parts in the given object 
as are significant for the purpose in hand can figd 
corresponding parts in the representative object. 

There is no reason why a diagram would be superior to any other type of 

representation~7 The diagram is chosen for other reasons. There is no 

ontological or epistemological ground common to the diagram and the 

logic. Parts happen to correspond (or are so drawn that they correspond) 

50 the diagram may be used in this way. 

Gardner puts this in another way in his discussion of Verin 

diagrams .. 

What we have been doingg in a sense, is to translate the 
verbal symbols of a syllogism ~nto a problem of topology. 

6Hoc~ing, op. cit., pp. 31-32 .. 

7 Hocking spea.1.cs of "other possible ways of ma.l.{.~ng sensible 9 

these ideal relations" but does not teJ,.1 us what ways he means. F.ocking, 
OPe cit", p. 32. 



Each circle is a closed curve~ and according to the IIJordan
theorem" of topology a closed curve must divide all points
on the plane into those which are inside and those which
are outside the curveo The points inside each circle con
stitute a distinct "set" or "class ll of points. We thus
have a simple geometrical model by means of which we can
show exactly which points lie within or without a given
set. The question now arises, do the topological laws
involved here underlie the logic of class inclusion, or
do the Imvs of class inclusion underlie the topological
la\'lS? It is clearly a verbal question. Neither underlies
the other. We have in the Venn circles and in the syntax
of a syllogism two different \vays of symbolizing the same
structure -- one grammatical? the other geometricalo
Neither, as Pegrce expresses it, is lIthe cause or principle
of the other"~ .

The basic difference between Peirce and Gardner on this point is that

for Peirce the underlying structure symbolized is, itself, "diagrammatic"

in that it represents somethinge For Gardner and Hocking no such des-

cription is, or could be~ made.

Logic diagrams stand in the same relation to logical algebras
as the graphs of curves stand in relation to their algebraic
formulas; they are simply other ways of symbolizing the same
basic structure. 9

Clearly? the parabola and its formula are simply two differ
ent ways·of asserting the same thingo The parabola is a
spatial way of representing an ~guatbon; the equation is an
algebraic expressionofa parabola.

Clearly? for Gardner and most other modern logicians, diagrams and

algebras are simply two languages expressing a basic structure. Neither

comes nearer to expressing that structure; they are of equivalent value

in such expression and are to be judged by other standards.

8
cit.~ 41.Gardner, opo p.

9Gardner, ?p. cit., p. 28.

10 cit., 28.Gardner, Ope p.
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(c) Summary 

A third case might be made: for the uselessness of diagrams 

in the representation of logico A defense of such a position would 

attempt to point to structures within logic which are not~ in fact~ 

represented by the diagrams or, better yet t to show that some logical 

structures are, in principle 9 unrepresentable by any diagram. l1 We 

would reject such a position and point to the work of Venn, Peirce and 

Roberts as a sufficient refutation of it~ We have attempted to show 

12 .that Venn's.diagrams are adequate for the Boole-Schroeder algebra and 

Roberts has pointed out that Peirce is, or may be made~ adequate for the 

proposition calculus and the functional calculus.13 We have also men

tioned attempts to develop diagrams for multi-valued logics,14 for mod

ality~15 and for meta-logico16 Thus we would wish to hold that it is 

(at least on the,present evidence), in principle, possible to develop 

adequate logic diagrams for any system of logic. 

Since we accept this 9 there can be no doubt that we must hold, 

at least, to the weak statement of the value of the logic diagram. 

There is one to one correspondence between certain features of the 

structure of logic and the structure of the diagrams. Otherwise the 

diagrams would not be adequate to represent the logical systemo 

110ne might wish~ for example~ to single out some aspect of a 
logical system and to prove that there is no way in which diagrams could 
be used to represent that aspect. 

1211 2 (c)o 

1311 4 (d). 

1411 4 (e). 

1511 4 (d). 

l61I4 ,(d). 



Finally we must ask about Peirce's strong statement" Is lang-

uage an algebra and algebra a diagram and all thinking diagrammatic? 

A thorough examination of languages g algebras and diagrams in general? 

and of the relationships of these with universes 9 real or ideal 9 and 

of all this with experience would be necessary before this question 

could be answeredo l7 

ive are able 9 at least ~ to accept the weak statement of the 

value of the logic diagram. Gardner has stated this position thus: 

A logic diagram isa two-dimensional geometric figure 
with spatial relations that are is§morphic with the 
structure of "a logical statement"l 

2. The Uses of the Logic Diagram 

(a) In Logic 
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The logic diagram is used within logic primarily for two related 

purposes: the teaching pf elementary logic and the illustration of some 

aspects of logic .. 

At the present time the Venn diagrams are the most popular set 

of diagrams used in the teaching of logic:.. Copi, for example, uses them 

to great advantage. He introduces them to illustrate categorical pro

posi~ions19 but goes on to use them as a simple method of solving cate-

" 1 11' 20 gorlca sy oglsms .. " 

l7peirce saw the importance of such an investigation and began 
it 3 .. 418-3.420, but little further work has been done in this area from 
this point of view. 

18Gardner, OpQ cit., p. 28" 

19C . 
Oplv 



The Venn Diagrams constitute an iconic representation of the 
standard-form, categorical propositions, in which spatial 
inclusions and exclusions correspond to the nonspatial in
clusions and exclusions of classes. They not only provide 
an exceptionally clear method of notation but also are the 
basis for the simplest and most direct method of testing 
the validity of categorical syllogisms, .... 21 

We have already explained this use of the Venn diaeram. Occasionally 

an author~ such as Bittle 9 still uses the Euler diagrams for this pur-

22 pose o 

Diagrams are also used to illustrate many different aspects of 
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logico For example, in the Precis~ Bochenski makes use of the following 

diagrams: 

(1) Gonseth's graphical representation is used to illustrate a truth 

functional calculusQ23 

(2) A square of opposition is used to illustrate the relationships 

between the operators of the same truth functional calculus. 24 

(3) A negative version of squared Venn diagrams is used to illustrate 

class relations~25 

(4) A diagram of functions is used to illustrate individual, plural and 

b " ~ l.:l ".,\0" 26 
~-pLura uescr~p~~ons$ 

(5) A directed network is used to illustrate isomorphic relations.27 

21 
Copi9 opo cit.~ p. 166. 

22 8 Bittle, oP, cit., pp. 1 7 ff. 

23Bochenski, A Precis of Hathematical LogiC, pp. 13-14. 

24B h' k" oc ens ~9 opo cit., p. 140 

25B h" k" oc. ens ~, op_ cit., pp. 56-57. 

26B h'" k" oc. ens.~, opo cit., pp. 68-69$ 

27B h J' k" , OCoL.ens. ~, Ope cit., po 75. 



The question that one must always raise with regard to the use 

of diagrams in logic 9 or anywhere else for that matter~ is whether a 

better diagr~u may not be availableo Gardner~ for example, does not 

feel that the geometric areas of the Venn diagrams adequately represent 

the truth values of propositions~ a~d therefore suggests a networK 

28 
systemo One might vlish to question Bochenski I s use of Gonseth dia-

grams on similar groundso One might also question the value of his 

diagrams used for the representation of classes on the grounds that they 

reverse the accepted conventions of such diagramse 

If diagrams are being used to help students beginning to work in 
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logic it would seem to be important that they should be useful in as many 

situations as possible 9 that they should be simple to use, and that they 

should distort the relations between terms as little as'possible. This 

would make it important for the teacher to use the diagrams which he con-

sidered best after careful examination of various systems with the limita-

tions of the students in mind. One can only suggest that caution should 

be exercised in the use of diagrams. An adequate diagram, well explained, 

can be an invaluable aid; a poor one, or one given without sufficient 

information, will simply add to the confusion. 

Other possible uses of logic diagrams within logic have been 

mentioned from time to time. Note particularly Roberts' suggestion of 

29 the use of e::(Cistential graphs as a calculus.. vie will not discuss 

these uses in this chapter as we are concerned only with the ways in 

which the diagrams are actually used at the present time and not with 

28 cit., 60. Gardner? °E· p .. 

29Roberts, oEo cit"9 pp. 150-256. 



ways in which they might be usedo 

(b) In Mathematics 

Diagrams or graphs with the characteristics of logic diagrams 

are found throughout mathematicse The two areas in which such diagrams 

are used most frequently are theory of graphs and set theory. 

The first paper on theory of graphs was written by the famous 

Swiss mathematician Euler and appeared in 1836.30 It is interesting 

that Euler 9 the midwife of the logic diagram 9 should crop up as well as 

the father of the mathematical grapho The linear graph has exactly the 

appearance of an irregular network logic diagramo Various points called 

vertices are joined by lines called edges. These may be used to diagram 

various situations. One may then develop an algebra for describing 

these graphs~ The kinship of the graphs and the diagrams is particularly 

clear 1.rJhen we turn to directed graphs. Graphs are directed when we may 

move only in a prescribed direction along the edges either by the use of 

vectors or by some other rule~ Despite superficial differences Gardner's 

diagrams are exactly defined as mixed (i.e. directed and non-directed) 

graphs 0 31 Peirce's valency diagrams also b~have exactly like linear 

-2 
non-directed graphs.~ The field of graph theory then is going to be 

very significant for at least some systems of logic diagrams. We have 

already mentioned the Jordan theorem and its importance in understanding 

the basic nature of geometric diagrams. This theorem is a topological 

30This~ of course, was the paper proving that the Itseven bridges 
of K~nigsbergll puzzle was insoluble. 

31I1 4 (e). 

3211 4 (d)" 
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theorem and is developed via theory of graphs. Various other theorems 

may be developed concerning the nature of both network and geometric 

logic diagra~s by means of theory of graphso Thus theory of graphs is 

a valuable instrument for the exact'understanding of logic diagrams 

and for systematizing them. From a mathematical point of view~ a~ 

least? theory of graphs ioJould appear to be preliminary to the study 

of the topological characteristics of logic diagrams and most sorts of 

logic diagrruas would be thought of as examples or illustrations of the 

theory of graphs or objects for analysis of the theory of graphs833 

In set theory the Venn-Euler diagrams are a very valuable in

strument~34 If one is attempting to teach the operations involved in 

set theory one may begin ,with concrete geometric examples. Imagine 

that a set A is the class of all objects having characteristic A. This 

class is represented by a circle or other geometric figure which is 

thought of as containing all the objects ha~ring the characteristic. 

Now one may represent the various operations of set theory by means of 

the diagrams. Thus the diagram for AUB is the same as that for A+B=1 

in Boolean algebraj35 that for AnB the same as that for AB=1,36 etcG 
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33There are relatively few works in this field, especially for 
the general reader. Oystein Ore? Graphs and Their Uses g Toronto: Random 
House? 1963 is useful. In a more popular style is Stephen Barr g Experi
ments in Topology~ New York: Thomas Y. Crowell, 1964 (especially the 
first chapter). 

~I, 

~~Almost every standard work on set theory uses some diagrams. 
\>Je have used Lipschutz, op" cit. ~ because of the author's limited know
ledge of mathematicso 

35Lipschutz, 

36LiPschutz, 

op. 

op" cit., 

p. 178 

p. 18 .. 



Since set theory is now being taught in public school, Venn diagrams have 

found their way into texts for the teaching of elementary arithmetico37 

This leads us to emphasize again the importance of a thorough analysis of 

logic diagrams and of their use in extralogical fields in order that they 

may be used to the greatest advantage and with the utmost accuracyo 

(c) In the Sciences 

Logic diagrams are to be found scattered through many science 

books in widely diversified areas g We have chosen three fields to illus-

trate this: geography 9 psychology~ ~~d electrical engineeringg 

Peter Raggatt, in Locational Analysis of Human Geography~ makes 

use of Venn diagrams to show the relationship between geography and other 

areas of stUdy38 and to illustrate regional geography.39 These diagrams 

would seem to be ideally suited to the latter use since Raggatt is able 

to abstract the topological characteristics of regional geography and to 

represent them with the topological features of Venn diagrams. 

Kurt Lewin attempted to make psychology an exact science and as 

part of this process he used topological models of human behaviour. 

These diagrams included Venn-Euler diagrams, sometimes combined with 

Peirce-like airected graphs, and various other topological structures 

bl . . . d 1· d· 40 resem _~ng, ~n vary~ng egrees, og~c ~agrams. Many, if not all of 

37See for example Eg Po Rosenbaum~ "-The Teachi:ug of Elementar~ 
Hathematics". Scientific American, Vol. 198 9 Number 5~ May 195(), 
pp.62-73. 

38peter Haggatt, Locational ~~alysis in Human Geography, London: 
Edward Arnold Publishers Ltd. i 1965, pp. 14-15. 

39peter Haggatt, OPg cit., pp. 243-245. 

40Kurt Lewin, A Dynruaic Theory of Personality, trans. Donald K. 
Aciams and Karl Zener, New York: M,cGraw Hil19 1935.. Kurt Lewin, Field 
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them 9 might be represented by logic?~ formulae although Le\<lin did not 

do thiso The use of diagrams of this sort has spread 1I/ell beyond Le1:Jin I s 

immediate followers and seems now to be generally accepted in psychology. 

In Psychology: An Introduction to a Behavioral Science?41 for example, 
I 

valency graphs like those of Peirce are used to represent the relation-

ships of patients on wards and to illustrate the principles of group 

. 42 dynarm.cs <> 

In the practical sciences logic diagrams find many uses~ For 

example, the printed electric circuit is patterned exactly like a net-

~ork diagram and the logic diagrams are used to illustrate switching 

circuits in computerso It is significant that both Lyte143 and Philster44 

use Venn and Marquand diagrams for this purposeo This may be evaluated 

in either of two 'vJays depending on 1tJhat we consider the;ir purpose to be G 

A geometrical logical diagram may be thought of as being so remote topo-

logically from an electrical network as to be of very little value as 

illustration; on the other hand 9 the geometric area may be a visualization 

Theory in Social Sciences? ed. Dorwin Cart1!rright ~ New York: Harper & 
Brothers, 19510 Kurt Lewin, Principles of Topological Psychology? trans. 
Frith and Grace Mo Heider~ New York: McGraw Hill g 19360 Kurt Lewin, 
Resolving Social Conflicts? ed. Gertrud IIleiss Le\vin, New York: Harper & 
Brothers, 19480 There is no point in citing page numbers as Lewin's 
diagrams are so integral a part of his system that they appear in every 
chapter and are implied in everything he says. 

4lA standard text selected only because it was close at hand. 

42 
He~ry Clay Lindreu g Donn Byrne and Lewis Petrinovichg Psychology: 

An Introduction to a Behavioral Science, Ne\<1 York: John Wiley & Sons? 
1966, pp. 313, 319 and 413. Venn-like diagrams are presented on pp. 277 
and 4450 

43All~~ Lytel? op. cit., ppo 24-27, 66-69 and 80-82 9 although he 
uses network diagrams as well? pp .. 101-102.' 

44philster, opo cit .. g pp. 48-49. 



of something which in. itself is difficult to understando Thus, properly 

used, such diagra'l1s may help elucidate the subject matter of electrical 

engineering~ but badly used they will add confusion to it. 

Again it should be pointed out that the use of graphs in science 
( 

can be deceptive if they are not accompanied by careful commentary. It 

might also be suggested that scientists should be fruniliar with various 

sorts of graphs so that they may use those IrJhich are clearest 9 simplest 9 

and most adequate for their purpose. 

Cd) In Business 

Logic diagrams can be, and have be,en ~ used outside the academic 

world. One outstanding example of the use of the logic diagram in bus-

iness occurs in an article by Edmund C .. Berkeley called "Boolean'Algebra 

(The Technique for Manipulating 'And', ~'Or'~ 'Not', and Conditions) and 

Applications to Insurance ll •
45 Although Berkeley is using Venn diagrams 

he expands them to incorporate six terms all represented by topological 

areas bounded by only one line by using complicated horseshoe-shaped 

46 h" h t ' . t" t b f " areas, w ~c ena at ~mes 0 e very con us~ng. He also makes 'use 

of irregularily shaped areas to represent unknowns. 47 To ~ake it clear 

just how powerful these diagrams are in practical situations within bus-

iness~ we will simply give.~ vJithout working out~ two of the problems to 

which Berkeley applies them: 

45Edmund Co Berkeley 9 "Boolean Algebra (The Technique for Mani
pulating e./1.ndo, 'Or', 'Not' ~ and Conditions) And Applications to Insurance", 
The Record of the American Institute of Actuariest·Vol. 28, Number 3, 
October? 1937~ pp. 373-4l4~ 

46 
BerkeleYt op. cit., p. 399. 

47Berkeley, op" 'ci to 9 p. 400. 



Problem 1: P,n employer has a contributory group insurance 
contract. On any given date, what are the possible statuses 
of those of his employees who are not insured with reference 
to: bleing eligible for insurance; having turned in an applica
tion for insurance; having the application for insurance 
approved; requiring a m~dicalexamination for insurance? 
Assume: 

1. Any employee~ to be insured,'must be eligible for 
insurance~ must make application for insurance, and must have 
such application for insurance approvedc 

2~ Only eligible employees may apply for insurance o 

30 The application of any person eligible without medical 
examination is automatically approved. 

40 (Naturally) an application, can only be approved if the 
application is madeo 

5Q (Naturally) a medical examination wt~l not be required 
from any person not eligible for insurance •. 

Problem 3: (Joint Associateship Examination, 1935, Part 5~ 
question 9E): Certain data obtained from a study of a group 
ofl?OOO employees in a cotton mill as to their race~ sex, and 
marital state were unofficially reported as follows: 
525 colored lives; 312 male lives; 470 married lives; 
42 colored males; 147 married colored; 86 married males; 
25 married colored males. Test this classification to deter
mine whethe~ the numbers reported in the various groups are 
consistent" ·9 

These are no remote arguments that the diagrams are being used to test 

but the sort of problems that an insurance company might meet in the 

field0 This would suggest that the Venn diagram, and perhaps some of 
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the other diagrams, might well be studied by business and industry as a 

problem solving methodo 

(e) Summary 

Anything that may be treated by means of logical symbols is 

amenable to some type of logic diagram. This means that the diagrams 

will be useful in the examination of any type of argumentative or 

48 
Berkeley~ opo cit.~ p. 405-4040 

49BerkeleYt 0E. cit. t po 409. 
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deductive thinking. The various diagrams are not of equal use in 

treating such ,deductionso Some arguments are more clearly understood 

with symbolic notation but the diagra~s are very useful in a surprising 

number of cases. We have mentioned a broad. cross-section of such cases 

in this section and suggested that there are many other areas in which 

the diagrams might find useo We add again, however, that the user of 

the diagrams must exercise cautiono We now turn to methods of evaluating 

the diagrams~ which methods ~ill give the users of these diagrams in-

struments for checking the adequacy of their diagrams~ 

30 The Evaluation of the Logic Diagram 

(a) Iconicity50 

There must be a one to one correspondence of the structure to be 

represente~ and the structure representing. This is intuitively obvious 

but might easily be proven. Le,t us use a Venn5l diagram to represent a 

number of classes and let the classes to be represented be ~~ ~~ £, 0 

!!, and the elements (e.go the geometric areas) of the diagram which are 

to represent these classes ~ I ~ E. i, .£ it. • • !! '-I. where n is the same 

numerically as n l
• The number of elements in the diagram is clearly 

50llIconu is Peirce's term and is defined at 2.247. 

An Icon is a sign which refers to the Object that 
it denotes merely by virtue of characters of its own~ and 
vlhich it possesses, just the same, whether any such object 
actually exists or nato It is true that unless there 
really is such an Object the Icon does not act as a sign; 
but this has nothing to do with its character as a signo 
Anything whatever? be it quality, existent individual, or 
law, is an Icon of anything, in so far as it is like that 
thing and used as a sign of ito 

51This section deals particularly with the Venn diagramo Similar 
p!'oofs might be given for other systems. We are also assuming in this 
case that the terms stand for classes. If the terms stand for something 
other than classes similar proofs may be constructed. 



less than the number of classes to be represented. Now we must be able 

to represent any subclass made up of any combination of classes ioeo 

(abc Q • Q n) ~ -(abc .... Q Ii) .... (abc • • .. Ii), (abc 0 " .. Ii) as well 

as subclasses composed of combinations excluding some of the possible 

classes between a and no There are only three sorts of propositions 
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that may be made about the subclasses containing ~ terms: 1) (abc . .. • n)=O, 

2) (abc " .. .. n)=l and, 3) (abc • .. ~ n)~Oo In the first case we must shade 

out the compartment representing (abc • . .. n); in the second we must shade 

out everything but this compartment; in the third we must make a mark of 

some sort in the compartment. Now we may pair off the elements of the 

diagram with the classes, !!' wi th ~, .!?, t with £? .£0 with.£, • .. • !! I -1 vIi th 

n-l. We are left with the unrepresented class no Thus there can be no 

compartment representing the subclass (abc .. .. .. n). Therefore to be ade-

quate the diagram must contain at least as many elements as there are 

classes or terms to be represented. 

Further, the diagram must represent the classes. That is? it must 

be understood that the element a' represents the class ~, the element b V 

represents the class .!?" etc. This qualification is trivial but it is also 

significante It is trivial in that all it means is that a diagram, the 

elements of which do not represent anything? is useless. A diagram must 

be attached by means of what Peirce ~a11s "fixed points" to the universe 

which the diagram representsg 52 Thus the various subdivisions of the 

diagram are iconic in that they stand for something extradiagrammatico 

Iconicity in this sense is the primary requirement of the logic 

52See particul~ly Peirce, 3.419 in this regard. 



diagrw~o Without it the diagram is irrelevant; with it even an inade-

quate diagram may have some value. There must be a correspondence of 

the diagram ~rith the elements to be represented and the representation 

must ta..~e place. 

(b) Abstraction 

What if there are a greater number of elements in the diagram 

than there are elements to be represented? Does this shatter the dia-

grams iconicity? It does not. Suppose that the elements ~~ £9 £i ••• 

n are to be represented by a diagram having the elements ~v, £', £I~ • 

~I~ ~I+lo We must be able to represent the subclasses 'derived in the 

last section when they are equal to 1 or to 0 or when they are not equal 

to 00 Let· the subclass (abc 0 • .. n)=O. This includes two compartments 

\.;hich must in conjunct.ion equal 0: a', b v, C I ~ • • • n', en i +1) and a o? b', 

c l ~ •• " n', (nl+l).. Thus: 

(abc .. • " n [n+l]) + (abc • • • n [n+l]) = 0 
([n+l] + [n+l] ) (a be" ... n) = 0 
But x+x = 1 

(abc • • .. n) = 0 

Thus the introduction into the diagram of an element, n'+l, which is not 

needed to represent the classes does not affect the iconicity of the dia-

gram, as its effect cancels itself out. It does however violate the 

principle of abstraction. 

The principle of abstraction as giv~n by Hocking attempts to 

include iconicity.. It· is evident? however, that Hocking's major concern 

is the reduction of the elements of the diagram to the bare essentials: 

Go.if a representation is to be of any value~ it must have 
the force of an abstractionQ That is to saY9 while it must 
be rich enough in prominent features to correspond to the 
entire system which our purpose defines, it must be poor 



enough to distract us as little as possible with other 
features. The primary recommendation of the graph in 
logic, in contrast to other possible ways of making 
sensible these ideal relations~ is that it is almost 
poor enough to tell nothing but the truth. • • • We do 
not need to exert a great additional heave of abstraction 
from the graph in order that it may aid in di\3criminating 
the logic of a situation from its psychology.)3 
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Abstraction is the complement to iconicity. Iconicity gives the 

lower limit of the elements of the diagram; abstraction gives their upper 

limit. If a diagram violates the principle of iconicity it is inadequate 

because it cannot deal with all the elements that it must represent; if 

it violates the principle of abstraction it becomes unnecessarily con-

fusing. Thus iconicity and abstraction together define the diagram with 

regard to its elements. 

(c) Proportion 

Hocking lists proportion as a secondary value of diagrammatic 

t t · . 1 . 54 represen a ~on ~n og~c~ Once the correspondence is established be-

tween the elements of the diagra'l1 and the elements represented 9 it may 

be desirable to establish a correspondence between the relationships of 

the elements of the diagram and the relationships of the elements re-

presented, and between second degree relationships~ etc. The two most 

important logical relations (i.e. relationships between terms or classes) 

that may be illustrated by means of diagrams are connotative rank' and 

connotative kinship~ These have already been discussed and'the limits 

of the diagrams' representational ability established with regard to 

53Hocking~ op. cit., p. 32. 

54 ' See II 2 (h). HockingUs major aim was to show to what degree 
prop0:':"~ion ""as possible in a geometric diagram .. 



rank and kinship for the geometric diagram$ The more nearly that a 

diagr&~ is able to approximate representation of connotative rank and 

kinship in the relationships of its parts w~ile remaining iconic and 

abstract the more adequate the diagram will be. 

(d) Simplicity 

It is obvious that the rules of operation applying to the diagram 

should be as simple as possible and that the diagram itself should be 

uncluttered and should use as few basic devices as possible. A Venn 

diagram for three terms can give the solution of an Aristotelian syllo-

gism much more easily than the clumsy devices of nineteenth-century 

logicQ55 A Peirce diagr~~9 as Roberts has shown t is easily used as a 

calculus~ in many cases more easily than the complicated apparatus of 

formal symbolic logicQ56 When diagrams lose simplicity~ as Hocking;s 

do57 for example, they lose their value as logic diagrams for we then 

see things not about logic but about diagrams. It is to be noted that 

Peirce requires simple diagrams for logical analysis in order to arrive 

at the most basic relationso58 Thus an adequate logic diagram (i.e. one 

which has iconicity, abstraction and proportion) which is simple is to be 

preferred to one that is complex whether the diagram is to be used as an 

example g a calculus or an instrument of logical analysisD 

(e) Purpose 

One very important element in the evaluation of logic diagrams 

that is easily overlooked is the purpose for which those diagrams were 

551I 2 (c). 

5611 4 Cd). 

57Hocking was of course aware of this. He did not mean to have 
his diagrams used in practical problems 9 II 2 (h). 

58
r1 4 (d). 
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intended~ The simplest and most iconic diagram, if it serves the purpose 

for ,,,,hich it was intended, is to be more highly evaluated than one that 

does not serve its purpose. Thus an engineer attempting to approximate 

an electrical network on paper would be better advised to use a Gardner 

network th~~ a Venn diagramQ On the other hand 9 a teacher attempting to 

corr~unicate the nature of the networks in computers might wish to give a 

two~dimensiona1 model in order to give a fresh point of view of the 

relationships involved and would then be better off to use a Venn diagram 

than a Gardner network~ A logician teaching elementary logic would find 

Venn's diagrams much more useful than Peirce's (at least in this author's 

opinion) but if the srune logician were developing a diagrammatic calculus 

he \.,rQuld find Peirce conven{ent and Venn confusing. This standard of 

evaluation is, to some degree, subjective but it is important and valid. 

(f) Summary 

The methods of evaluating any particu~ar system of logic diagrams 

may be reduced to a number of rules: 

Rule 1: Any logic diagram must be iconic. 

Rule 2: Any logic diagram must be useful for the purpose to which it is 

being turned. 

These are the primary requirements of the logic diagram and if either or 

both of these rules is broken the diagram may be judged to be inadequatew 

Rule '3= Any logic diagram must accommodate the least necessary number of 

terms .. 

This is the rule of abstraction .. 

Rule 4: Any logic diagram should display proportion whenever possible. 
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Rule ·5: Any logic diagram should be as simple as possible in appearance 

and operation. 

These rules form a hierarchy. The first two are absolutely 

essential for adequate diagramsG The third is logically possible when-

ever the first applies and should thus always be carri,ed outQ The last 

two are not essential to a diagram's being useful but the nearer that 

the diagram approaches the achievement of these ideals the more adequate 

it becomes. It may, at times, be necessary to sacrifice rule four for 

the sake of rule five or vice versa. Thesle then are the five basic 

points on which the logj,c diagram ought to be evaluated and these should 

be taken into consideration whenever diagra~s are to be used. 

4. The Central Issues Raised by this Paper 

(a) Quantification of the Predicate 

In the time of Boole, de Morgan, and Hamilton the question of 

whether the predicates of propositions were to be quantified became a 

central issue for everyone interested in the use of logic diagra~s. In 

Euler~59 of course, predicates were not quantified as he used only the 
I 

basic Aristoteli~~ propositions in his syllogisms: 

All A are B 
No Ii. are B 
Some A are B 
Some A are not B 

Hamilton60 attempted to extend 'the capacity of logic to represent 

arguments by developing these four basic propositions into eight: 

5911 2 (a). 

6°11 2 (a) and II 5 (a). 



All A is all B 
All A is some B 
Some B is all A 
Any A is not any B 
Some A is some B 
Any A is not some B 
Some B is not any A 
Some A is not some B 

vIe have attempted to show that this group of propositions is neither 

as comprehensive nor as simple as possible from Vennos point of view$61 

One major reason for this problem is the failure of Venn to come to 

grips with the representation of particular propositions.62 This ma~es 

it impossible to manipulate his diagrams in order to solve problemso 

Even while Hamilton was attempting? unsuccessfully, to quantify 

the predicate; a new approach \>las being developed by Boole. Boole 

applied mathematical techniques to logic. Although Boole is beyond the 

scope of this paper de Morgan and Venn represent two distinct mathe-

matical systems of logic based more or less on Boole and are within our 

jurisdiction. 

63 De Morgan, too 9 derives eight propositions from all possible 

combinations of the bracke'ts ,and dots in his system: 

x) )y 
X). (y 
xC. )y 
X«y 
xC. (y 
XOy 
X)(y 
X). )y 

Obviously all "predicates" are quantified. In fact there is no subject 

61 ' 
II 2; (a). 
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62I1 2 (c). 
position" 

A more important reason is the weakness of HamiltonOs 
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or predicate but simply tltlO terms which may be reversed: X))Y is 

equivalent to Y«X. Of these eight propositions X(.(Y has no equivalent 

in Hamilton's system and X).)Y is equivalent to both "All X is not some 

y1l and IISome Y is not any XII. De Morgan's system seems to solve the 

problem of the quantification of the predicate by eliminating the predi-

cate entirely" There are two problems \vith this vie1r/$ De Morga.1"J. v s dots 

fu~d brackets constitute a private language understandable only after con-

siderable study and practi.ce - and Boole had already discovered a simpler 

calculus. }urther 9 de Morgan's system is a closed system drastically 

limiting the number of propositions that can be expressed. In Boole's 

system the number of possible propositions expressible is unlimited. 

Boole used the symbols of elementary algebra for his calculus 

d V f 11 d h · 1 I V 64 . d M th bl an enn 0 owe ~s examp e~ n enn 9 as ~n e organ t e pro em 

of the quantification of the predicate is solved by the elimination of 

the predicate as an element of the logic system. For Venn, however, 

there are no general basic propositions. One could not say that x=l 

\<{as more basic than (x+y)=l.. They are both simply propositions. Thus~ 

in Boolean algebra~ the problem vanishes. The problem is basically one 

which arises when one attempts to develop a "class inclusion and ex-

clusion" system of logic but does so retaining the language of traditional 

"predicative" logico 65 When one develops such a view from scratch~ as in 

de Morgan, or when one begins with a r'compartmental" or "existential" 

View,66 the problem of whether or not to quantify the predicate and how 

to do so disappears. 

6411 2 (c) .. 

65These are Venn's terms~ discussed in II 2 (a). 

66 These are also Venn's terms and are discussed in II 2 (c). 



(b) Existence 

Several other related problems have been raised in this paper: 

-I-h t" f th "t'"al" t f I;h A "t" 67 th " e ques ~on 0 e ex~s ent~ ~mpor 0 ~ e propos~ J.on, e 

question of the implications of specific propositions with regard to 

eXistence,68 the' question of the relationship of logic to realitY969 

etc. These problems are all bound up in one difficult question that 

transcends logic but is still a most important question for it: what 

exists? This problem might be briefly stated as follmvs: what sort 

of proposition must we be given before we can derive the existence of 

something from that proposition? We have seen a variety of views in 

this papero 

The first such view is that supported by the Euler diagrams5 70 

If these diagrams are valid representations of Aristotelian logic the 

moment that we are given a particular proposition we know that the 

subject, at least t existso This is true for any particular proposition. 

Thus "Some unicorns have one horn" means "there is at least one unicorn 

having one horn II 0 This vie\'i is strengthened when ~ v s are used as in 

Venn, to indic<;lte ° and I propositions. If this view is rigorously 

maintained logic is separated from reality and becomes a game played 

with concepts~ or the term "reality" is broadened to allow talk about 

unicorns or anything else that we wish to say exists. 

The second view concerning existence is that of Jevons. 7l For 

67particularly in II 2 (a) and II 2 (f). 

68II2 (a), II 2 (c)? II 2 (f)9 II 3 (b), II 5 (a). 

69Although this was mentioned often specific attention was dra~m 
to the problem in II 4 Cd) and III 1 (a). 

70II 2 (a) .. 

7l 1I 2 (c). 
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Jevons every term must have existential import. Thus A=Ab tells us 

not only.that there are A's and that these AQ s are not BOs but also 

that there are Bls and, obviously, that these B's are not A's. This 

would seem to mean that the moment a term is introduced into a pro-
, 

position we are committed to the existence of the things represented 

by that term. It is interesting that this is not so for the negative 

of such terms. Thus from A=AB 9 B=BC and C=Ca.we may derive ABC but not 

abc. It makes no difference to J evons wha t we are talking about: it 

exists. 

A third view t in many 'tlays the most moderate of those presented, 

is that of Venn0 72 ior Venn the universe of discourse, everything there 

iS t is represented by the number 10 In other words 9 (x+x)(y+y) •• Q 

(n+n)=lo If this is so something must exist. Thus, although we are 

uncertain whether x=O or x=O these cannot both be true.. This is simply 

the law of excluded middle and it would seem to be an absolute for all 

geometric diagrammatic systems •. If the law of excluded middle does not 

apply in any system of logic the diagrams of Euler, Venn, Marquand, 

Macfarlane, etc. are useless. If, then, we are given the proposition 

II All unicorns are ... fhi te" there must be either unicorns or things which 

are not unicorns. For Venn particular propositions have the same 

implications that they did for Euler. This is, perhap~ why Venn tends' 

to shun particular pr'opositions and the problems they present. 

Another complication is added to this problem by the view of 

Lewis Carroll. 73 For Carroll the A proposition implies the existence 

72Also II 2 (c). 

73I1 2 (f). 
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of its sub,ject. This view is in direct opposition to both Aristotelian 

logic find BooleAn Algehrl'l.. If we accf-!pt Carroll, Aristotelians .<;\re 

mistAken with even such a simple argument as Barbnra: As well as "all 

A are B and all Bare C ,'. all A are C" we are able to wri te "al.1 A ~re 

B and all Bare C ... some A are C". This ,,,ould put 11S in the position 

of affirmi.ng the existence of the subject of every proposition except 

the universal negative and thus of affirming the existence of some pS'!.r-

ticulRr thing in every argument. 

The one thing which is common to all of these views is the fact 

that something must exist. So far as Euler, Jevons, Venn and Carroll 

are concerned if nothing exists we are caught in a contradiction. For 

example «AvB). ( ... A). ( ... B» does not give the conclusion "there is nothing" 

but rather "there is a contradiction in the premises". At first this may 

not be apparent from the diagrams: given «AvB).(-A).(-B» we ought to 

be able to shade out first (-A .... B) then (A ... B). (A.B) and finally (-A.B). 

This gives us a diagram with no contents. But it is not so simple. A 

dis.gram shaded out is precisely equivalent, according to Peirce, to no 

diagram a.t all. This diagram, a blank page, represents Peirce' s absurd 

universe and is read "nothing exists". But all absurd un.iverses are 

equivalent; thus the introduction of terms is impossible. 74 This means 

that a diagram consisting of compartments completely shaded out cannot 

represent the absurd universe, but it cannot represent anything else. 

This leads to the inevitable conclusion that such a diagram does, in 

fact, mean that there is a contradiction in the premises and that either 

a correction of the premises is in order clr we must erase the entire 

74II 4 (d) and II 2 (a) and (c). 



diagrAm. Thus we must say that something exists whenever we have at 

least one premise and no contradictions. 
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The disagreements among the various logicians discussed above 

R.re as to what exists and We have already mentioned the various alterna

tives suggested by them. 

Logic applies, presumably, to all languRge, not just to language 

about the real world of existent things whatever that may be. But as we 

hAve said, for logicians using diagrams, something exists the moment a 

proposition is produced. All of this discussion of existence in logic 

serves the purpose of showing that those logicians who rely on diagrams 

seem to have a different meaning for the ,,,ord "existence" than that which 

we normally use. For these logicians existence represents a certain 

logical state of affairs and not necessarJLly a fact of experience. 

All of this presupposes the validity of the logic diagram, and 

even more specifically the geometric diagram, as an instrument for re

presenting the propositions of logic. The position is not universally 

accepted but it is incumbent on its critics to show either the invalidity 

of the diagrams in logic or the invalidity of logic as an abstraction 

from language. Peirce believed, as we haye shown, that neither of these 

could be demonstrated and that language was actually diagrammatic. 75 

If he was correct I can see no conclusion other than that above dis

tinguishing two distinct uses of the word "exist": one referring to 

logical "existence", one to factual existEmce. 

5. Conclusion 

There are many other problems in 1:he field of the logic diagram: 

751II 1 (a). 
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the relationship of gpometric, linear and nehlOrk diagrams topologically, 

the relationship of diagrams to contemporary logic, and especially the 

relationship between diagrams, logic and language. Although these 

questions are beyond the scope of this plllper it is hoped that their 

significance was demonstrated. 

It ha.s been the author's hope at least to raise the issues 

surrounding the logic diagram and thus to open up a fascinating and 

much neglected field for the reader. It has, further, been his hope 

tha.t in the logic diagram the reader will discover a powerful tool for 

manipu.lating ideas and discovering inconsistencies in arguments. These 

are, however, lofty aims and the writer will be satisfied if some future 

researcher finds it useful to have all of' the various sy.tems of logic 

diagrams collected and described in one paper. 
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Diagram I Pre-Eulericm Diagrams 

b) 

COMe/VSitJl? 
p 

f 

a), b) and c) Mediaeval diagrams or" categoricai syllogisms 

d) Bruno's diagram containing a), b) and c) above and encircling them. 
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Diagram II Euler's System .• Basic Diagrams 

a) 

A B 

c) d) 

08 ~ 
B 

B 

o 
a) A. 

b) B 

c) All A is B 

d) No A is B 

e) Some A is B; Some B is Ai Some B is not A; Some A is not B 

f) Some A is not B 

g) All A is B; Some B is A; Some B is not A 



Dia.gram III Euler's System -. Use of Diagrams 

a) 
~ 

o 
. ) 

---..._---y 

b) Or" c) or 

l_-----,y 

d) e) o r 

f) Or 

fJ 

a) All A fs B b), c) and d) No A is B 
No C is B Some C is B 
.-; No A is C .'. Some C is not A 

e), f) and g) All A is B 
No C is A 
. '. No conclusion 

/ ' 



Diagram IV ~uler's System - The Use of the Asterisk 

c) 

A 

Or' 

aJ Some B is C 

e), f)· and g) test of: 
Some A is B 
No B is C 
... Some C are not A 

Con~lusion is invalid in f) 

h) or 

b), c) and d) No A is B 
Some Bare C 
:,No conclusion 



Diagram V Hamilton's Interpretation of Euler's Basic Terms 

A 

a) All B is A 

c) Some A is B 

A 
b) E 

B 

o 

b) NO' A is B 

d) Some A is not B 



DiegrRl1l VI Hamilton's Hepresentation of Particular Propositions 
Using Euler's Diagrams 

a) b) 

o 
a), b), c), d), e) Some S are M 

g), h) Some Mare P 

j) Some M are not P 

(I) 

-P) 

M 

o 

f) SlOme S are not M 

i), k), 1), n), 0) Some Mare S 

m) Siome Pare H 

/ 



! 

Diagram VII Hamilton's Extension of Euler's Diagrams to Sorites 

B 

a) All A is the same as B b) All E is D 
All B is the same as C All D is C 
All C is the same as D All C is B 
All D is the same as E All B is A 
.'. All A is the same as E :.All E is A 

c) E is the same as·D 
D :i.e the same as C 
C is the same as B 
B is the same as A 
No A is P 
".No E is P 



Diagram VIII Hamilton's Extensi.on of Euler's Diagrams 
to Include the Relations of Concepts 

e.) 

a) Exclusion 

c) Subordination 

" 

00 
o 

b) C:oI:htension 

d) CoBrdination 

e) Intersection, or partial co!nclusion and partial coijxclusion 



cd 

a) All C 

c) AnyC 

Diagram IX Hamilton's Extension of Euler's Diagrams 
to Include the Quantification of the Predicate 

A 

r 

c 
c 

is all r b)' All C is some A 
Some A is all C 

is not any D d) Some C is some B 
Pmy C is not Some B 
Some B is not any C 
Some C is not some B 



Diagram X Jevons' Improvement of Euler's Diagrams
for the I and 0 Propositions

/

0)

A A

a) Some A are not B (Euler)

c) Some A are B (Euler)

b) Some A are not B (Jevons)

d) e) Some A are B (Jevons)



Diagram XI Venn's Restatement of 1!.uler's Basic Diagrams 

c) 

A 

A 

a) All A is all B 

c) Some A is all B 

e) Any A is not a:ny B 

B 

0) 

b) AlIA is some B 

d) Some A is some B 



Diagram XII Carroll's Interpretation of Euler's Basic Diagrams 

c) 

)( )( 

a) All x are y; No x are not-y; Some x are y; Some yare not-x; 
Some not-yare not-x; No not-yare x; Some yare X; Some not-x 
are y; Some not-x are not-y 

b) All yare x; No yare not-x; Some yare x; Some x are not-y; 
Some not-x are not-y; No not-x are Yi Some. x are Yi Some not-y 
are xi Some not-yare not-x 

c) All x are not-y; No x are y; Some x are not-y; Some yare not-x; 
Some not-x are not-y; No yare x; All Yare not-x; Some not-y 

are Xi Some not-yare not-x 

d) Some x are y; Some x are not-y; Some not-x are y; Some not-x 
are not-y; Some yare X; Some not-yare x; Some yare not-x; 
Some not-yare not-x 



Diagram XIII Peirce t s Interp:tete.tion of Euler's System 

s p 

p 

o 

o 

a) Entire ignorance b) Any P is S 

c) No S is P d) There is no P 

e) Any S is P f) S and P are identical 

g) Tflere is no S h) ~~here is neither S nor P 



Diagram XIV Lewis' Restatement of Euler's Basic Diagrams 

a) All a is b 

c) Some a is b 

b) No a is b 

,d) !Some a is not b 



Diagram XV ~uler's System - Inadequacies 

q) b) c) 

a) Some A is C 

b) Some C is A 

c) to i) Some A is B 
Some B is not C 
. '. No conclusion 



Diagram XVI Maass' Basic Diagrams 

Q. 

, , , , 
c) 

a 

a) a 

, , , , , , , , , , 
\ 

X{ , , 
\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ , 

\ , 
\ 

c) a includea k but maY' also 
include)" 

.) na represents not a 

a 

d) ilL includes k ltut may onlY' 
includefl·· 



I 
I 

, 

, , 
, , , 

c) 

a) 

, , , , , 

/ 

, , 

I , , 

I 

, , , 

, , 

/ 
I 

I 

a) All a is .. 

Diagram XVII 

, 
\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

\ , 
\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 

c) Some a is .. 

e) a is subsumed under D 

Propositionl:l in Maass' System 

0) No a is • 



Diagram XVIII 

er) 

, ,/' 

" " 

, 
.. ,.' , 

, ",,' 
" ,,' " , 

, 
" 

,', 
, ,-/ 

a) a is subsumed under c 
'b is au.sumed under c 

c) Same as W a.ove 

Maass' Diagrams in Use 

.) No a is 'b 
No • is c 



Diagram XIX Jevons' Method of Verification 

a) 
(2) I ::~ 1(1) 

Abc 
aBC 
aBc 
abC 
abc 

c) ABC 

(1) I ~ j(2) 
aBC 

a) A=Ab (1) 
C=aC (2) 
.'. C=BC·'·bC 

abC 
abc 

c) A=AB (1) 
B=BC (2) 
".ABC exists 

. (~~ ~~ (2) 

( 3) ...----aJ:iiI:T----' 

b) A=Ab (1) 
lB=Bc (2) 
lB=AB (3) 

abC 
abc 

.. ,B does not exist 

. '. the premises are contradictory 

.';)~) . 



c.) 

U 

Fl.) two term diR.gram 

c) . four term rliP.l.gram 

e) six term diRgram 

') . 

z. 

-v 

b) three term diagram 

d) five termdiaeram 



Diagram XXI Venn's Proof that Logic Diagrams are Infinitely Extensible 

a) four terms 

b) fi ve terms 



::> .:; .' 

Diagram XXII Propositions in Venn's System 

)( )( 

a) xY=O b) x=y 

c) x=y+z d) :x:(y+z)=1 



Diagram XXIII Comparison of ~uler's and Venn's DiagrRms
)(

a) Noy is z
All x is Y
,', No x is z

d)

b) yz=O
xj=O
,', xz=O

c) All x is either y and z or not 1
If any xy is z then it is W
No wx is yz
,', No x is Y

d) x[(yz)+y]=O
xyzw=O
wxyz=O
,'.xy=O



DirlgrAm XXIV Visual Aia as a Function of Venn Diagrams 

a) x:yz=O 
yzw=O 
zwy=O 
wx:y=O 

b) y[(xz)+(zx)]=O 
wx[ (xz)+(xz)]=O 
xy(ru)=0 
Y2,(X+W)=0 



Diagram XXV Venn's Representation of Particular Propositions 

L 

G+L=l 
(00:.) (~]')=O 
(G+L) (EF)=O 

GLEIO (1) 
GLFIO (2) 
GErIO (3) 
LEF#'O (4) 

E 



Diagram XXVI Carroll's Interpretation of Venn's Basic Diagrams 

a) Some x is y 

b) No x is Y 

c) All X is Y 



Diagram XXVII Peirce's Modification of Venn's Diagrams -
Non-existential Propositions 

a) All Mare P 
All S are M 

0) All Mare P 
All .. S are M 

5 

b) No M are P 
All S are M 

d) No Mare P 
All -S are M 

f1 



Diagram XXVIII Peirce's Modificationr. of Venn's Diagrams -
Existential Propositions 

a) s p s p 

s p s f 

e) s f 

a) Some S is not P 

b) Some S is P 

c) There is something besides S and P 

d) No S is not P (the precise denial of a) 

e) No S is P (the precise denial of b) 

f) There is nothing besides S and P (the :precise denial of c) 



Diagram XXIX Peirce' Ii Modification lof Venn' iii Diagrams 
- Rules of Operation 

a) and b) "All S is P and Some P is S" c~an be transformed to "Either All 
S is P or Some S is P and Some S is P I:>r All S is pIt 

c) and d) "Either Some SP is M or All M iii SvP and Some MP is S or All P 
is MvS" is transformable into "Either Some S1> is M or All P is MvS" 

e) and f) "Either All S is PvM or Some PH is S, and Some SM is P and All 
M is SvP" is transformable into "Some S is P" 

g) and h) "Either All S is P or Some P ils S and either No S is P or No 
S is P" is transforma.ble into "MSP::O or MSP::O; and N$'=O or MS.P=O; 
and M§~=O or MsP::Oi ~d MsP=O or ~P=O; and MSP=O_~ Some 8M is P or 
Some SM is P; and MSP::O, or Some' SM is P or Some SM i8 pIt 



Diagram XXX Peirce's Modification of Venn's Diagrams - Use 

t1 

f 

M n 

s 

f s 

s 

s 

s 

a) to m) Peirce's proof that a conclusion may be reached with two 
particular premises. 

f 

p 



Diagram XXXI 

'A 

Peirce's Hodification of Venn's Diagrams -
Disjunction of Conjunctions 

a) Either some A is B while ever~thing is either A or B, or else all 
A is B while some B is not A. 

b) Same as a) with the inclusion of a ''Universe of HyPothesis" in 
the diagram. 



Diagram XXXII 

A 

Peirce's Modification of Venn's Diagrams -
Minimal Multitudes 

A 

a) There are at least four A's. 

b) There are not as many as four A'x. 



Diagram XXXIII Lewis' Reiteration of Venn's Diagrams 

1 
!J) 

-q 
-tf-h 

G) 

e) 

a) One term 

b) Two terms 

c) Three terms 

d) Four terms 

e). Five terms 



~--.. _--- ---- 7,) .. 

Diagram XXXIV Lewis' Method of Diagramming Particular Propositions 

a) ab/O 

b) ab;lO 



Diagram XXXV Gardner's Application of Venn's Circles to Disjunction

a) All X are either Y or Z (inclusive "or")

b) All X are" either Y or Z (exclusive "or")



Diagram XXXVI Gardner's Adaption of Venn's Diagrams 
to Numerical Syllogisms 

c 

There are at least ten A's of which four are B's 
Eight A's are C's 

.'.At least two B's are CiS 



Diagram XXXVII Gardner's Adapt,ation of Venn's Circles 
to the Propositional !Calculus I 

6) A 

c 

e) 

C-

a) A .) ··A 

c) .A,:::)B d) A .... B 
. 

e) B:JA f) B.-A 

g) AvB .) -·A.-B 



a) A$B 

c) AlB 

e) A=$ 

,) A.B 

Diagram XXXVIII Gardner's Adaptation of Venn's Circles 
to the Propositional Calculus II 

c) 

e) 

f) M=B 

.) AlB 



a) 

b) 

Diagram XXXIX Gardner's Use of Venn Diagrams for the Solution 
of Problems in the Propositional Calculus 

b) A 

c 

Av ... B c) lpB 
lB$C 

lPA Ave 
(:PA 
. I, A ... B .... C 



Diagram XL Gardner's Method of Diagramming Compound Statements 
with Venn's Diagrams 

C 

II C. 

(AvB);:,(BvC) 



Diagram XLI Application of Venn Diagrams to Boolean Propositions

o

c

a) (A+B)=O b) (A-B)=A(l-B)=O

c) AB=O d) A-
:8=1

e) ~-l :. A=B
C-

.'. AB=C t) 0 (where n=f[A(B+C)])OA=n



Diagram XLII Diagram Representing FUnctions 

A 

f(A)=B [where A=(a,b,c,d) and B=(x,;y,z)J 



Diagram XLIII Marquand's Basic Diagrams 

A a 

b) A a 

8 

b 

A A q a 

c) C C c 
Co 

e D 

B d 

b rJ 
;;l) One term diagram 

J, J 
b) Two term diagram 

I 

c) Four term diagram 



Dirle;r<'l.m XJ .. IV r1~rqmmd 's EXA.mple 

}~xf<lmple of Marqwmd' 6 diagrams in use 



DiagrA.m XLV Milcfarlane's Logical Spectrum 

I 

-. , 
~ ...q ~ ~ 

\:s' 
.... , 

'\:S "q I:S 

c.) . 

, , , .... 
\l \.l I.J \J \I \I' 

V I.J - , ... .. 
~ 4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ I::i 

, .. .... .... 
I::i ~ ~ " ~ ~ 

.... ... ., ~ 
.. ... ... 

~ ~ ~ "" ~ ~ ~ .... ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .... ... ... 
\J \I \) \I \I " \I .. \I Il \I \:l \,) \l \l \) .... ~ 

4 .... ... .... 
~ - -. 

~ ..-S:) ~ ~ ~ -.S) ~ ~ ~ ~ -Q ... ~ ~ - .. ... ... .... ~ 
~ \t 1::5 ~ 'IS '\S \l '\:S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

a) One term b) Two terms 

c) Three terms d) Four terms 



U ax + by = c 
U dx - ey = f 
soLving for 1£ and X. 

~---.".-
.. 

\3 ------".-' 

~--------------~ 

0------

a-------.",.:::::.. 
.~---.,...-.. 

.. 
u -------:="'" 

"tJ ---:-''-

\.I -----:::--

'"tT---::-::: 

~ 

.. 
0 

is 

':Q 

-.". 

CJ 

.". 

o· 

" "u 

"tT 

-0 

u -----=--'--



Dlr:tgI'R.m XLVII Ca.rroll's GHme of Logic

>(

y m '/'
--

XI~
-. ~. ~ _.

I
X

I
y.-r-y'~

X'

I
Diagra.ms and counters for the game of logic

~o

~o

~o



Diae;ram XLVIII Carroll' s Di'~erams in Use 
II) 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 0 

I 

c) 

0 0 

0 I EE 
ri) 

0 0 

-l-

I 

.9.) xm 'f1 ymf I,. xy 
o 0 0 

b) xmo t yml II" x' Yl 

c) xmoi' ymoT '"J.lf x'Y\ d) xm'o'r m'Y'o'f xmIT m\,1- x'Yl 



Dirte;ra.m XLIX CoRrroll' s BRRie Di!'lc;r:~m8 . 

4) , ~ , 

/ // // 
/ // / / 
/ // / ./ 
// / / 

++. ++ 
+ + + + 
+ + + + 
-(-+ +-t 
J) 

~ -$- -$- • 
~ -+ + -if 
-$- 4- -+ -$-
4f-$- -$- t-

a) Four terms b) Five terms 

c) Six terms d) Seven terms' 

e) Eight terms 



r 

Di.JlESram L Newlin' G Prim;;1ry Square Subdivided 
for Four. And Seven Classes 

b 
1 

f a "G' a h - -
ah a b 

-cd . 
c I( 

I
cd 

d ... 

cd abed 

-
cd 

h) 

/ e ~------*-------~------~~----~ 

/" 
e 

a) Four class diagram 

b) ~ix class diagram'subaivided at abed to allow for a seventh class 



DiR.g:r;~m T.I Newlin's Extennp.d Di(3,c;ram with its Key 

a) Qb a b 4 

, 

cd x 

cd 

[>( r>< r>< k 
~ ~ ~ rx c d 
~ ~ [)( t>< 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

7 
", 

a) . Newlin diagrRm extended to eight classes at abcd and to ten classes 
at abed 

b) Key for secondary squares of ten term diagram 



I C (/(, a I 

h be. t) be qb b 

hd bc 4 4bc4 qb d /Jd 

d c=,d acd 4d ·V 

I C I 4 c. a I. 

~) Three class diagram b) Four cl~ss diagram 

c) to e) Four class diagram modified to remove redundancies 



p 

Dinsrnm LIII 

0) 

Hocking's Proof of the Infinite l<Jxtensib:Uity 
of 'the Logic DiagrAm 

m 

--+---------,~--~----~-----y 

.. " 
... " 

" .... 
I 

" ," 

, 
, I , 
I 

I 

8) Portion of graph 

b) Same portion ~f graph after introduction of another term 

c) Proof of infinite extensibility of the logic di~gram 



DiFlcram tIV Hocking's Extenr'led Diagra.ms 
b) 

ab h 

q b 

c} 

a) One term b) Two terms 

c) Four terms d) Five terms 

e) Six terms f) Seven terms 



DiRgram LV Hocking's Method of Itnmedia.te Inference 

q) 

J) e) 

@) Basic rliagrRm for immediate inference 

b) Axis of Conversion c) PS (converse of riP) 

d) Axis of Obversion e) SP (obverse 01 SF) 



Diqgr"'nl LVI Hocking's SYFltem of Immp.oi.Rte Inference i.n lTSf'! 

~ b)~----------~ 

c) 4) 
V 

v 

a) The A proposition (All S is p) 

b) The E proposition (No S is p) 

c) The I proposition (Some g; is p). 

d) The 0 proposition (Some S is not p) 



DiRgra.m LVII Lewi1:;' Diaf,rnms for Immedia.te Inferences 

) 

r.----.... 

( 

~.) Basic diagram for 

t 
t 

r 
1 

immediate 

b) SP = 0 , S /0 , P J" 0 

l 

< 

< 

+(----$ 

( 

, 

t 
inferences 



4) 

H) B~.sic Diagram 

b) p::'q 

e) p.q 

b) pvq 

d) plq 

f) p:q 



DiRr,r~m 1,IX Example of Leibniz's System 

A @ C 

If A",B 
then Af9 C",B $C 



Diagr.qm LX 

c) 
A-+-------

e) A 

a) 11 A is B 

c) orne (not all) A is B 

e) orne (all or some) A is B 

Lambert's Linear NotRtion 

b) A--

J)A----

,1> 

f) I~ ___________ _ 

b) No A is B 

d) S<;>me (not all) A is not: B 

f) Some (a.ll or some) A is not B 



Di;;J.grR.m LXI Hamil ton's Improved Linear Nota.tion 

b) 
C----------

M 
Nr~~----------

r-.1 -r---l'----

J) 

J 
I~-------------------

I. l_ 

L. ____ 
. j) 

or 

I 
R) and b) Ba.sic diagrams (actually not describable in logical I!iymbolism) 

c) .Exclusion 

d) CoMxtension 

e) Subordination 

f) Cotlrdination 

g) Intersection or partial coinclusion and partial co~xclusion 



D:i..;wr.nm I,XII . HA.rnilton t s Linear DiaerP-lrns Appliecl to Sorite!': 

C r---------------------------------

p~--------------------------~ 

~r-------------------------------

FL-______ ~ __________________ ~_ 

~A~~------------------

a) A=B 
B=C 
C=D 
D=E 
E=F 
.', A=F 

c~------------~---------

cl------

f 01-.------

b) All. B is A 
All C is B 
All D is C 
All E is D 
AI+ F is E 
"·AIl F is A 



-1 .: .. 

Di.'1c;rnm LXIII Ham:i.lton's Use of Linear Di;~.e;r8.ms 

_______ M 

s 

h) ----------'- 5 

--------~--~--- n 

I' 

c) 
~-------------------------------------------

M--------------~---------------------------- /1 

f -----------~-------------------- 5 

d) 5 ....,...------
!1 !1 

f 

a) All Mare P . b) All Mare S 
All S are M All Pare M 

c) left side right side 
All III are S All Mare P 
All Pare M All S are M 

d) left side right side 
No S are M No Pare M 
All Pare M All S are M 



Diagram LXIV Keynes' Improvement on Lambert's Linear System 

t' p 

f p' , 
f /' 

f 1" 

r' f. , , 
f' e /1 . . , 

I' / 
I , 

" ________ _+_------..!------II - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - _. 

E 
-------!..~----------!.---- --- - - - - - - -- -- -- - .. -- ----

5' 
----~--,-----.-.-- .. ---------- - - -- _. ----...:::.-------o ___ ~ ____ --~,,-----.---- ________ . _____ _ 

a) Diagram of all possible relations of S and P 

D) Diagrams for the four Aristotelian propositions 



Di.n r;r:,m LXV 

CO" t Y"Q r I'e V e / I n GO/'] grv <:Ie 

U11iven4 I a f hI' ffl ~ tJ" ve. Un /vt!rS<e/ /1 e, l' t/ VI!:. 
\.r) 

.all p/el(Sv.-e is J~tJtf 1'1 t!1I J vyt! ,.,,4 <:. 
ho ,', <:s-

III ...,. Q., ~ 

"... .. -:Ii ~;/ "-1" 

l, 1"- " 
1\ 

IU .. ", 
..., 

4... 

" ~9' 
,.. 

....... ~II 
~ 

'" 
~ 

~ SOMe P'/~o IITt! "S 1",d ""' s Olf'll! JlI{'IIJ"I'~ ,'J )t.d !I~'otJ/'. 
~ ... ,\ 

Pal't'-c"llItr if f! P""lIfllfivt! /If" t/evll/I-- 11~, ~f//I'e. 

>vb (;PAfrIlfY/e VI-I ,$v b ~IfY~J 

a) After Apuleius 

b) Traditional square of opposition 



Di.n.gr:,m LXVI Hodern SquRrc:=; of 0ppoA:i.tion 

()c) "" ~ >( 

0:$7;.0 

Af~ ~( _____________ A ____________ ~·~?AN~N6 

a) Boolean squoRre of oppoR,ition 

b) Square of opposition with quantifiers 

c) . Square of opposition for proposition~.l calculus 



Diagram LXVII The Pons ASoSinorum 

(M'I"~fI) A/$ fE (A/If,"sl1 1 . 

R) After Albert the Great b) After Peter Tarteret . 



Di('1er~m LXVIII 'rhe Ars M:)gna 

After Lull's circle for discovering new truths about the attributes of ·God 



Diagram ~XIX Frege's;Bnsic Diagr;;lms 

c) 

J) 
A b.ee"",t's A 

e) 

d be C "1+Ie.) 

I) 
L\ hec, ... o 

~) 

i) 
----,----!::!. h-e. co "1 ~~ ~ 

M 
d be e.:o 1ft e s A 

:..1 ) The thought';! b):T 

c) The thought ... 'j d) to g) Amalgamation of horizont~l~ 

h) to k) Inverse of d) to g) 



Dine;ram LXX. Frege' s Binr~ry Relations 

-- ~) T' 

I-------L\ 

I.--------A 

~e~~~---__ -----r 
L----r-----.6. 

9) 
~~------------ @ 

1.---,-_____ It 

1-0--------_1 t\ 

R) ~::J r 
c) ... ( L\ .f') 

e) r::J~ 

g) (A ::JI\ )::J@ 

~) -r--r-L--- r 
------il 

J) 
~-.-------- ,.., 

L-----.------L1 

b)' ~I:" r 
d) ~~ v r 
f) ~~ ::J(/b@) 



Dia.gram LxXI Frege's Expression of Generality 

----0,------..-

h) 

1) '0;' .. ' 'I 

e) 

t) -00'---.. -'-I~ -_ -_ -_ -_-_ -_~ :: 

a) (<<) (~O() 

c ) ... (0() (¢ 0<:) 

e) (~);J(,.() «(/>11() 

b) (IX) ... UP 0<) 

d) (1 -<) (¢ p() 

f) (ex) ([.:::~J::{(,OG(J) 



Diagram LXXII Frega I s Inte'rchangaability and Contraposi ti.on

4) ~)

-1 , @

I

:'~ ;

<!J)

Il ~

1\ 1\

cJ J)

J1 I
I :

~[ L1 l'

X X1\ ('

I Ir 1.\

e) f)
I- I I r

I I
[ I

L\ ~

X
~ ] X

6
. I 1r T

a) and b) Interchangeability c) to f) Contrnposition

c) (A::JT') ~ (",r:::JNL\.)

e) (Av r) == (r v ~ )

d) (,..r;:)...~):; (~.:;)r)

r) ( ...[A .'r]) := (Ncr:~ J)



" 

Diagram LXXIII Frege's First Method of Inference 

I---~L-_-_-_-: ( «J 

(aJ r 
L\ 

(13): : 

I r 

(LJ 
+-------1\ 

(0<) :--~---

+--1 ---I 

Given: A ::l r and'~ 



Diagram LXXIV Frege's Second Method of Inference 

T' 

'-----t\ . 

I------y------ A 
i------.-- @ ((3) 

a) 

.1----.-:-
1
1-. ~---~ 

(13):: -:----------
I I r 

'-. ---@ 

b) 
1---1 -"-r -~, ~ 

1---____ ® 

(0<):: ___ ---- - ~ --

I r 
i-,.--. -@ 



Diagram LXXV Frege's Third Method of Inference 

.a) 

r 
1 

1\ 
(§) 
---
A (1) 

A 

I A ---
1------_ r:. 

(:5):-·-.-·_-_·_·_·_·_·--:.·-

I I I : 
1---------,---L-

b) 
II---+--1\ 

A.---_ L\ (.,t.,) 

1----......,.--- 1\ 

I ~ 
(~);-.-. -'-'-' 

I A 

a) r ::J(_::::- ::::>C&::::JA J) 
~::9( ::. ::::J[ - Gb/l J) 
:. L:.:::l( t\ :::{-8::::JA ]) 

~--....-...----.---;1 

I---o---~ 

-
I-----r---

'-----L (~) 

f---,.--_- A 
I L\ (15) 



a) 

c) 

e) 

g) 

Diagram LXXVI Application, of Frege1s Diagrams to Switching Circuits 

~) )WI hit,.".! c ir,;,v r ts 

At{ ~; " 
" 

h) 
~.6-( ~: ::. 

M-( C; = 

A~A = 

AND circuit 

Inverter 

A.~ in Marquand 

h) 

:=d 
'c) 

)A~ A---V-A 

e} .A- !6 A- f 
1'1"'8"'·4 

o 0 

o I 

I , 

J () 

[ A 
13 

I----r-..----- A 
'-----.,.---- ~ 

1---,------ A 

b) OR circui t 

d) A.B in Venn 

f) A.B'in Frege 

r- YtJe 

I 

A.B in switching circuits h) AND circuit represented in 
adapted Frege diaC~lms 

A 

'p 

i) OR circuit similarly represented j) Inversion similnrJ,y represunted 



Dj rl irnm LXXVII Peirce's Jfirst Dinf,r;,mma tic SY8tem 

h ' 

L 

c) 

e) 

a.) ,~x[y bxyLxy>O 

c) TTx Lxx> 0 

e) Ly IT x (Lxy 'f bxy» 0 

. b) L 

01) 

L 

b) L.X Lxx>o 

d) n x TTy (Lxy'f" bxy) > 0 

f) TT X2.. y (Lxy bxy) 0 



a) 

c) 

e) 

g) 

i) 

Dingrl'1m LXXVIII Peirce's Entitative GrRphs 

b) 

e) 

PQ 

h) 

~Tohn gives John to trohn 

p 

not P 

P ;:and Q 

Something is P and not Q 

H 
I 

H-N--,..r 

c) 

f) 

,) 

f 

(f) 
Q 

b) Chemical graph of ammonia 

d) P or Q 

f) If P then Q. 

h) Everything that is P is Q 



Diagram LXXIX The Alpha Part of Existential Graphs 

a) 

f fa 

ell 
c) 

e) 

.a) p b) P <=md (~ 

c) not P d) If P then (~ 

e) 'l'he empty cut 



Diagram LXXX The Beta Part of Existential Graphs 

&1) b) c-..) 

• C~ 
d) eJ 

p 

---Q --;---p 

~) h) i) 
Q 

a) and b) Something exists c) Something is both P and \~ 

d) Something is P, q and R e) Nothing is P 

f) Something is not P g) P a~d Q are not the same 
indivioual 

h) .something is P and (~ and R i) Something is P and Rand something 
r.md .s is i.~ and c 

IV 



~) 

a) 

c) 

e) 

g) 

Diagram LXXXI The Gamma Part of Existential Graphs 
- Metagraphs 

x- :4 h) )( '(Z)C) 
P, I X ( Y 

y e) X K 
;) 

P 
h) ® 

x is the sheet of assertion b) x is a graph precisely express-
ing "P" 

x is scribed on y d) x is the area of y 

x is a cut f) P 

A 8raph precisely expressing h) Not P 
lip.. is scribed on the sheet 
of assertion 

-i) A graph precisely expressing lip" is scribed on the area of a cut 
which is itself scribed on the sheet of assertion 



0) 

>I'm 

<) 

d) 

Diagram LXXXII The Gamma Part of Existential Graphs 
- Abstraction 

, 
a) y is in relation x to z b) Cyrano loves Roxanne but 

Roxanne does not love Cyrano 

c) Same as b) d) Bame as b) and c) 



a) 

c) 

e. 

Diagram LXXXIII 

". _ 11'" -- - ~, 

I I 
\ 

p , 
I -. - - ,"" 

- - - .... , 
,.' ",. '\ 

(CD; 
\ I 
\ I 
'...... ,/ 

.... _---"", 

... - --
/ '" . ...., 

I ,. .... -.... \ 

I I P '\ I 
I I I I 
I I / I 
I \ ; I 
\ ........ _-
' .... _--// 

The' Gamma Part of Existential Graphs 
- Modality 

b) 

(0;' 
." ,--- .... -

a) It is possible that P is fulse b) P ~s necessarily true 

c) It is possible that P is true d) P is necessarilyf,ase 

e) It is posRible that P is necessary 

....... ,' .' 



Diagram LXXXIV 

c) 

A 

a.) Fx.=(lx 

Robert's Reinterpretation of the Beta Part 
of Existential Graphs 

b) 

~J 

b) ('Ix) (FpGx) 

d) -(V:x:)-(Ax) 



Diagram LXXXV 

b) 

A 
r F T f 

A 

TT 

f--t------I-~ r F 
f'( 

1-----+----, F F 

a) Five term diagram 

C 
1" F 

Gardner's Basic Diagrams 

P E 
T F T F 

b) Diagram representing two term truth table 



a) 

d) 

e;) 

j) 

Diagram LXXXVI, 

A 

A 
e) 

A 
h) 

k) 

A 
, 

A.-B 

AtB 

1\.:JB 

b) 6 

8 

Gardner's Diagrams of Basic Propositions 
A ~~:." A' d 

c) d) 

8 

A 
J 

A 

J 

. 
b) -B c) A.B 

, 
e) -A .. B f), A==B 

h) AvB i) AlB 

k) B::>A 



a) 

c) 

a) r\::-.)B 

B1=c 
AvC 
B 
Initial 

c) A$C 
BIC 
AvB 

D:ir'(-l':lm LXXXVII Solution of :3imple Problems 
w:i.th Gardncr'R Nptwork 

tJ C ~ d 
6) 

o c 

c 

b) Same as a) depicting solution 

diagram 



(./) 

Diagram LXXXVIII Gardner's Diagrams for Compound Statemen1cs 
Using Horizontal Truth-value Lines 

A 

c 

, 
a) (AvB):::>(CvD) b) Av(B.C) 



Diagram LXXXIX Gurdner's Diagrams for Compound Statements 
Using Chains 

Ii .(j c; () 

b) /l 
c 

c 
cJ 

h 

a) ,1.. -13. D c) A::l(B.C) 



Diagram XC Gardner's Hethod of Minimizing 
and Demonstration of Extensibility 

A 
~) 

,4 13 

c) 

. , . 
a) (A.-B)v(-A.-B) b) -E [i.e. a) reduced] 

c) Method of extensibility 



Diagram XCI Gardner's Solution of Complex Problems 

---- .. -- _ ... ""- .... ""' .. 

l-

fA) (ibB)::::J(lPA) 

b) Proof that a) is not a v111id theorem 



4) 

Diagram XCII 
A 

..,.. 7 F 

4-
7 F 

Gardner'~ Use of Networks for Three-valued Loste 
T 1 F T PF r 1 r. 

tJ 
T 9 F 

p) f 

a) A.B in Lukasiewicz, Post and Rosser 

b) A.B in Bochvar 

c) A=>B in Lukasiewicz and Tarski 



Dia.gram XCIII Further Expansions of Ga.rdner's System 

A b C 

4) 
~rr fl 
0 0 

0 0 
0 0 0 ..... ".'.' 

o 0 
o 0 0",,;' , .. 

/+ 
b) 

a,) (~B)v(}3=C) usine counters b) ~B using vectors 



Diagram XCIV Hamilton's Scheme of the Two Quantities 

I ""'8 
: , 

<:::c1 
- .. 
« L.UI - .. 
~ wJ 1---11 -- .. 
~ I..J.J. 

01 
1------1 - . . 

« ~ ~ 0 ~I -
« LLJ I----l 0 ~ >-...( 

-
"N 

Q ~ ~ -
« LLJ 1----1 -N 

-
N 

'f -I 01171/ j () til i.I ,/7 

a 1""1 'j lI\ ~ - N 

- :::; ~ ,- .-
~ ~ - '-

'rc~ble of the scheme of the two quantities 

.. .. 



Diagram XCV Condensed'View of Hamilton@s Notation 

" -------Ft''fllrd ). 
+. +. 

.+ + -:-r-

• 

Condensation of Hamilton's Scheme of Notation 



T",blt 

A 

-
>< 

C: -"t1: -J 

v 
'ii 

-X " 

c- /1:_[ vi ~ , ~ 

C· 'M- r .. --. , ...... , 
1111 C-:f'/:_)

><" 
C ,M'-'r .. , .,--.,., .. 

\//11 
, -c,-:M:-:/ 

r , ... --:-:----:: 
C:-:M)-: O--:{1,-:/ i' , ____ _ 

>< >< 
C:-,('1:-:r C~(1;-:r, 

C:-:M,-,r C'f 'M-r C:-:N,-,r 1'1-..-'-/-
:-. , ) C;--:, ""-' • 

xi 

>< ) I • 
C "+-.,J1:-I} ., ) J;, At) JC.II 

C) -,n :-1-.I b 
i ' 

C) -,{1:-:( xII 
>< ------;:' C-M:-:( ') . C-,--/-:-1: --:/: 

Hamilton's Final System 



Diae;ram XCVII de Morgan's Chart of the Relationships of Propositions

'" 1""'0 "-" r--
'-.J" r-...

1"\.~ v ~'"..
~

~ '- ~,
~• "-lIa r-...

~ -vc
'-:J.... " '-.../i y

... .....
c+. ".....

~"" '-'" ~ ~ ~ '-,.. ""7'\~ .
~.. '--"" ...............

'"
r-...... \. '-.../ \.....,....
~ () r-...,....

.~

"" "'-"<-
"Is•

'" ~
..... .~

:i
~ V '-I-

~ ............ ~""" "-" 'h V
0\- , \. - .

"" ,-" '-,..,./
,

" ""-'" "\. r---... "-./'"
......,

~..... ..
-~ .....
..... ""-
'"

.....
" " '--' ....-..., "--'OJ ....... ":'" ~ . r-.....0:

~ \....; "-' '--..J .
,

~-... ,
"""'\-r-.. v ......... ~

----..

...
"'\-l-

,) oj..,
OJ V-- .....

~"'\:;. '-....J ~ '-' "" ~
'-...., "--'.. v ~- " . •....

~ .... '-./"I- ~ '/.. ~• r-- "<) <>
u \)

"" '"":"
v

........ .t'"0 ,.-.,. y ...---. '--"" "........'" '-' v r-.... { "-.J ,.....
~

" '-,..J ... '-.../
\.. .~ >...

'+ "-" '-J
~ ... v r-.... ,,--...

,-... ~
"'"

........ .
~ . r--.. '-Jr-., -.....:......- ~ ~ '---'-c;:: '-J ~

r--.. '--" '-/ \.....; ........... ........... r:---..r-.. ~ '-..,. ~ '-J ............ r--...r-... '-'

A chart of the relationships holding nmong propositioHU
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l:?: 
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M
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ro 
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M
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fii 
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Diagram Ie de Morgan's Logical Zodiac 

(..J 

}( 

The lo~ic&l zodiac 



Diagram C Chart of·Significant Events in the History 
of the Logic Diagram Since 1675 

~0r-----------------------------------------____________________ __ 

'0 .. 
10 

~o 

40 

30 

to 

10 

o~------------------------~--~-------------------------------I) I., ~ ~ <to 
<to 01 .... ~ ~ 
Ilo. '10 ~ Ilo. "" 
............. "':"- ......... 

! / 



D.iagram CI Chart of Significant Events in the History 
of the Logic Diagram Classed as of Low Value 1859-1887 

)1 

P 

H 

H 

Jif 

P 

H 

jl 

,0 
d 

1.' 
l.' 1-' 
2.4 

z..5 

1. If 

z.> 
1.1. @ 

'1.1 .. .. .... .. .. ~ 

Key 

1 •. De Horgnn 
2., H;,milton 

... ... 
\0 

3. SevonB lR70 
i··I ., ,T evons J.e.;-:o 
:~. } 1-; i!'ce ])m2 

-l .. 
~ .... 

(j. C;·weo] 1 1ge5 

~ ... -. .. ~ 
"" '" ... '" ... ~ ~ 4Q ~ ... 

~ ..... .... ..... .... 

*8 

s~ 

"3 ~ 

.- .. .... .a '" .". ... ~ " ~ - '" ~ -l .. ... . t- .... .. '" ... t; 0: .... ~ ~ ~ ~ ... Ol>o ... ... ... ~ ~ ..... ... ... ... ..... - ... .... ""--

(,(P 

'" ~ '" .... 
~ ... ... ~ ... ... ~ 

"' .... ..... "-



Diagram Clr Chart of Significant Events in the History 
of the Logic DiagrRm Classed as of HiCh Value 1877-1919 

-----------------------------------------,~J~I 
Q Iitl 
~ UtI 

",,/ 
JJ~J 

h/~ I 

{/!;.! 

7/b/ 

lUI 

fJl/'/ 

61 ~'J I ... 
/JOb I 

I) obi 

(I) ?pbl ... 
$1)1; I 

f>"~( 

f ()/J J 

"lob' 
e l()bJ 

I"-

oO~J 

J.hp, I 
& ~blJ 
" LM' 

')HI 
41 

5J,$1 

'" e 11/,$J 
~ 

~Ul 

"I~.sl 

IMI 

()U·/ 

Key ~n/ 

/;JJ J 

1.. Free;e LI(,) 

2 •. MHrqUlmd lUI 
:-5 •• Hr,cfarlane 

~D jHI 

Ii. Venn 1894 1'0\ 

5. ern'roll 1895 Q -111$/ 
o,j 

6. h~i rce 1[397 ,$3/ 

7. Pe'i:cce 1900 "1 . .., I 

8 •. Newlin IJ$I 

9 •. JIockine; o~81 

10. Lewis 
~ L~ I It 

JUI 

Un .. ~ .:r .... ~ - " 'I'- ~ r- -.) '" 'If" "" N ;:. ~ or- "" 
'" .. ... ::.. "" ... I" "'" I'-

0- r- t- r- .... .... ~ 
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